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Materials are key to the world of sport. Advances in materials have enhanced equipment and
clothing to allow athletes to perform better and set new records, while improving safety and making
sport and exercise more accessible, comfortable and enjoyable. Tennis saw dramatic changes in the
1980s, as sports engineers discarded wood and adopted fibre-polymer composites to produce stiffer
rackets with larger heads [1]. Fibre-polymer composites are also used to create stiff plates within the
midsole of some distance running shoes, allowing athletes to run more efficiently [2,3]. In snowsports,
soft-shell back protectors made from shear thickening foam are more comfortable and offer better
protection from repeat impacts than their traditional hard-shell counterparts [4]. The work behind
such advances in materials and equipment should ideally be communicated in peer reviewed articles,
so claims can be verified and improvements realised, and appropriately implemented and regulated,
to ensure sport remains fair, safe and enjoyable for all.
This Special Issue on “Sports Materials” brings together 10 articles covering equipment testing,
modelling and material development. As an established tool for designing and testing sports equipment
and assessing materials [5], finite element modelling is clearly present in this issue. The global appeal
of sports engineering is reflected in contributions from China, Taiwan, UK, Italy, Germany, France,
Sweden and the USA.
The issue opens with an article from Corke and colleagues [6] on the effect of golf club handle
gripping conditions on the ball-clubhead interaction. By measuring strain propagation along the
shaft, the time for impact-induced vibrations to travel from the clubhead to the handle and back was
shown to exceed the duration of ball-clubhead contact. Therefore, the way in which the club handle is
gripped should not affect how the ball leaves the clubhead, meaning golf robots are comparable to
human testers. Moving from hand-held equipment to ball dynamics, Lane and colleagues [7] measured
strains in tennis ball cores during impacts with a rigid surface, using three-dimensional digital image
correlation. Knowledge of the strains experienced by sports equipment during use can inform material
characterisation and finite element modelling strategies, with implications for product development
and selection.
The first article in the issue utilising finite element modeling is from Rinaldi and colleagues [8], and
covers the oblique impact of a table tennis ball on the polymeric layers that are applied to the faces of
wooden bats. Sports engineering is not always about product development and the latest innovations,
with regulators often more concerned with maintaining tradition and ensuring fair and safe play.
Fortin-Smith and coworkers [9,10] present two articles on finite element models for investigating
wooden baseball bat durability and failure mechanisms. They are interested in preventing potentially
hazardous multi-piece failures, where a fragment of a broken bat can become a dangerous high-speed
projectile. In the first article [9] they characterised the wood used in bats, developed the models and
compared them to experiments, while in the second article [10] they used the models to investigate
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the effect of the slope of grain of the wood on bat failure. Cole et al. [11] developed finite element
modelling techniques for predicting the response of artificial turf shock pads to vertical impact loading,
with implications for surface design and regulation, as well as player-surface interactions.
Three articles in the issue cover materials for safety devices. The first of these articles was authored
by Penta and coworkers [12], and showcases a meshless approach for modelling the impact response
of polymeric foam crash mats, with implications for the design of foam protective devices. The
meshless approach allowed the crash mat model to function under high strain deformation, where
elements within a mesh are prone to distortion. Foster and colleagues [13] explored auxetic open
cell foam as a replacement for the conventional open cell foam typically used as a comfort layer in
sports helmets, showing potential for these alternative materials to reduce hazardous impact induced
accelerations. Duncan and colleagues [14] present a comprehensive review of auxetic materials for
sports applications, covering foams, additively manufactured structures and textiles. While these
auxetic materials are appearing in sports products like helmets and athletic shoes, further work is
required in their testing, modeling and manufacturing before their potential can be fully realised. The
final article in the issue is from Lin et al., [15] and is concerned with the development of functional
composite yarns for sportswear applications.
This Special Issue represents the current state-of-the-art in sport materials research. As athletes
strive for ever increasing gains in performance and safety, and with consumers demanding higher
levels of comfort, customisation and sustainability, we expect sporting goods brands to bring further
materials driven innovations to their products. We see finite element modelling as a useful tool in the
research and development of sports equipment and clothing utilising novel materials. We urge sports
engineers to work closely with sports scientists to investigate equipment-athlete interactions [16,17],
to ensure the improvements they envisage become reality.
Acknowledgments: The authors would like to thank Oliver Duncan for providing feedback on the editorial draft.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.
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Featured Application: The strain propagation findings presented in this paper justify the continued
use of golf robots in studies investigating steel-shafted clubhead dynamics at ball impact,
given that the gripping mechanism has a negligible effect on the collision dynamics.
Abstract: Research and equipment testing with golf robots offers much greater control and
manipulation of experimental variables compared to tests using human golfers. However, whilst it
is acknowledged that the club gripping mechanism of a robot is dissimilar to that of a human,
there appears to be no scientific findings on the effects of these gripping differences on the clubhead
at ball impact. Theoretical and experimental strain propagation rates from the clubhead to the grip
and back to the clubhead were determined during robot testing with a 9-iron to determine if this time
interval was sufficiently short to permit the gripping mechanism to have an effect on the clubhead
during impact. Longitudinal strain appears to propagate the most quickly, but such deflections are
likely to be small and therefore of little meaningful consequence. Shaft bending was not a primary
concern as modes of large enough amplitude appear to propagate too slowly to be relevant. Torsional
strain propagates at a rate which suggests that constraints at the grip end of a golf club could
potentially influence impact dynamics for steel shafted irons; however, this effect seems unlikely to
be significant, a likelihood that decreases further for longer irons. As such, it is considered reasonable
to treat the influence of a robot’s gripping mechanism on clubhead dynamics at impact as negligible,
and therefore comparisons between robot and human data in this regard are valid.
Keywords: strain propagation; torsion; golf; shaft; clubhead; robot; cannon
1. Introduction
Golf robots are an integral part of the process of testing golf clubs as they overcome many of
the limitations imposed by player tests. Despite much research into their operation and application,
little effort has been dedicated to following up on recommendations to evaluate the effect of the
robot gripping mechanism [1–3]. The gripping mechanism commonly adopts the form of a rigid
‘clamp’, which has been shown to impose very different constraints on a club’s dynamic response when
compared to both human hand-held and freely-suspended conditions [4]. Given the brevity of a typical
impact between club and ball in golf, the influence of the shaft on the dynamics of the clubhead during
impact has long been considered negligible [5–7], however there is little empirical evidence to support
this assumption. Although the rigid gripping mechanism will undoubtedly have some effect on the
dynamics of the club when considering a robot swing in its entirety, the dynamic response of the
Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 422; doi:10.3390/app8030422 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci4
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shaft during the contact period between clubhead and ball is considered to be more pertinent. Whilst
some research has been dedicated to achieving a robot swing that is a closer representation to that of
golfers’ swings [8,9], the period during which clubhead and ball are in contact has not specifically been
investigated during robot testing. Measurement of contact time in golf has been well documented
(typically around 0.5 ms at realistic inbound velocities [10–12]), however rates at which various modes
of vibration travel from the clubhead to the grip are not as widely reported. Experimental results for
steel shafts suggest that this duration is around 1 ms [13], although other studies suggest that this
would be an order of magnitude smaller for carbon fibre composite shafts [14]. Studies modelling golf
club shafts have reported durations of 1–2 ms before any effect of impact is ‘felt’ by the golfer [15,16],
although what was meant by ‘felt’ with respect to measurement times was not explicitly stated. It is
difficult to make judgements as to whether strain propagates at a great enough speed along a golf
shaft to influence impact dynamics based on the reported evidence; the majority of studies suggest it
does not [13,15,16], although this is likely to depend largely on material properties.
Thus, the purpose of the present study was to evaluate the potential for the rigid clamping at
the grip of a golf club to influence clubhead dynamics during ball impact through the measurement
of shaft strain propagation rates. It was hypothesised that the gripping mechanism would not exert
greater influence on the clubhead during impact than that associated with the hands of a golfer.
The hypothesis was tested by measuring the time taken for vibration to travel from the clubhead to the
gripping mechanism and subsequently return to the clubhead.
2. Materials and Methods
Shaft strain propagation rates immediately following ball impact on the club face were
theoretically determined and experimentally measured, as outlined below.
2.1. Theoretical Propagation Speeds
Different types of clubhead deflection will induce different types of shaft strain, which travel at
different speeds. The consequences and propagation speeds of longitudinal, torsional and bending
strains are discussed below. The associated theoretical calculations presented are based upon
previous work [17], unless otherwise stated. Material properties have been estimated using MatWeb
online databases.
2.1.1. Longitudinal Strain
Movement of the clubhead parallel to the long axis of the shaft results in strain along the shaft’s
longitudinal axis (either tension or compression). A shaft is stiffest in this direction, and as a result,
any deflections are likely to be of small magnitude and limited consequence. Longitudinal waves are
non-dispersive, and as such, their speed does not depend on their frequency. This speed (cL) can be






where E is the Young’s Modulus of the material, and ρ is the material’s mass density, which for steel,
are approximately 200 GPa and 7850 kg·m−3 respectively, resulting in an estimated propagation speed
of longitudinal waves in steel of 5048 m·s−1.
2.1.2. Torsional Strain
Rotation of the clubhead about the shaft’s long axis results in torsional strain in the shaft. This is
arguably the motion of greatest concern, as the restriction of this form of clubhead rotation during
impact would reduce the rate at which the club face opens or closes during an off-centre strike
(i.e., towards the toe or heel, relative to the clubhead’s centre of gravity location), and potentially
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the penalty associated with it. The speed at which torsional waves propagate (cT) is calculated in






where the shear modulus of the material (G) is used instead of the Young’s Modulus (E). A typical
shear modulus of steel is 79 GPa, therefore the propagation speed of torsional waves in this material
is approximately 3172 m·s−1. Given the relationship between Young’s and shear moduli, shown in
Equation (3),
E = 2G(1 + υ), (3)
where ν is Poisson’s ratio, the shear modulus will always be smaller than the Young’s modulus
of the same material. Therefore cT is always smaller than cL, meaning that the speed of torsional
waves will be lower than that of longitudinal waves. Similar to longitudinal waves, torsional waves
are non-dispersive.
2.1.3. Bending Strain
The strain created by bending waves is more complex than torsional or longitudinal strain, and is
made up of a combination of compressive, tensile and shear strains. Unlike longitudinal and torsional
waves, the phase speed of bending waves (cB) does depend on wave frequency (f ) and can be expressed
as a proportion of cL (see Equation (1)) as shown in Equation (4),
cB =
√
2π f cL . (4)
Frequency testing of the shaft used in the experimental stage of this investigation was used to generate
an approximation of the frequency of the first bending mode ( f1 ≈ 5.4 Hz) under a fixed-free condition.







for which f2, f3 and f4, were calculated as 34.1, 94.8 and 185.9 Hz respectively. Equation (4) was then
used to calculate the corresponding wave speeds ( f1 ≈ 414 m·s−1, f2 ≈ 1040 m·s−1, f3 ≈ 1734 m·s−1
and f4 ≈ 2428 m·s−1). Given that the reduction in energy content with increasing n assumes a Gaussian
profile, such that energy ∝ n2, higher order modes were not of concern as their potential effect was
considered negligible.
2.2. Experimental Setup
A 9-iron was chosen as the test club as it represents the shortest iron club of interest (excluding
wedges) and therefore the shortest distance for the waves to travel. A steel-shafted blade-style 9-iron
was assembled to an un-gripped length of 37.75 in (0.908 m), with loft and lie angles of 42◦ (0.733 rad)
and 62.5◦ (1.091 rad), respectively. The shaft was a commercially available model, featured a tip
diameter of 0.355 in (9.017 mm), a butt diameter of 0.600 in (15.24 mm), and was of ‘stepped’ design,
i.e., the difference in diameter between the larger butt and smaller tip was achieved using steps,
as opposed to a continuous taper. The club was fitted with a commercially available non-corded rubber
golf grip. The test club was ‘rigidly clamped’ using a custom-built vice mechanism and positioned in
front of a pneumatic ball cannon so that the clubhead was 600–630 mm from the nearest edge of the
light gates, as illustrated in Figure 1. The point at which the club was clamped was representative of
the gripping mechanism of the golf robot used at The R&A Equipment Test Centre; the robot gripping
mechanism encloses approximately the first 0.23 m of the club as measured from the butt of the grip.
The requirement of the gripping mechanism was solely that it needed to hold the club so that it could
sustain multiple impacts.
6
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Figure 1. Experimental setup for strain measurement.
An accelerometer was positioned on the back of the clubhead to detect contact between ball
and club. Three strain gauges were adhered to the shaft. The first was a gauge measuring torsion
positioned on the shaft adjacent to the club’s ferrule (approx. 0.1 m from the accelerometer measured
parallel to the club shaft) on the ‘underside’ of the shaft, i.e., it would not have been visible to a golfer
at address. A second gauge measuring torsion was located just beneath the grip (0.6 m from the
accelerometer) on the same aspect of the shaft as the first gauge. A third gauge measuring longitudinal
strain was located diametrically opposite to the second torsion gauge. Given that a fully-compensated
circuit could not be achieved with the available resources, this third gauge offered reassurance that
torsion was only being measured by the second torsion gauge, and that no cross-talk was occurring.
The accelerometer signal was split between two two-channel data acquisition devices to ensure
synchronisation (the acceleration signal was used to trigger the measurement). The remaining channel
of each device acquired a strain signal from one of the three available gauges. A third device was used
independently to capture the signals from the light gates monitoring inbound ball speed. All data
acquisition devices sampled at a frequency of 10 MHz. Strain signals were subsequently filtered using
a third-order Butterworth filter; a cut-off frequency of 20 kHz was deemed appropriate after inspection
of the signals in the frequency domain. It is acknowledged that this cut-off frequency may have been
somewhat conservative; this was considered sensible however, given the aims of the study and lack of
a fully-compensated strain gauge circuit.
Two target inbound speeds were used: 16 and 34 m·s−1. The lower speed permitted a fidelity check
in that the strains for this speed should be lower than those for the higher speed. The higher speed was
selected to represent 9-iron clubhead speeds generated by elite male amateur golfers (approximately
38.9 m·s−1) [19], however it was a slight underrepresentation as pilot tests with inbound speeds above
34 m·s−1 risked dislocation of the accelerometer from the back of the clubhead. A digital spirit level
was used to quantify (±0.2◦) the orientation of the clubhead relative to the incoming trajectory of
the ball. The shaft was angled such that the effective loft and lie of the clubhead were 26◦ and 0◦
respectively (i.e., the grooves were horizontal). Although this effective loft was slightly stronger (2–3◦)
than has been reported for 9-iron shots performed by elite amateurs [19], it was still considered to offer
a realistic representation of clubhead presentation.
The clamping mechanism was then shifted so that the inbound ball would meet the club face at
three different impact locations in turn: centre, toe and heel. The centre impact location was located
at the geometric centre of the sandblasted area of the club face, whilst toe and heel locations were
17 mm towards the toe and heel of this centre point respectively (measured parallel to the grooves).
The centre of gravity of the 9-iron clubhead featured in the study was actually 4 mm towards the heel
7
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and sole relative to the geometric centre, when measured in the plane of the club face. This meant that
some rotation of the clubhead would be expected at all tested impact locations. Five repeat trials were
performed at each of the six combinations of inbound speed and impact location.
2.3. Assumptions
The main assumption underlying the study was that the elastic reaction force at the gripping
mechanism created a modified wave that returned along the shaft to the clubhead at the same speed as
the initial wave. A linear superposition of the waves was assumed to be formed following this reflection,
and as such interaction between wave types was not considered. Calculations and experimental results
were based on a static club at impact; when used in a golf robot, the shaft would already be under
a considerable amount of strain. However, these elastic stresses and strains (“pre-loading”) would
not be expected to affect material properties such as wave propagation speeds. The influence of the
rubber grip of the club on strain propagation speeds was also considered negligible but it is noted that
a rubber grip would introduce a strain-dependency to the club’s response if strain waves travelled
back to the clubhead before the end of the contact time between clubhead and ball.
3. Results
3.1. Inbound Ball Speed and Contact Time
The inbound ball speeds measured by the light gates were slightly lower than the target speeds,
although, more importantly, they were consistent across impact locations. Mean (±SD) speeds when
averaged across all impact locations were 15.6 (±0.4) and 33.5 (±0.6) m·s−1 for 16 and 34 m·s−1 target
inbound speeds respectively. Variation in the centre of the impact location was inspected visually using
a grid and found to be within 1 mm. Very little difference was found between the results recorded at
the two speeds in terms of contact times. The broad initial peak in the accelerometer signals (Figure 2a)
was approximately 0.5 ms in duration for both high and low tested inbound speeds. Contact time
for a 9-iron impact does not therefore appear to be significantly different from results presented in
previous studies concerning contact time measurement in golf [10–12].
(a) (b)
Figure 2. (a) Accelerometer signal recorded for five central impacts at both nominal inbound speeds;
and (b) longitudinal strain signals (measured at the grip) for five trials at each of the three impact
locations at nominal inbound speed: 34 m·s−1.
In contrast, the amplitude of signals collected at 16 m·s−1 were smaller than those at 34 m·s−1
(Figure 2a). Results collected for the representative elite amateur level of 34 m·s−1 will be focused on
in the future discussion.
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3.2. Longitudinal Strain Measurement
Figure 2b shows longitudinal strain signals recorded for 34 m·s−1 impacts at centre, toe and heel
impact locations. The signal appeared to demonstrate a very subtle departure from resting level at
around 0.10 ms after initial contact, although more gross deviations were evident at after 0.50 ms.
The latter could be attributable to bending modes: the second or third mode would be most probable in
this case, considering their respective propagation speeds. The initial discontinuity occurred at a time
reasonably close to that predicted (0.119 ms, see Table 1), although given the relatively small amplitude,
this association is difficult to assert with a lot of certainty. These measurements did however offer
reassurance that any meaningful strain, either longitudinal or bending, did not appear to be present at
the grip until 0.5 ms when measured in this way.
Table 1. Theoretical (predicted) and measured timings (following initial contact) for longitudinal and
torsional strain. Values in ms unless otherwise stated.
Location Distance (m)
Longitudinal Torsional
Predicted Measured Predicted Measured
Tip 0.10 0.020 - 0.032 0.03–0.06
Grip 0.60 0.119 ≈0.1 0.190 0.19–0.22
Clamp 0.69 0.137 - 0.218 -
3.3. Torsional Strain Measurement
Given that no significant variation in the longitudinal gauge occurred before 0.5 ms, it was
considered safe to assume that anything detected earlier than this in the second torsion gauge
(i.e., that situated at the grip) would in fact be torsion. The first indication of torsional strain is
much clearer than for longitudinal measurements. It appears that torsional strain is first detected
in the tip gauge at around 0.05 ms (Figure 3a), followed by the grip gauge at 0.20 ms (Figure 3b).
This duration appears to become slightly shorter as the impact location moves towards the heel of
the clubhead. The shorter durations measured for heel impacts agree very well with the predicted
values (Table 1).
(a) (b)
Figure 3. Torsional strain signals measured at the tip (a) and grip (b) for five trials at each of the three
impact locations at 34 m·s−1.
The positive vertical change in Figure 3a,b corresponds with closing of the club face, whilst
a negative change is indicative of opening. The resultant torsion in the shaft therefore agrees with
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strain which would be expected, based on the current understanding of impact mechanics, following
toe and heel impacts respectively, in that the club face opens following a toe impact, and vice versa.
4. Discussion
The critical duration in interpreting the results is double that of the predicted time for strain to
reach the gripping mechanism, which assumes an instant reflection of the wave at this point. Doubling
this duration accounts for the time taken for the wave to return to the clubhead, having been modified
by the constraint at the clamp. If this total duration is longer than contact time between club face and
ball, there is arguably no potential for the gripping mechanism to influence impact mechanics, and thus
the outcome of the shot. Weaker gripping would make an effect even less likely as it would increase
the time it takes until strain is reflected back from the gripping mechanism towards the clubhead.
Longitudinal strain was found to travel fast enough to have an effect (critical duration: 0.274 ms),
but, as was stated in the methodology section, it is unlikely that deflections of this type will be
large enough to be of any meaningful consequence, due to the shaft’s stiffness in this direction.
This viewpoint was vindicated by the very small deflections observed in the longitudinal strain gauge
at around 0.1 ms after initial contact. The more gross deflections detected by the longitudinal gauge
from 0.5 ms onwards were thought to be lower-order bending modes and were therefore too slow to
have any influence on impact dynamics. Given their relative speeds, as were determined earlier using
Equations (4) and (5), the first four modes would have taken 1.67, 0.66, 0.40 and 0.28 ms to reach the
grip respectively. It is thought that this first mode is perhaps what was referred to in previous studies,
which reported 1–2 ms as the time taken for such deflections to reach the grip [13,15,16].
Torsion was described as the strain that was of greatest concern, as per the discussion of theoretical
wave speeds. Good agreement was found between measured and predicted timings, particularly for
heel impacts and particularly when considering experimental error and scatter. The critical duration
for torsional strain would be 0.436 ms, which indicates that the modified waves would return to the
clubhead towards the very end of impact for a 9-iron shot. Their amplitude was thought to be great
enough that they cannot be considered negligible (as was the case for longitudinal strain), however the
degree of influence that they could exert in this last 0.050–0.075 ms of impact is questionable.
Furthermore, as irons become longer the critical duration will approach that of contact time.
This means that as the potential for constrained clubhead motion to have a meaningful effect on ball
launch conditions becomes even less as irons get longer, although the total length of club required for
the critical duration to exceed 0.5 ms would be 1.023 m, based on the current experimental design
(i.e., steel shaft, insertion depth of 0.23 m). To provide some context, this is approximately 1 cm longer
than the longest iron (1-iron) based on reported industry averages [20], although both 1- and 2-irons
are relatively uncommon in the modern game. Many commercial iron sets feature a 3-iron as the
longest club, which is typically 3 in longer than a 9-iron taken from the same set, and thus the critical
duration would be 0.483 ms.
5. Conclusions
Reasonable agreement has been shown between theoretically calculated strain propagation rates
and experimental results (given experimental errors and scatter) collected using an instrumented
steel-shafted 9-iron golf club. Longitudinal strain appears to propagate most quickly, but such
deflections are likely to be small and therefore of little meaningful consequence. Shaft bending was not
a primary concern of the study as modes of large enough amplitude appear to propagate too slowly to
be relevant. Torsional strain propagates at a rate which suggests that constraints at the grip end of a golf
club could potentially influence impact dynamics for steel shafted irons; however, this effect seems
unlikely to be significant, a likelihood that decreases further for longer irons. As such, it is considered
reasonable to accept the stated hypothesis and treat the influence of a robot’s gripping mechanism on
clubhead dynamics at impact as negligible, and therefore comparisons between robot and human data
in this regard are valid. Similar consideration of shafts made from carbon composite materials would be
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worthwhile for future research, as would adoption of more sophisticated instrumentation that would
allow direct comparisons between the influence of rigidly clamped constraints and human hands.
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Abstract: The aim of this investigation was to establish the strains and strain rates experienced
by tennis ball cores during impact to inform material characterisation testing and finite element
modelling. Three-dimensional surface strains and strain rates were measured using two high-speed
video cameras and corresponding digital image correlation software (GOM Correlate Professional).
The results suggest that material characterisation testing to a maximum strain of 0.4 and a maximum
rate of 500 s−1 in tension and to a maximum strain of −0.4 and a maximum rate of −800 s−1 in
compression would encapsulate the demands placed on the material during impact and, in turn,
define the range of properties required to encapsulate the behavior of the material during impact,
enabling testing to be application-specific and strain-rate-dependent properties to be established and
incorporated in finite element models.
Keywords: strain; strain rate; rubber; tennis; impact; digital image correlation
1. Introduction
Previous research assessing ball tracking data from professional tennis matches has established
typical inbound impact conditions that the ball experiences, particularly when impacting court
surfaces [1,2]. Knowledge of the impact conditions enables replication of typical impact conditions in
the laboratory. Previous efforts to understand the behaviour of the ball core in isolation has focused,
almost exclusively, on normal impacts with a rigid surface as a means of validating finite element (FE)
simulations [3–7]. These simulations require characterisation of the mechanical behaviour of the rubber
compound to predict the behaviour of the modelled ball core. Characterisation of ball core materials
has so far been limited to quasi-static tensile, compressive, and stress relaxation testing. The issue with
current test methods are the speeds and consequent achievable strain rates for testing. Typically, tensile
tests have been conducted with a crosshead speed in the range of 50–999 mm·min−1 [5]. Elastomeric
materials are known to exhibit strain-rate-dependent behaviour, whereby stiffness increases as strain
rate increases, particularly at high strain rates [8–10]. When defining material behaviour for FE
simulations, it is desirable to match the properties of the material when it is subjected to the strains
and strain rates observed during use, especially if significant increases in stiffness are observed as
strain rate increases.
Previous modelling techniques have utilised an iterative process, comparing artificial stiffening of
stress–strain data and alterations to damping factors with high-speed video footage and force trace
data of impacts to establish a material model providing a realistic representation of the ball during
impact [3,5]. In part, the use of artificial stiffening is a result of the limitations of available material
testing equipment. Only through simulation have maximum strains and strain rates during impact
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been estimated. Cordingley [3] estimated maximum strains in the region of 0.5 with maximum strain
rates in the region of 300 s−1. Allen [6] recorded maximum strains in the region of 0.3 for an impact
against a rigid surface at 30 m·s−1.
Traditional strain measurement devices such as strain gauges and extensometers do not lend
themselves to high velocity ball impacts due to the associated connected electronics and possible
alterations in deformation caused by the sensor being in contact with the surface. Optical strain
measurement techniques utilising digital image correlation (DIC), such as GOM Correlate Professional
(GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany), provides a means of three-dimensional surface strain
measurement utilising multiple cameras. GOM Correlate identifies stochastic image information,
referred to as facets, by evaluating the grey values present within the facet. Optimal facets have
a distinct and equally distributed pattern, with maximum possible contrast in grey values within
the facet [11]. DIC could be employed to measure the strains and strain rates present during ball
impacts and used to inform material characterisation testing, in turn enabling FE modelling to
utilise, rather than techniques involving the artificial stiffening of quasi-static behaviour, material
modelling techniques based on experimental data. Although not used to measure strain, GOM has
been successfully implemented in a sporting context to measure golf ball and clubhead velocity [12].
The aim of this investigation was to establish the strains and strain rates experienced by tennis
ball cores during impact, whereby the impact conditions are representative of professional play,
in turn establishing the effectiveness of non-contact DIC for strain measurement during high-velocity,
high-deformation sports ball impacts. A further aim was to define the range of strains and strain
rates that material characterisation tests should incorporate to understand the material behaviour
during use.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Equipment Set-Up
Ball cores were fired at a steel impact plate (15 mm thick) using a pneumatic cannon. The impact
plate was positioned accordingly to achieve the desired impact angles, measured using a digital
protractor. Two Photron Fastcam SA1.1 (Photron, San Diego, CA, USA) high-speed cameras were
positioned approximately 0.75 m from the impact plate. The cameras were fixed to a beam, fitted to a
tripod, and directed towards the centre of the impact plate, such that the angle between the cameras
was approximately 24◦. Light gates were positioned at the end of the barrel and connected to a counter,
used to monitor ball speed and trigger video recording (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Plan view of lab set-up.
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2.2. GOM
Both high-speed video cameras were fitted with 85 mm fixed focal length lenses (Zeiss planar T
1.4/85 mm ZF 2). The cameras operated as a pair to track the ball core during impact. The cameras
were set-up for a capture volume around the impact plate of 275 × 275 × 275 mm. The high-speed
video cameras were synchronised and set to trigger as the ball passed through the light gates upon
leaving the barrel of the cannon. Images were recorded at a frequency of 12,000 Hz, and the resolution
was adjusted depending on impact angle to maximise pixel coverage of the ball (Table 1). Shutter
speed ranged from 1/71,000 to 1/74,000 to prevent image blur while allowing sufficient light exposure.
The aperture of the lenses was set at f/5.6, as recommended by GOM, and additional lighting, in the
form of two flicker free ARRISUN 1200 W lights were utilised to resolve the problem of reduced
light exposure.
Table 1. Camera settings for each impact angle.
Impact Angle Shutter Speed Image Resolution
18.9◦ 1/74,000 1024 × 496
27.6◦ 1/74,000 1024 × 496
40◦ 1/71,000 960 × 528
90◦ 1/74,000 1024 × 496
The volume of interest was calibrated in accordance with GOM instructions by capturing a series
of images at full resolution (1024 × 1024 pixels) of a calibration object in multiple positions and
orientations within the capture volume. The calibration object used was a GOM calibration panel,
200 mm × 160 mm in size. Calibration images were imported into GOM software (GOM Correlate
Professional 2017, Braunschweig, Germany) and processed automatically given the specific details
of the image sensor and calibration object used. A calibration file was produced and results given as
to the quality of the calibration. As the cameras were repositioned to record at each impact angle, a
separate calibration was performed for each, the results of which are given in Table 2. All calibrations
were deemed successful as the quoted calibration deviation was less than 0.05 pixels, the maximum
specified by GOM.
Table 2. GOM calibration results.
Impact Angle Calibration Deviation Measuring Volume
18.9◦ 0.020 pixels 275 × 275 × 275 mm
27.6◦ 0.020 pixels 275 × 275 × 275 mm
40◦ 0.019 pixels 275 × 280 × 280 mm
90◦ 0.019 pixels 280 × 280 × 280 mm
2.3. Details of Ball Core Preparation
Pressurised Wilson U.S. Open and pressureless Wilson Championship ball cores were used in the
investigation. Twenty of each ball type were used, five balls per impact angle. Each ball was subjected
to one impact per test speed, resulting in five impacts per core all at one given impact angle.
A stochastic pattern was applied to the cores using a black permanent marker to enable the GOM
software to detect a surface and measure variables of interest (Figure 2). Due to the colour of the rubber
compound of the pressureless ball cores, it was necessary to spray paint the cores matte white prior to
applying the pattern. The contrast between the white paint and black permanent marker, comprising
the pattern, was large enough for the GOM software to detect. The load-extension profiles for painted
and non-painted samples highlighted the application of paint did not affect the stiffness of the rubber
(Figure 3). The tests were conducted on a uniaxial test frame (Instron ElectroPuls E3000, Instron, High
Wycombe, UK), which limited the test to quasi-static test speeds as high strain rate testing equipment
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was not available. Five repeats of each sample were tested (ISO 37 Type 1 sample size) at a speed of
400 mm·min−1.





Figure 3. Effect of paint on the load-extension response pressureless ball core rubber (mean of five
repeats displayed for painted and non-painted tensile samples).
Prior to testing, each ball core was subject to pre-conditioning as defined by the ITF ball approval
process [13]. Each core was acclimatised at 20 ◦C and 60% humidity for 24 h prior to testing using a
climate chamber (Alpha 190H, Design Environmental Ltd., Ebbw Vale, U.K.). The ball cores were then
subjected to 9 pre-compressions by 2.54 cm sequentially through 3 perpendicular axes using an Instron
ElectroPuls E3000 dynamic test system to remove set in the rubber.
2.4. Data Collection
In total 200 impacts were recorded, 100 each for each type of ball core. Four impact angles and five
ball speeds were selected (Table 3), predominantly based on the findings of [1,2], to best replicate the
impact conditions experienced during professional play. A maximum of five impacts per ball ensured
minimal degradation in ball performance and, predominantly, ensured optimal pattern quality for the
GOM software to process, as this could be inhibited by marks and smudges to the stochastic pattern.
The nature of the pneumatic cannon meant the randomisation of ball speed to minimise order effects
was not feasible. As a result, each ball was tested from the fastest test speed to the slowest. This was
deemed the most suitable compromise as it ensured the stochastic pattern was in the best condition
under the most testing conditions (least impact frames and largest deformation) for the GOM software
to process. Image capture was triggered as the ball passed through the light gates. The high-speed
videos were cropped to exclude frames where the ball was not present and saved in individual folders
for each camera as 8-bit TIFF images.
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Table 3. Impact condition selection.
Impact Angle (◦) Reasoning
18.9 Mean surface impact angle
27.6 Mean surface impact angle plus one standard deviation
40 Intermediate case between surface impact angles results and normal impacts
90 Simplified impact case, comparable to previous FE simulations
Ball Speed (m·s−1) -
13.7 Mean pre-surface impact ball speed minus one standard deviation
22.1 Mean pre-surface impact ball speed
30.5 Mean pre-surface impact ball speed plus one standard deviation
43.1 Mean second serve ball speed (Men’s)
52.5 Mean 1st serve ball speed (Men’s)
2.5. Data Processing
Images were imported into GOM Correlate Professional 2017 where a surface component was
created. Maximal surface coverage was achieved with a facet size in the region of 15 pixels and point
difference in the region of 10 pixels, whereby a facet is a square section of the image and the point
difference is the distance, in pixels, between the centre points of adjacent facets. The surface parameters
were coherent with GOM recommendations whereby the point distance should be approximately
two thirds the facet size. An image approximately five frames prior to impact was selected as the
reference frame, against which all other strain calculations were compared. It was therefore assumed
the ball core was under no strain at this point in time. Assuming zero strain was deemed valid due
to the non-contact nature of the pneumatic cannon, subjecting the ball to minimal deformation on
firing. Furthermore, on visual inspection and through use of GOM, no significant change in ball shape
or surface strain was apparent prior to impact. Major and minor nominal strain, major and minor
nominal strain rate and velocity were calculated in GOM and exported as CSV files. The frame of
first and last contact with the impact plate were noted and used to define the frames of interest when
analysing strain and strain rate.
Each CSV file contained the three-dimensional coordinates of each surface point alongside the
strain, strain rate and velocity values for an individual frame. The number of surface points exported
per file varied depending on how much of the surface defined in the reference frame was visible in that
particular frame. Results were further processed in Matlab R2015b (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA) to
assess the frequency distribution of strain and strain rate during impact.
Major and minor strains were calculated by GOM using the principal axis transformation of the
strain tensor. The principal axis transformation provided eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the new
orthonormal basis of the strain tensor. The larger eigenvalue defined the major strain and the smaller
eigenvalue defines the minor strain, with the direction of the strains defined by the corresponding
eigenvectors (Figure 4). Major and minor strain rate were defined as the change in corresponding
strain divided by the change in time.
To determine the maximum absolute strain for each element of the surface, the major and minor
strains of the element were compared to determine the greatest absolute strain value. The value of
greatest magnitude was selected for strain and the corresponding strain rate value was also selected
based on the magnitude of the major and minor strain. The mean and standard deviation of strain
and strain rate were calculated across all elements for all frames during impact, across all repeats.
The frequency distribution of strain and strain rate was also assessed. The mean velocity of all elements
of the surface prior to impact was used to define the pre-impact ball velocity.
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Figure 4. Major and minor strain definition, calculated using the eigenvectors (e1, e2) on deformation
of the facet.
3. Results
To determine the ideal test conditions for material characterisation tests it was necessary to
understand the strains and strain rates present under the most extreme impact conditions, to endeavour
to capture the material behaviour within that range. Consequently, a select number of the impact
conditions tested have been analysed in detail in this paper. The following subset of test conditions
described in Table 3 were selected for analysis: 18◦ at 22.1 m·s−1; 40◦ at 52.5 m·s−1; 90◦ at 30.5 m·s−1,
90◦ at 52.5 m·s−1.
The largest mean strain during impact occurred for impacts at 40◦ and 52.5 m·s−1, warranting
further analysis. Similarly, the largest mean strain rate during impact occurred for impacts at 90◦ and
52.5 m·s−1. Impacts tested at 90◦ with either of the two fastest impact speeds (43.1 m·s−1, 52.5 m·s−1)
were found to lose surface tracking during impact, resulting in one or more frames where GOM was
unable to compute a surface. Unlike impacts at 30.5 m·s−1 where the surface was tracked throughout
impact duration (Figure 5). Loss of surface tracking occurred for both pressurised and pressureless
ball cores due to the extreme levels of deformation, as shown in Figure 6. The 90◦ and 30.5 m·s−1
impact condition was selected to include impacts at 90◦ whereby the surface of the ball was tracked
throughout impact as opposed to partially tracked. The impact condition representing the mean
surface impact angle and ball speed found during professional play [1] was included to provide a
benchmark against a more typical impact scenario.
t = 0 ms 0.58 ms 1.25 ms 1.92 ms 2.58 ms 3.25 ms 3.50 ms
Figure 5. Surface coverage and major stain (%) during impact (30.5 m·s−1, 90◦). t = time in milliseconds.
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Figure 6. Example impact frames with loss of surface tracking for impacts at 52.5 m·s−1 and 90◦.
3.1. Impact Ball Speed
Ball speed prior to impact was dependent on the air pressure setting within the pneumatic cannon
system, rather than setting ball speed directly. The pressure within the system drifts resulting in
alteration of the air pressure prior to each impact, consequently, the actual ball speed on impact varied.
Mean ball speed for each speed and angle impact combination are given in Table 4. The maximum
difference in mean ball speed to desired ball speed was −4.6 m·s−1 with a mean difference of
−0.6 ± 1.4 m·s−1 when considering all impact conditions.
Table 4. Mean pre-impact ball speed ± one standard deviation (SD) for impact conditions of interest.
Angle (◦) Desired Ball Speed (m·s−1) Pressurised Pressureless
Mean ± SD Mean ± SD
18.9 22.1 22.9 ± 1.1 23.1 ± 1.2
40 52.5 54.8 ± 0.4 53.0 ± 0.6
90 30.5 30.4 ± 0.7 32.1 ± 1.2
90 52.5 52.1 ± 0.6 51.5 ± 1.7
3.2. Impact Strain
Figure 7 highlights that mean strain during impact increased with both impact angle and, to
a greater degree, impact velocity. The exception being the mean strain for impacts at 90◦ with an
impact velocity of 43.1 m·s−1 or greater which showed either no increase or a reduction in mean
strain, a likely consequence of loss of surface computation at the largest deformations (e.g., Figure 6).
The maximum mean strain occurred for impacts at 40◦ and 52.5 m·s−1 for both pressurised (0.06 strain)
and pressureless ball cores (0.054 strain). Similarly, the minimum mean strain value occurred for
impacts at 18.9◦ with in impact velocity of 13.7 m·s−1.
Over 95% of strain measured was distributed between −0.1 and 0.1 strain for impacts at 18.9◦
with an impact velocity of 22.1 m·s−1 (Table 5). The remaining impact conditions at higher impact
angles and faster impact speeds were more widely distributed (Figure 8). Table 5 also highlights a
higher percentage of tensile (positive) strain is present than compressive (negative) strain, and was
present to a greater degree at larger strains. For example, 8.4% of strain on average was distributed
between 0.2 and 0.3 strain, compared to 2.1% for strains between −0.3 and −0.2, a trend present across
all conditions except impacts at 18.9◦ and 22.1 m·s−1.
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Figure 7. Mean strain during impact for pressurised (a) and pressureless (b) ball cores.
Table 5. Percentage distribution of strain during impact.


















−0.4 −0.3 0.12 0.19 0.18 1.47 0.07 0.27 0.15 1.21
−0.3 −0.2 0.31 1.35 0.84 3.35 0.19 1.70 1.07 4.43
−0.2 −0.1 1.14 11.45 8.29 6.39 0.83 12.92 8.92 6.98
−0.1 0 34.59 25.11 35.97 32.13 49.08 24.69 32.38 30.24
0 0.1 61.11 21.19 30.72 34.77 47.35 18.35 32.04 35.34
0.1 0.2 2.02 25.35 13.98 11.10 2.06 27.80 14.55 12.92
0.2 0.3 0.34 9.58 8.94 5.79 0.20 10.23 9.97 6.09
0.3 0.4 0.10 5.27 0.84 4.04 0.09 3.66 0.72 2.47
0.4 0.5 0.04 0.26 0.08 0.42 0.03 0.16 0.08 0.12
Figure 8. Strain distribution during impact for pressurised (a) and pressureless (b) ball cores.
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3.3. Impact Strain Rate
In general, mean strain rate during impact increased in magnitude (in the negative direction) as
impact speed at a given angle increased (Figure 9). Likewise, for a given impact speed the mean strain
rate during impact increased in magnitude as the impact angle tended towards normal. Consequently,
the mean strain rate of greatest magnitude occurred for impacts at 90◦ and 52.5 m·s−1 for both
pressurised (−139 s−1) and pressureless ball cores (−146 s−1). The impact case representing the mean
surface impact conditions (18.9◦, 22.1 m·s−1) was distributed evenly either side of zero. All other
impact conditions were shifted in the negative direction, with negative strain rates accounting for
around 60% of the distribution (Figure 10). No impact condition was found to have greater than 1% of
the distribution whereby the strain rate was greater in absolute magnitude than 800 s−1 (Table 6).
Figure 9. Mean strain rate during impact for pressurised (a) and pressureless (b) ball cores.




















a) Strain Rate Distribution: Pressurised
18.9°, 22.1 m s-1
40°, 52.5 m s-1
90°, 30.5 m s-1
90°, 52.5 m s-1




















b) Strain Rate Distribution: Pressureless
18.9°, 22.1 m s-1
40°, 52.5 m s-1
90°, 30.5 m s-1
90°, 52.5 m s-1
Figure 10. Strain rate distribution during impact for pressurised (a) and pressureless (b) ball cores.
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Table 6. Percentage distribution of strain rate during impact.


















−800 −700 0.10 0.64 0.50 1.44 0.08 0.87 1.03 1.35
−700 −600 0.13 1.11 0.93 2.07 0.11 1.33 1.42 1.46
−600 −500 0.19 1.55 1.65 4.52 0.15 2.19 1.89 2.10
−500 −400 0.25 3.52 2.55 6.43 0.23 4.36 2.66 4.08
−400 −300 0.39 7.54 4.50 8.32 0.36 7.39 6.06 11.09
−300 −200 0.79 11.63 14.80 7.00 0.70 9.84 11.77 10.09
−200 −100 2.46 13.90 15.94 11.20 2.39 11.67 14.46 10.79
−100 0 44.01 18.34 20.46 15.31 45.33 17.38 17.31 15.96
0 100 47.19 17.33 17.11 17.83 46.76 18.02 19.09 18.15
100 200 2.00 8.62 8.87 9.27 2.00 9.36 10.38 7.91
200 300 0.75 5.01 4.39 3.84 0.67 6.32 4.29 3.08
300 400 0.38 2.94 2.10 1.82 0.33 3.43 2.14 1.71
400 500 0.24 1.75 1.66 1.39 0.20 1.31 1.70 1.26
500 600 0.19 1.01 1.30 0.97 0.12 0.87 1.43 1.01
600 700 0.12 0.74 0.83 0.52 0.07 0.62 1.13 0.64
4. Discussion
The results of this investigation highlight that both compressive and tensile strains were
experienced during impact with a rigid plate. Regarding maximum strain values, tensile strains
above 0.4 were uncommon, with frequency distributions highlighting that no frequency bin above a
0.4 strain contained more than 1% of the distribution. Consequently, material characterisation of ball
core rubber in tension should test at a 0.4 strain to encapsulate the range seen during impact.
Experimental impacts of the pressurised ball core at 40◦ and 90◦ with an impact ball speed of
52.5 m·s−1 had approximately 5% of strain distributed between 0.3 and 0.4, further evidence that
0.4 strain is the minimum desirable tensile strain for testing tennis ball rubber. These findings are
slightly lower than the findings of Cordingley [3], who suggested that strains in the region of 0.5 can
be observed during impact, which is more in keeping with the results of Allen [6].
Assessing the observed tensile strain rate measured by GOM highlighted that all impact conditions
other than the mean surface impact condition (18◦, 22.1 m·s−1) had around 1% of the distribution between
500 and 600 s−1, no frequency bin above 300 s−1 accounted for more than 3.5%. Cordingley [3,4] reported
maximum strain rates during ball core impacts of approximately 300 s−1. The results presented in this
investigation indicated that tensile strain rates in the region of 600 s−1 were apparent, but to a limited
degree (<1%). The ability to characterise the material at this rate would be optimal, but capturing
material behaviour with a strain rate up to and including rates in the region of 500 s−1 would capture
the vast majority of tensile strain rates experienced during impact.
Maximum observed compressive strains from GOM analysis suggested that strains up to −0.4
were present for impacts at 90◦ and 52.5 m·s−1, accounting for around 1% of the distribution. Negligible
amounts of strain (<0.2%) were measured for compressive strains greater in magnitude than −0.4.
The results suggest that material characterisation in compression would encapsulate the vast majority
(>95%) of observed compressive strain during impact if tested to strains of −0.4, whilst testing to
strains of −0.3 may be sufficient depending on the severity of the impact conditions.
Only impacts at 90◦ and 52.5 m·s−1 had more than 1% of the distribution greater in magnitude
than −800 s−1. The remaining impact conditions highlighted a maximum compressive strain rate
closer to −700 s−1. Frequency bins between −400 and −800 s−1 for the 90◦, 52.5 m·s−1 impact
condition account for more than double the percentage of the other impact conditions. Missing frames
or obstructed surface coverage likely resulted in an overrepresentation of results between −400 and
−800 s−1. These results appear to be consistent with results in the literature. Allen [6] highlighted a
maximum strain for simulation at 30 m·s−1 of 0.3, consistent with GOM results for 90◦ and 30.5 m·s−1,
whereby all frequency bins above a 0.3 strain contained less than 1% of the distribution.
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GOM distributions for the mean surface impact test case (18◦, 22.1 m·s−1) appear to follow a
normal distribution, but the remaining cases do not. For strain, these distributions have multiple
peaks rather than one distinct peak around zero, whilst the strain rate distributions are skewed in the
negative direction, with negative strain rates accounting for around 60% of the distribution.
The strain rates presented in this investigation are in the 100–1000 s−1 order of magnitude, at which
strain-rate-dependent behaviour has been observed in vulcanised rubbers [8–10]. To test at rates in this
order of magnitude, a bespoken test rig (similar to that used by Hoo Fatt & Bekar [9]) or more complex
testing equipment, such as a split Hopkinson pressure bar, is required. Characterisation at strain
rates between 100–1000 s−1 would confirm if this rate-dependent behaviour is present in ball core
rubber under the conditions experienced during use. Should significant rate dependence be observed,
the incorporation of more complex material models (compared to hyperelastic models) incorporating
this behaviour can be utilised in finite element models of ball impacts. Furthermore, should minimal
strain rate dependence be observed, the process of artificial stiffening of hyperelastic material models
to represent ball core rubber, as utilised previously [3–5], should no longer be employed. Additionally,
different material compounds can be compared at representative strain and strain rates when assessing
potential new compounds for use as ball core rubber.
GOM is limited by the surface coverage, which is dependent on camera positions and relative
placement. Clearly with one camera pair, it is not possible to obtain full surface coverage, particularly
as the underside of the ball is obscured by the impact plate. Furthermore, it is only possible to measure
parts of the object that are visible, so strains through the thickness of the material and on the inside
surface of the cavity cannot be measured.
Increased ball coverage could be achieved using additional cameras. A calibration of each camera
‘pair’ would be required in addition to the calibration of a global reference frame, to which all surface
analysis could be transposed and combined to achieve more complete coverage. The time required
to capture and process the data would greatly increase, however, and access to multiple high-speed
cameras with each pair of cameras requiring matching lenses would be required.
5. Conclusions
DIC has been shown to be a useful tool in determining the strains and strains rates present during
the impact of tennis ball cores against a rigid surface; however, at the upper limits (52.5 m·s−1, 90◦),
deformations can become too large to maintain surface coverage.
The results suggest that material characterisation testing to a maximum strain of 0.4 and a
maximum rate of 500 s−1 in tension and a maximum strain of −0.4 and a maximum rate of −800 s−1
in compression would encapsulate the demands placed on the material during impact.
Knowledge of the strains and strain rates present during impact allows for material
characterisation under these conditions. In turn, material modelling techniques capable of capturing
the strain-rate-dependent behaviour can be employed. Furthermore, the surface strain analysis can be
utilised as a means of validating FE simulations of the ball core.
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Abstract: The performance of a table tennis racket is often associated with subjective or quantitative
criteria such as the adhesion, the control and the speed. Overall, the so-called performance aims at
characterizing the impact with the ball. Ultimately, the polymeric layers glued onto the wooden blade
play a key role, as evidenced in a previous work where the normal linear (no spin) impact of a ball
onto polymeric layers was experimentally and numerically investigated. In this work, more realistic
loading conditions leading to varying the incident angle and spin of the ball, were explored. While the
sole linear restitution coefficient was determined in the anterior normal impact study, new physical
metrics were identified to describe fully the trajectory of the reflected ball after impact. A companion
3D finite elements model was developed where the polymeric time-dependent dissipative compliant
behavior measured with dynamic mechanical analysis and compression tests was accounted for.
The confrontations with the experimental data highlighted the key role of the polymer intrinsic
properties along with the friction coefficient between the ball and the polymer external layer.
Keywords: impact; polymer; rate dependence; architecture; friction; finite elements
1. Introduction
A table tennis racket comprises two polymeric sheets, the foam and the compact that are glued
together and on to a wooden paddle. Both polymeric constituents are in their rubbery state at ambient
temperature so that they exhibit large and mostly instantaneous reversible deformation when impacted
by a ball. Aside from preventing the ball from breaking, these compliant layers trigger the speed and
control of the ball and the identification of the design parameters controlling the overall performance is
of great importance. Looking at the complex physical phenomenon taking place when the ball impacts a
polymeric pad, the friction coefficient, the polymeric intrinsic bulk properties and the layers geometries and
architectures correspond to the many potentially adjustable parameters. That being said, when considering
the impact problem attention can be focused on the impactor, the target and/or the contact between the two.
While many studies were devoted to studying the kinematic behavior (trajectory and aerodynamics)
of a thin shell hollow sphere impacting a flat surface, most of these works used rigid surface, thus being
representative of the ball/table impact [1–7]. When the rebound of the ball was the focus of attention, the
coefficient of restitution, corresponding to the ratio between the incident and reflected linear velocities
could be calculated [2,8]. This parameter only relied on the kinematic description of the impact and on
global dynamics so that little to no attention was often given to the materials description. In the end,
the coefficient of restitution metric characterized the overall speed performance during impact, which
corresponded to the performance of a given combination of impactor and target as a whole.
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Impact under normal incidence (and no spin) was often employed to further study the deforming
behavior of the ball when in contact with a rigid surface. For both the quasi-static and the dynamic
loading regime, the reversible buckling of the thin-wall sphere has been observed and modeled [9–12].
Here, further attention was given to the material mechanical properties. Nevertheless, when used
as the model material, the table tennis ball’s celluloid constitutive behavior could be described as an
elastic perfectly plastic material [11] even though polymers are known to be dissipative rate-dependent
materials [13,14]. Recently, Zhang et. al. used an inverse-fitting method to describe the visco-elastic
properties of the celluloid material and to model the impact of a table tennis ball impacting a rigid
surface, evidencing the need for the account of the polymeric materials rate-dependency [8].
The impact of tennis table ball on a racket with coverings had been thoroughly studied by
Tiefenbacher et al. [15] from a macroscopic analysis, both numerically and experimentally. The impact
was analyzed based on two restitution coefficients (Epar, normal ball velocity, Tpar tangential ball
velocity). It was shown that the tangential elasticity of the coverings had a high influence on these
coefficients, the authors identified a so called ‘tangential effect’. The details of the ball—covering
contact during impact were not discussed but only analyzed through the previous coefficient of
restitution that were determined for numerous coverings and impact conditions (velocity, angle and
spin frequency). Following that study, Tiefenbacher et al. [16] had analyzed the influence of special
equipment materials on decisive strokes.
The contact conditions during the impact was studied by Cross [17], but for tennis, golf, basketball
and baseball balls. The author based his analysis on the measurement of the tangential and normal forces
during the ball–surface impact. The tangential force being seen as a parameter that permit identifying the
contact condition: sliding, rolling or gripping of the ball on the impacted surface. The author highlighted
that depending on its incidence angle and its linear speed and spin frequency, the ball could grip or slide
but did not roll on the impacted surface. However, the author did not consider table tennis balls which
behave differently from tennis balls, exhibiting for instance a lower mass/volume ratio.
Finite element modelling (FEM) of sports balls impacting rackets, bats, clubs or surfaces has been
considered by many authors in the last two decades. Goodwill, Haake and Allen [18–21] extensively
investigated the impact of a tennis ball on a rigid surface or on a string bed, studying the contact
conditions of the tennis ball with the impacted surface and the reversal of spin. More generally,
depending on the sport under investigation, noticeable differences exist between the two impacting
bodies. They can be considered rigid, soft, plain or hollow so that the deformations experienced by
the ball and/or the target can be large and/or small. Ultimately the corresponding models have to be
adapted to these specificities. The constitutive equations, often being nonlinear, has to be implemented
in the FEM, requiring most of the time the experimental characterization of the material parameters.
Another key point for getting a consistent modeling is the contact formulation and its characteristics:
friction coefficient, contact state (stick/slip).
In a recent work, Rinaldi et al. studied the impact response of a ball onto targets corresponding
to the polymeric layers of a table tennis paddle [22]. Normal impacts with varying incident linear
velocities and no spin were solely considered and joint experimental measurements and 3D FEM were
performed. The linear coefficient of restitution corresponded to the quantitative metric chosen for
comparison and fair agreement was obtained. The buckling of the ball was confirmed numerically
meaning that the sample/ball contact zone corresponded to a ring with its mean radius increasing
till the maximum crushing. It is worth noting that the material properties, the geometry and the
local contact zone were considered in the model, so that parametric studies allowed to evidence their
importance. Nevertheless, the explored impact conditions were away from realistic conditions where
angular velocity (ball spin) and non-normal incidence usually prevail.
Thus, the present research aimed at exploring an enhanced set of incident loading conditions,
as well as challenging the finite element model in matching the experimental observations. Along with
the large set of impact tests, new metrics had been defined, monitored and confronted.
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2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
The balls and the polymeric pads were provided by the French company Cornilleau©. Section
views of the three elements in the pristine state, and reconstructed from micro Computed Tomography
(μ-CT) measurements, are presented in Figure 1, illustrating the geometry, architecture and
microstructure of the different constituents.
 
Figure 1. X-ray tomography measurements (a) 2D X-ray tomography imaging of the ball and foam +
compact pad (Voxel size = 17 μm). (b) Section view (xz) of the foam microstructure (Voxel size = 2.5 μm).
(c) Section view (xy) highlighting the periodic pattern of the circular pimples (Voxel size = 17 μm).
Key geometrical parameters and their values are listed in Table 1. They were obtained from
the image analysis of the 3D μ-CT data or mentioned otherwise. It is worth noting that the pimples
diameter varied throughout the thickness (z axis) and that only the mean value was reported.
Table 1. Dimensions of the ball and polymer layers.
Description Symbol Dimension
Ball
Radius RB 20 mm
Wall thickness tB 0.39 mm
Foam
Thickness tF 2 mm
Relative density 1 ρF 0.44
Density 2 ρF 490 kg/m3
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Thickness of the pimples tC1 0.96 mm
Thickness of the dense layer tC2 0.81 mm
Spacing l 2.37 mm
Offset along the x axis x 2.08 mm
Offset along the y axis y 1.18 mm
Density of the parent material 2 ρF 1000 kg/m3
1 determined via thresholding and post-processing the stack of μ-CT images with ImageJ©. 2 determined via
measuring and weighting large samples (100 m × 10 mm × total thickness).
2.2. Methods and Samples Preparation
A testing apparatus property of Cornilleau© and illustrated in Figure 2a, had been used to launch
table tennis balls horizontally, while controlling the ball’s incident linear and spin velocities. The targets
consisted of 100 mm2 squares cut from the paddle coverings where the compact and the foam layers
were separated if needed. The two diagonals were drawn on the square surface, as shown in Figure 2b,
in order to visually ascertain the ball impact within the center region of the targets.
The squared samples were taped on to a wooden plate that was screwed on the rigid frame,
260 mm away from the launcher’s end. The target’s frame could be rotated around the x-axis so that
the incident angle between the ball and the paddle could be controlled. The ball’s outside surface was
marked with meridians (see Figure 2c): a circular dashed line allowed location of the seal and two
solid lines were drawn using a mask. The dashed line was used to visually detect and exclude from
the post-processing routine the tests where impact occurred on the seal. Also, the solid lines were
used by the in-house post-processing software to dissociate the ball’s linear and angular velocities
(see Section 2.3).
A camera with long exposure time settings and stroboscopic lights was used to take one image
per impact test. The obtained image displayed the target as well as numerous ball prints before and
after impact as evidenced in Figure 3a. Consequently, the time Δt, related to the strobe frequency f
(Δt = 1/f) elapsed between two consecutive traces. It is worth mentioning that the principle is similar
to that used by Carre et al. [23].
Figure 2. Impact tests. (a) Cornilleau home-made apparatus. (b) Top view of a foam pad glued onto a
wooden plate frame. (c) Ball with visual markers drawn.
Ten impacts were performed to characterize a given set of {Ball - Target - testing conditions} so
that error bars corresponding to the standard deviation were added to the plots displaying the
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experimental results. The measured variabilities apply to both the incident and reflected trajectories
and correspond to the error bars along the x- and y-axis respectively in the coming figures. Finally,
a target corresponded to one pad and the pad thickness was measured prior and after testing to
ascertain no substantial damage/wear.
 
Figure 3. (a) Raw image of an impact test showing traces of the ball before and after contact.
(b) Schematization of the kinematic parameters describing the motion of the table tennis ball prior
(incident) and after (reflected) impact.
2.3. Image Post-Processing and Metrics of Performance
Post-processing software, property of Cornilleau©, was employed to determine the ball’s complex
trajectory from the obtained images. The non-orthogonal markers (Figure 2c) were recognized on the
traces so that the 2D trajectory could be reconstructed [23,24]. Six kinematic parameters were finally
monitored. They are displayed in Figure 3b. Three parameters were related to the incident trajectory:
• αi is the incident angle, in degrees, calculated from the normal to the target surface →n.
• ‖→Vi‖ (also denoted Vi in the following) corresponds to the magnitude, in meter per second (m/s),
of the incident linear velocity. Considering the experimental setup and coordinate system defined
in Figure 3b,
→
Vi had components along the in-plane y- and z-axes,
• ‖→ωi‖ (also denoted ωi in the following) corresponds to the magnitude, in revolution per second
(rev/s), of the incident angular velocity (spin). Here,
→
ωi was collinear with the out of plane x-axes.
Three parameters fully defined the reflected trajectory:
• θ is the deviation angle in degrees, calculated from the incident orientation. Clockwise angles
were set positive.
• ‖→VR‖ corresponds to the magnitude, in meter per second (m/s), of the reflected linear velocity.
→
VR had components along the in-plane y- and z-axes,
• ‖→ωR‖ corresponds to the magnitude, in revolution per second (rev/s), of the reflected angular
velocity (spin).
→
ωR was collinear with the out of plane x-axes,
Two assumptions accompanied the previous definitions. First, the ball was supposed to remain
in the horizontal (xy) plane, suggesting that the effect of gravity was negligible. It was confirmed by
verifying (using the circle fit functionality in the image processing software imageJ©), that the areas of
the ball traces remained constant in one image. Indeed, if the camera were fixed on top of the set-up,
the gravity would have contributed to out of plan motion and resulted in smaller traces of the ball on
the image. Second, both the incident and reflected trajectories were assumed straight (at least between
two consecutive traces), neglecting potential aerodynamics effects.
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With the trajectories fully defined, quantitative metrics were set in order to quantify the
performance of the impacted polymeric layers. In the previous study focusing on normal impact with





CRL is unitless, positive, smaller than 1 (when the target is fixed) and related to the speed
performance. CRL remains a relevant metric and was used in this study. The broader spectrum of
impact conditions explored suggested the use of two other metrics, namely the deviation angle θ and







As mentioned above, both incident and reflected spin axes were collinear with the out of plane
x-axis. Thus, the spin ratio SR is a real number with absolute value that can be greater than 1. The spin
ratio was also studied by Allen et al. [25] in the case of tennis balls. Thus, the aforementioned three
parameters were related to the ball’s trajectory and aimed at characterizing the performance of the
impact between a given {Ball - Target} combination.
3. Experimental Results
Figure 4 presents, in a double entry array form, an overview of the impact conditions tested on the
foam sample. Impact tests with varying negative (anticlockwise) angular velocities and incident angles
are reported in the different rows and columns respectively. All the tests were performed at a constant
linear velocity of 14 m/s and ambient temperature. Three different spin (0, −33 and ◦66 rev/s) and
three different angles (0, 30◦ and 60◦) were considered. The top left image corresponds to a normal
impact with no spin that has been studied and documented in the previous study [22]. Under the new
tested loading conditions, incident and reflected trajectories were easily distinguished.
Figure 4. Raw images of the various impact tests performed on the foam sample.
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Studying the effect of the incident spin for a fixed angle, or the effect of the incident angle for a
fixed spin was obtained by focusing on one row or column respectively. For instance, the effect of the
incident angle when the ball was thrown at 14 m/s with a backspin of 66 rev/s is presented in Figure 5.
Figure 5a displays the raw images of the impact performed on the foam + compact (row 1) and foam
(row 2) samples. At first sight, noticeable differences in the reflected trajectories was observed between
the two samples for a given {ωi;αi}.
Figure 5. (a) Raw images of impact tests performed on the foam + compact and foam samples with
varying incident angle (‖→Vi‖ = 14 m/s, Tamb). (b) Linear coefficient of Restitution as a function of the
incident angle. (c) Spin ratio as a function of the incident angle. (d) Deviation angle as a function of the
incident angle.
Further quantitative analysis is presented in Figure 5b–d where the linear coefficient of restitution,
the spin ratio and the deviation angle are respectively plotted as a function of the incident angle.
Increasing the incident angle led to a decrease in the linear coefficient of restitution, the values for the
foam + compact being slightly smaller than those measured on the foam alone.
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For the two other metrics, a change in the sign was observed between the normal tests (αi = 0) and
the tilted ones (αi = 0). For the normal tests, the spin did not change direction and the ball bounced
back with a negative deviation angle. For tilted tests, the spin sign did change leading to negative spin
ratio and positive deviation angles.
Focusing on the magnitudes, here again a clear distinction could be made between the normal and
tilted tests. For normal impacts, the foam + compact sample led to a larger deviation angle and a smaller
spin ratio than the foam specimen. The opposite conclusions prevailed when the incident angle was set
equal to 30 or 60◦. Finally, the greater the incidence, the larger the difference between the two targets.
A companion study where the incident angle was prescribed to 30◦ and the incident backspin
varied, is presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6. (a) Raw images of impact tests performed on the foam + compact and foam samples with
varying angular velocity (‖→Vi‖ = 14 m/s, Tamb). (b) Linear coefficient of Restitution as a function of
the incident backspin. (c) Spin ratio as a function of the incident backspin. (d) Deviation angle as a
function of the incident backspin.
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Figure 6a displays the raw images of the impact performed on the foam + compact (row 1) and
foam (row 2) samples and Figure 6b–d display respectively the evolution of the linear coefficient of
restitution, the spin ratio and the deviation angle as a function of the incident backspin. The linear
coefficient of restitution is seen to remain almost constant, with the foam values remaining slightly
larger than the foam + compact ones. For the sake of comparisons, the values gathered in [22] for
normal impact with no spin were superimposed, evidencing that a deviation from the normal incidence
led to a decrease in the CRL of about 10 percent. Regarding the spin ratio reported in Figure 6b, negative
values were found and its magnitudes decreased as the backspin increased, with larger values being
found for the compact + foam sample. Finally, the deviation angle decreased with increasing backspin.
The foam sample exhibited the larger angles compared to the foam + compact sample and the gap
increased with increasing backspin.
In summary, distinct discrepancies were experimentally found between the foam and foam +
compact samples response to impact. Whatever the impact condition tested, the linear coefficient of
restitution of the foam + compact was smaller than the one of the foam alone. Also, normal impact
aside, impact tests performed on the foam + compact target resulted in a larger spin ratio and a smaller
deviation angles.
4. Modeling Ball/Pad Impact
As outlined in the introduction, the objective of this section consisted in challenging, with this
new set of data, the modelling strategy that had been implemented in [22] to simulate normal impact
with no spin. Thus, only minor adjustments were applied to the finite element model. For instance,
the constitutive behavior of the constituents remained unchanged. The major modeling assumptions
are recalled in the following two first subsections.
4.1. Finite Element Model Description
Explicit 3D finite elements simulations using the commercial software ABAQUS© [26] were
pursued to model the impact experiments. With this modeling strategy, the geometry/architecture,
the materials intrinsic behavior and the contact properties of the mechanical problem were considered.
The 3D model is presented in Figure 7a. The ball comprises 5058 S4R shell elements with five
integration points through the thickness and the polymeric layers is made of 221,598 C3D8R elements:
100,314 elements for the foam layer, 26,028 for the periodic array of perfectly cylindrical pimples and
95,256 elements for the dense top layer of the compact. This distinction has been made since these
three layers were modelled as different instances that were bonded together when needed, using the
tie function between the shared surfaces as evidenced in the inset of Figure 7b.
Figure 7. Finite element modeling (FEM). (a) 3D model and associated meshes. (b) Details on the foam
+ compact modeling.
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The nodes of the foam bottom free surface were fixed to replicate its gluing onto the wooden rigid
frame. At time t = 0 the ball was positioned 0.3 mm away from the top surface of the target. In order to
ensure its rigid motion, the initial velocity was assigned to every node M of the ball and was calculated













ωC the linear and angular velocities of the ball center C. The velocity was applied for
a short duration (10−6 s) and the ball was then let free to move (the drag force and gravity were not
implemented). Also, constant internal pressure equal to the atmospheric pressure was prescribed as
justified elsewhere [8].
The contact between the two bodies was defined rough if not otherwise specified. More precisely,
the rough condition implies an infinite coefficient of friction (total adhesion), suggesting that all relative
sliding motion between two contacting surfaces is prevented [27]. It is worth mentioning that this
hypothesis was used in [22] to successfully predict the linear coefficient of restitution of the various
polymeric targets normally impacted. This hypothesis is strongly challenged and discussed with this
new set of data.
4.2. Intrinsic Behavior of the Constituents
A rate-dependent dissipative elastic description was used to describe the ball parent glassy
material since it did not overcome its elastic limit under the large set of impact tested. The foam and
the compact were defined as rate-dependent dissipative hyperelastic materials. The same constitutive
equation was used for both layers as justified in [22].
Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) tests and time-temperature superposition principles were
used to characterize the dissipative rate dependence elastic behavior of the different materials.
Additional quasi-static compression test was performed on the foam system to characterize its large
non-linear deformation behavior. An overview of the DMA response in the tensile mode of the ball
parent material and the foam are displayed in Figure 8a,b respectively, and the large strain compression
response of the foam is presented in Figure 8c. The reader should refer to [22] for further details on the
methods and testing conditions.
Figure 8. (a) Isochronal dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) profiles of the ball parent material in the
[−50; 50] ◦C temperature range. (b) Isochronal DMA profiles of the foam material in the [−50; 50] ◦C
temperature range. (c) Compression stress strain response of the foam parent material. N.B. This figure
is a reproduction of Figure 3 in [22].
In ABAQUS©, Prony series fitting the experimentally based time-dependent shear modulus
of visco-elastic materials G(t) were implemented. Nine discrete Maxwell elements were identified
for the ball and the foam (and compact). Constant Poisson ratio were allocated to the polymeric
constituents to control the volumetric behavior. Finally, table data of the experimental strain-stress
response was used to fit the isotropic Ogden strain energy potential for the long-time hyperelastic
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behavior of the polymeric coatings layers [27]. It is worth noting that the Mullins and Payne effects of
the elastomeric layers were neglected and their potential effects minimized experimentally (by testing
and characterizing fatigued samples on the one hand and controlling the recovering time between
consecutive impact tests) [28].
Also, the foam was modeled as a continuum media whereas the exact architecture of the compact
layer was modeled. Consequently, their density and Poisson ratio differ. Almost incompressible
Poisson ratio (Cν = 0.49) and density Cρ = 1000 kg/m3 were assigned to the compact parent material
whereas effective values of Fρ = 490 kg/m3 and Fν = 0.41 (determined using video-extensometry) were
measured and implemented for the foam.
4.3. Experiments/Simulations Comparisons
While the ball’s simulated incident trajectory was an input, its reflected trajectory needed to be
determined in order to compute the aforementioned metrics. Thus, the position of the center of the ball
led to the determination of deviation angle and the linear coefficient of restitution and was calculated
from the coordinates at any time increment of two nodes, denoted M and N in Figure 7a, located away
from the contact region. The center was half way between M and N, assuming that these two nodes
corresponded at any time to the ball’s diameter.








with {yN, zN} and {yM, zM} the in-plane y- and z-coordinates of the N and M points respectively.





with Δβ and Δt the angle and time increments, respectively.
Figure 9 presents the simulated vertical displacement mapping for a ball impacting the foam +
compact target at a 60◦ angle, 14 m/s and −66 rev/s. Four screenshots are displayed corresponding
to the initial time (t0), first contact (t1), contact at maximum depth (t2) and end time (tend). A close
up view of the through-thickness deformation in the contact region at time t2 is added to evidence
the complex deformation pattern of the target layers. It is worth noting that no buckling of the ball
occurred in this case and that the pimples were significantly sheared.
The positions of the N and M equatorial points, and a fictitious line connecting them are also
displayed. As discussed above, their time positions were necessary for the metrics calculations. Also,
the trajectories of the M, N and calculated C points are plotted in Figure 10. The positions for the times
selected in Figure 9 are presented and the spin inversion is clearly evidenced.
In the previous study focusing on the normal impact with no spin, the linear coefficient of
restitution was the sole relevant metric monitored. Also, finite element simulations with rough
contact conditions resulted in fair predictions of the experimental data compared to simulations with
frictionless ones. A similar study had been conducted in this work for the foam sample impacted
under various incidences and spins. The results are presented in Figure 11 where the experimental
and simulated linear coefficient of restitutions are compared.
Figure 11a focuses on impacts with fixed backspin (−66 rev/s) and varying incidence and
Figure 11b presents the results for impacts at constant incidence (30◦) and varying backspin.
Fair predictions using rough contact conditions were obtained whereas frictionless simulations clearly
over predicted the experimental results. With this broad set of impact conditions, the numerical
predictions capability using rough contact conditions could be further challenged when tracking the
two additional metrics that had been defined.
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Figure 9. Simulated vertical displacement mapping of a ball impacting the foam + compact target at
4 distinct times (αi = 60◦ angle, Vi = 14 m/s and ωi = −66 rev/s). The inset figure focuses on the
through-thickness deformation profile at maximum depth during contact.
Figure 10. In-plane trajectories of the M, N and calculated C points of the ball. (αi = 60◦ angle,
Vi = 14 m/s and ωi = −66 rev/s). N.B. different scales were used for y and z.
The experiment/simulation comparisons are presented in Figure 12 for impact tests at constant
velocities (Vi = 14 m/s and ωi = −66 rev/s) and varying incidence, performed on the foam (Figure 12a)
and foam + compact (Figure 12b) targets. For both the foam and the foam + compact targets, the magnitude
of the linear coefficient of restitution and its decrease with increasing the incident angle were fairly
predicted (top figures in Figure 12).
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Figure 11. Effect of the ball/foam contact properties on the predicted linear coefficient of restitutions.
(a) Foam impacted at varying incidence and constant velocities (Vi = 14 m/s and ωi = −66 rev/s). (b) Foam
impacted at varying incident backspin and constant angle (αi = 30◦) and linear velocity (Vi = 14 m/s).
Figure 12. Model/experiments confrontations of the three metrics of performance as a function of the
incident angle for impact (Vi = 14 m/s and ωi = −66 rev/s). (a) foam sample. (b) foam + compact sample.
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Furthermore, the qualitative evolutions of the two other metrics, that were an inversion and
then an increase of the absolute value of the spin ratio and an increase of the deviation angle, were
both captured. Yet, the experimental and simulated magnitudes strongly differed. More precisely,
limited differences could be observed between the simulated metrics of the two targets whereas large
experimental discrepancies were already reported: normal impact aside, impacts on the foam + compact
sample resulted in larger spin ratio magnitudes and smaller deviation angles θ.
These differences suggested that the ball/foam and ball/compact contacts were different. At first
glance, the ball/foam friction coefficient seemed smaller than the compact/foam one. Nevertheless,
the potential difference between the deforming contact geometries could not be ignored. Thus,
complementary studies of the contact shape with account for the refined and potentially different
contact properties between the foam and the compact layers need to be pursued. Numerically,
parametric study with varying coefficient of friction (CoF) can be performed. Experimentally, its
measurement can be obtained as reported in [29,30] for instance. These refinements are further justified
since the reversible buckling of the ball (leading to very different contact areas) only occurred for
certain experimental conditions tested. These investigations are currently pursued. Also, in the present
study, the contact forces (normal and tangent) were not considered. Future works will consider the
implementation of a force plate to measure the impact of normal and tangent forces and compare with
the ones predicted by the finite element analysis, as in [18,19]. This will probably help in tuning the
friction coefficient between the ball and the covering.
5. Conclusions
The impact of a table tennis ball onto part or the complete polymeric racket layers had been
investigated for various incident angles and spins. Three metrics of performance, namely the linear
coefficient of restitution CRL, the spin ratio SR and the deviation angles θ were monitored evidencing
strong differences between the foam and foam + compact layers. In short, normal spin aside, the ball
impacting the foam pad exhibited smaller reflected spin and larger reflected angle than the one
impacting the foam + compact.
The numerical prediction of the impact had been attempted using a previously implemented 3D
finite element model that happened to successfully predict the linear coefficient of restitution of the
same target under normal impact with no spin. The rate dependent dissipative constitutive equations
of the ball and polymeric layers were determined based on DMA and the large strain hyperelastic
response was obtained from quasi-static compression tests.
While the linear coefficient of restitution was fairly predicted, the two other metrics failed to be
successfully simulated, revealing the key role of the contact condition. The simplistic rough contact
condition needs to be refined.
However, the numerical tool comprises all the required elements to study the impact of a table
tennis ball on the racket polymeric layers. Ongoing work focuses on a better account for the contact,
and detailed analysis of the simulated contact region is attempted in order to get a better sense of the
role of the contact geometry. In addition, the in-depth study of the energy balance (strain, kinetic,
viscous, friction components) is currently being pursued to identify the key mechanisms driving the
overall performance of the polymeric layers impacted by a table tennis ball.
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Abstract: To assist in developing a database of wood material properties for the finite element
modeling of wood baseball bats, Charpy impact testing at strain rates comparable to those that a
wood bat experiences during a bat/ball collision is completed to characterize the failure energy
and strain-to-failure as a function of density and slope-of-grain (SoG) for northern white ash
(Fraxinus americana) and sugar maple (Acer saccharum). Un-notched Charpy test specimens made
from billets of ash and maple that span the range of densities and SoGs that are approved for
making professional baseball bats are impacted on either the edge grain or face grain. High-speed
video is used to capture each test event and image analysis techniques are used to determine the
strain-to-failure for each test. Strain-to-failure as a function of density relations are derived and these
relations are used to calculate inputs to the *MAT_WOOD (Material Model 143) and *MAT_EROSION
material options in LS-DYNA for the subsequent finite element modeling of the ash and maple Charpy
Impact tests and for a maple bat/ball impact. The Charpy test data show that the strain-to-failure
increases with increasing density for maple but the strain-to-failure remains essentially constant over
the range of densities considered in this study for ash. The flat response of the ash data suggests
that ash-bat durability is less sensitive to wood density than maple-bat durability. The available
SoG results suggest that density has a greater effect on the impact failure properties of the wood
than SoG. However, once the wood begins to fracture, SoG plays a large role in the direction of crack
propagation of the wood, thereby determining if the shape of the pieces breaking away from the bat
are fairly blunt or spear-like. The finite element modeling results for the Charpy and bat/ball impacts
show good correlation with the experimental data.
Keywords: baseball; bat; Charpy; finite element; impact; wood
1. Introduction
In 2008, Major League Baseball (MLB) commissioned a team of experts comprised of wood
scientists and bat performance test engineers to investigate options for reducing the rate of bats
breaking during games. While there were no data to support if there was or was not an increasing rate
of bats breaking into multiple pieces during games, there was a perception of an increased breaking
rate by the league and by fans. The perceived rise in bat breakage rates coincided with the increase in
popularity of the maple wood species as a bat preference amongst players in MLB. Historically, the ash
wood species was the wood of choice for players in MLB up until the entry of maple bats in the game
in the late 1990s. Maple became the trendy choice after Barry Bonds’ historic 2001 season in which he
set a MLB single-season record of 73 homeruns using a maple bat.
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To develop a baseline on the rate of bat breakage, MLB completed a two-and-a-half-month
collection of broken bats in August 2008. The lessons learned from this and subsequent wood bat
collections led to new requirements in the WBBS (Wooden Baseball Bat Specifications), specifically ash
bats continue to be impacted on the edge grain, maple bats change to be impacted on the face grain
and the slope-of-grain (SoG) of the wood used to manufacture baseball bats to be within ±3◦ of the
centerline of the bat longitudinal axis.
To complement the wood bat collections, research efforts were conducted to investigate how finite
element modeling can aid in explaining how bat profile and wood quality relate to bat durability [1].
Previous research studies conducted on metal, composite and wood baseball bats utilizing the finite
element method have been demonstrated to be an effective way of analyzing the effect of high-speed
impact on the bat after impact with the baseball occurs [2–5]. These finite element models have been
found to be valuable tools for providing insight into the mechanical response of wood baseball bats
over a range of impact speeds [6]. However, the description of the material properties to date has been
limited to what can be extracted from quasistatic four-point bend testing of dowels and from the Wood
Handbook [7]. These quasistatic test programs were completed at the USDA (United States Department
of Agriculture) Forest Product Labs (FPL) and have documented the Modulus of Elasticity (MOE)
and Modulus of Rupture (MOR) for ash, maple and yellow birch as a function of wood density [8].
To further improve the level of correlation between these finite element models and lab-simulated
bat/ball impacts, the material behavior for these wood species must also be characterized at strain
rates comparable to those experienced during game-condition bat/ball collisions.
In the current research, Charpy Impact testing of ash and maple was completed to characterize
the high strain-rate behavior of these wood species. To date the documented research on the dynamic
behavior of wood during impact is fairly limited [9,10] compared to other engineering materials.
By following the testing methodologies that were used by the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) [11] to characterize southern yellow pine and applying them to maple and ash, the current
high-speed testing characterized the material behavior of these wood species further than is
currently available. Once characterized, the resulting material properties can be prescribed in the
*MAT_WOOD (Material Model 143) and *MAT_EROSION material models in LS-DYNA for use in
finite element analyses of bat/ball impacts. In addition to the mechanical testing data from the FPL
and the Charpy programs, past test data for maple and ash bats in the ADC Bat Durability Testing
System that are available at the UMass Lowell Baseball Research Center (UMLBRC) [1,12] along
with properties taken from the Wood Handbook [7] were utilized to further refine wood properties.
With a level of confidence in the material parameter inputs established, the finite element modeling
can be used to support scientifically defensible arguments for proposing future changes to wood bat
specifications aimed at reducing bat breakage rates. In some cases, these changes can be essentially
transparent to players as to what they have come to expect in bat feel and performance.
This paper describes the Charpy test program that was used to characterize the strain-to-failure of
ash and maple wood specimens under dynamic loading and the subsequent finite element modeling
using the material parameters derived from the test program. Finite element modeling of the Charpy
tests is performed to show that the models are capable of replicating the tests from which the material
parameters were derived. With a good level of comfort established for the ability of the finite element
models to simulate a Charpy impact tests, the modeling approach is shown to be applicable to
simulating the mechanical behavior of wood bats to ball impacts.
2. Materials and Methods
Quasistatic and dynamic material testing was conducted to characterize the material behavior of
maple and ash. Four-point bend testing of wood dowels was conducted at the FPL in 2009 to quantify
the relationship between wood density and the MOE (Modulus of Elasticity) and wood density and
the MOR (Modulus of Rupture). In the current research, Charpy Impact testing was conducted to
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characterize wood behavior during dynamic impact to investigate the relationship between wood
density and strain-to-failure.
2.1. Existing Test Data
In 2009, quasistatic four-point bend testing of ash and maple dowels was completed at the FPL in
Madison, WI [8]. These test data quantified how the MOE and MOR vary as a function of density for
ash and maple. The density range tested for each wood species corresponded to the range of densities
that are used to manufacture MLB-quality baseball bats. Figures 1 and 2 show MOE-density and
MOR-density results, respectively, for the ash and maple dowels. These dowels had slope-of-grain
(SoG) angles between ±3◦, which is the current range of SoGs that are allowed for the manufacture of
the baseball bats used by major-league players. A 0◦ SoG is when the direction of the wood grain is
aligned with the axis of the bat. Figures 1 and 2 show how the MOE and MOR, respectively, of each
of the wood species increases with increasing density. These test data reflect the wide scatter in
material properties that are typical for wood. A linear regression on each set of data was completed.
The resulting equations are:
Maple MOE (Msi) = 39.96 × ρ + 1.279 (1)
Maple MOR (psi) = 1002663 × ρ − 2554 (2)
Ash MOE (Msi) = 122.5 × ρ − 0.875 (3)
Ash MOR (psi) = 1383652 × ρ − 10117 (4)
where ρ is the density in lb/in3.
Figure 1. Modulus of Elasticity (MOE) test results for ash and maple dowels with slope-of-grain angles
spanning the range of ±3◦.
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Figure 2. Modulus of Rupture (MOR) test results for ash and maple dowels with slope-of-grain angles
spanning the range of ±3◦.
2.2. Dynamic High-Rate Material Testing
Wood is a viscoelastic material and as a result, its strain-to-failure is a function of strain rate.
For quantifying the strain-to-failure as a function of strain rate, the Charpy Impact test was used for
all dynamic wood testing. The Charpy Impact is a test that can be conducted at the strain rates that
are representative of what ash and maple experience during bat/ball impacts. The range of strain
rates that occur during a collision have not been measured directly but an estimate of the strain rates
ranging from 101–104 s−1 during such a collision have been concluded from what has been seen in
preliminary finite element analyses of bat/ball impacts using LS-DYNA.
A standard Charpy test involves the use of a pendulum swinging a hammer to impact a specimen
of known geometry [13]. The height that the pendulum reaches at the end of the swing following
the breaking of the test sample is recorded and this height is used to determine the energy that
was required to break the test specimen. This energy is the only direct output of the Charpy test.
Thus, additional complementary analyses must be completed to quantify the strain rate that was
experienced by the test specimen. A Redlake HG100k high-speed camera in conjunction with Motion
Studio camera software was set up to record each sample’s impact and subsequent breakage using
a frame rate of 30,000 frames/s at a resolution of 160 pixels wide by 168 pixels high. The captured
high-speed video facilitated the complementary analysis to quantify the strain rate experienced by the
wood specimens during each test event.
2.3. Sample Preparation
Charpy test specimens were made from blocks of ash and maple that spanned the range of
densities from 0.022–0.029 lb/in3 (608.9–747.4 kg/m3). This range is representative of the span of wood
densities that are approved for making professional baseball bats. Wood samples were cut to a square
cross-section geometry within the dimensions as specified by ASTM Standard D6110-10 Standard
Test Method for Determining the Charpy Impact Resistance of Notched Specimens of Plastics, that is,
5.0 × 0.5 × 0.5 in. (12.7 × 1.27 × 1.27 cm) (length × width × thickness) [13]. For this testing, samples
were un-notched for the purpose of determining the strain required to initiate fracture of the solid
wood geometry, which is similar to a baseball bat in that a bat would not be used if cracked or notched,
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during a standard Charpy test. Utilizing ImageJ software, the edge (radial) and face (tangential) SoGs
were measured for each sample [14]. Figure 3 shows an example of the grain line used to measure SoG
on the samples within ~0.2◦. Samples were conditioned for a minimum of 14 days in 50 ± 10% relative
humidity and 72 ± 2 ◦F (22 ± 1 ◦C) before doing any testing. This same conditioning is what is used
before testing wood baseball bats at the UMLBRC.
  
0° 
SoG > 0° 
Figure 3. Example of a radial slope-of-grain measurement.
2.4. Test Procedure
The Charpy Impact test measures the resistance of a material to breakage by the flexural shock
that is induced by a pendulum of specified weight to break a test specimen with a single swing [13].
The output of the test is the energy required to break a specimen of a prescribed size. Samples were
impacted with a 10.0 ft-lb (13.6 N-m) hammer on the edge grain and face grain (1) to investigate
the differences between edge-grain versus face-grain impacts within each wood species and (2) to
conclude a strain-to-failure as a function of wood density for each wood species.
The information collected from the Charpy test included (1) the energy required to break the
sample and (2) the high-speed video. The break energy of each sample was directly read from the
dial of the Charpy impact tester. The break energy indicates the loss of energy of the pendulum to
fracture the sample. ImageJ was used to examine the high-speed video and to quantify the maximum
deflection of the sample just before breaking. The process for measuring this maximum deflection was
first to identify the position of a point on the non-impact side of the sample before impact and then to
locate the same point directly before failure occurs. An example of this process is presented in Figure 4
with the image on the left being the starting position of the point and the image on the right showing
the same point directly before failure occurs. It should be noted that this method is imperfect and
some degree of measurement error could be included within the individual measurements, thus the
average result of the entire sample set and one standard deviation is reported. Using the standard










Figure 4. Maximum Deflection Measurement (a) just before impact and (b) just before fracture.
The white “ ” denotes the tracked point before impact and at the initiation of fracture.
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3. Results
The overall mean of the results of the Charpy testing is presented in Table 1. The results show
that maple exhibited a lower failure energy, a lower maximum-deflection and a lower strain-to-failure
for both edge- and face-grain loadings relative to ash. Maple exhibited a higher failure energy when
loaded in the face-grain direction compared to edge-grain loading. This higher failure energy for
face-grain impacts was expected because maple is known to exhibit better durability (higher relative
bat/ball impact breaking speed) when impacted on the face grain compared to bat/ball impacts on
the edge grain [15]. Ash performed better overall than maple with a greater deflection at breaking
and hence, a greater strain-to-failure when impacted on the edge grain, than maple when impacted
on either the edge or the face grain. Ash exhibited superior failure energy when impacted on the
face grain. From a strain-to-failure perspective, the ash samples performed better when impacted in
edge-grain loading, which is consistent with the preferred impact surface of ash bats due to flaking of
the wood cells inherent to repeated face-grain impacts.
Table 1. Summary of mean values with one standard deviation for Charpy Impact testing of Major




Strain to Failure Max Deflection in. (cm) Energy ft-lbf (N-m)
Ash edge 23 0.0265 ± 0.002 0.148 ± 0.0122 (0.376 ± 0.0310) 6.48 ± 1.02 (8.79 ± 1.38)
Ash face 12 0.0259 ± 0.003 0.146 ± 0.0139 (0.371 ± 0.0353) 7.19 ± 1.14 (9.75 ± 1.55)
Maple edge 21 0.0236 ± 0.002 0.133 ± 0.0134 (0.338 ± 0.0340) 6.30 ± 1.33 (8.54 ± 1.80)
Maple face 33 0.0250 ± 0.004 0.140 ± 0.0191 (0.356 ± 0.0485) 6.41 ± 1.48 (8.69 ± 2.01)
3.1. Density
Figure 5 shows the strains-to-failure for maple samples impacted on the face grain and for ash
samples impacted on the edge grain, respectively and Figure 6 shows the failure energy for the
same wood species and impact-surfaces, respectively. These two combinations of wood species and
impact-surface type are of primary interest because these are the same combinations that are currently
prescribed for on-field bat/ball impacts. There is wide scatter among the data points in each of these
four figures but this type of scatter is not unusual in wood testing. Despite the wide scatter, some trends
and differences can be noted amongst the data for each of the wood species as a function density.
Linear regressions (as denoted by the solid and dashed black lines) of the Charpy data are included
in Figure 5. For the maple sample set (Figure 5, open data points), the strain-to-failure exhibits a much
steeper response with respect to density than the slope of the ash data (Figure 5, solid data points).
The flatter slope of the ash data suggests that the durability of ash bats is less sensitive to wood density
than maple bats. As used in this paper, bat durability is defined as the relative bat/ball impact speed at
specific axial location along the bat—the greater the relative bat/ball impact speed, the greater the bat
durability [15]. On this basis and in terms of baseball bats, it is important when using a maple wood
to maximize the wood density to achieve the best impact properties for the desired profile. For ash
bats, the density, while still a concern, is not as essential to the impact properties as the impact face is,
with edge grain impact being the preferred impact surface. An analogous interpretation of the failure
energy plot (Figure 6) can be made.
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Figure 5. Strain-to-failure as a function of wood density for ash samples impacted edge-grain and
maple samples impacted face-grain.
Figure 6. Failure energy as a function of wood density for ash samples impacted edge-grain and maple
samples impacted face-grain.
3.2. Slope of Grain
The Charpy data were sorted into three SoG groupings, specifically
(1) |SoG| < 1◦, (2) 1◦ < |SoG| < 3◦ and (3) |SoG| > 3◦. Absolute values are used in the SoG
grouping due to the symmetry involved in the Charpy Impact test. Because it is well-known that the
stress-to-failure decreases with increasing absolute value of the SoG [16,17], it was anticipated that the test
data would show a similar trend for the strain-to-failure as a function of SoG for maple and for ash.
Figure 7 is the same plot as Figure 5 where the ash and maple data have been sorted into
three SoG groupings. It is challenging to see a clear decrease in the strain-to-failure with increasing
SoG in Figure 7. However, upon review of the mean strain-to-failure and standard deviation of the
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data set in Table 2 for each of the three SoG groupings, it can be seen that the mean for |SoG| > 3◦ is
lower than the mean for 1◦ < |SoG| < 3◦ which is lower or equal than the mean for |SoG| < 1◦.
Table 2. Mean maple and ash sample strain-to-failure results sorted by SoG class.
SoG Class Maple Strain-to-Failure Ash Strain-to-Failure
<1◦ 0.026 ± 0.0043 0.027 ± 0.0025
1◦ < SoG < 3◦ 0.025 ± 0.0030 0.027 ± 0.0020
>3◦ 0.023 ± 0.0041 0.024
However, this interpretation of the data may be a stretch due to the limited number of samples in
each of the SoG groupings that span the range of densities. Without more data, it is difficult to make a
definitive conclusion by using only the current research data on the relationship between SoG and
strain-to-failure. Thus, in the absence of more data, the available results suggest that density has a
greater effect on the impact failure properties of the wood than SoG for the range of densities and SoGs
considered in this study. However, once the wood has begun to fracture, SoG dominates the direction
of crack propagation of the wood, thereby determining if the pieces breaking away from the bat are
fairly blunt or spear-like in shape. This phenomenon is highlighted in Figure 8.
Figure 7. Strain-to-failure of ash samples impacted on the edge-grain and maple samples impacted on
the face-grain. All samples are sorted by slope-of-grain (SoG).
   
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 8. Charpy samples of varying SoG (a) |SoG| < 1◦, (b) 1◦ < |SoG| < 3◦ and (c) |SoG| > 3◦.
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Figure 8 shows a maple wood species Charpy test sample from each of the three SoG groupings
that were examined. The samples shown in Figure 8a have a density of 0.028 lb/in3 (786 kg/m3) and a
SoG measuring 0.3◦. It can be seen that the sample has not completely fractured through the width
and this fracture surface is indicative of a brash wood failure. The samples in Figure 8b have a density
of 0.026 lb/in3 (709 kg/m3) and a SoG measuring 1.7◦. Theses samples exhibit more splintering of the
wood at the fracture site in comparison to Figure 8a. The Figure 8b samples also did not completely
split through the width. Figure 8c shows samples with a wood density of 0.026 lb/in3 (722 kg/m3)
and a measured SoG of 3.7◦. The high-SoG specimens split along the grain line during impact, thereby
resulting in the formation of sharp edges on the fracture surface. This high-SoG failure propagation
behavior is important to consider when discussing the issue of broken bats during gameplay because
high-SoG wood is very likely to fail in a multi-piece mode.
3.3. Finite Element Model
The results of the quasi-static and dynamic test programs of ash and maple assisted in building
a comprehensive set of the wood material properties that are needed for the LS-DYNA material
model *MAT_WOOD (MAT_143). To investigate the credibility of a finite element model using this
set of material properties, a finite element model of a Charpy Impact specimen was developed for
analysis in LS-DYNA. The model was constructed of 10,000 solid elements and 12,221 nodes with
a uniform mesh size of 0.0500 in. (0.127 cm). Previous modeling of the breaking of wood bats in
LS-DYNA found that good correlation between models and experiments were best achieved when the
*MAT_ADD_EROSION option for prescribing a strain-to-failure criterion was used in combination with
the *MAT_WOOD (*MAT_143) material model [18]. Thus, the Charpy models were investigated using
the *MAT_WOOD (*MAT_143) material model in combination with the *MAT_ADD_EROSION option.
Once a high level of correlation was demonstrated for simulations of the Charpy test, the material
properties and failure criterion were used to model baseball bat impacts and the outputs of these
bat/ball impact simulations were compared to existing bat failure testing results.
3.4. Wood Material Cards
Material Type *MAT_WOOD (MAT_143) is the wood based material model available for use in
LS-DYNA [19]. The user prescribes the material input parameters for moduli, strength and fracture
properties of the wood species. For Card 2 in *MAT_WOOD (MAT_143), the Young’s modulus was
calculated using the linear equation for MOE versus wood density that was derived from the results of
the FPL quasi-static testing on maple. To characterize the remaining moduli parameters available in
*MAT_WOOD (MAT_143), the relationships published in table 5-1 of the Wood Handbook [7] were
used as a guide. The strength input parameters for Card 3, for example, the tensile yield strength,
were determined using the linear regression for MOR versus wood density that was derived from
the results of the FPL quasi-static testing on maple to provide a value for the parallel tensile strength.
These values are displayed in bold in Table 3. The remaining strength input parameters were derived
based on the strength relationships published in table 5-3 in the Wood Handbook [7]. The input
parameters for 0.0250 lb/in3 (692.0 kg/m3) maple wood are shown in Table 3. This approach was also
used to determine the ash wood material properties as a function of density as listed in Table 3.
The Card 4 fracture input parameters for Mode I parallel fracture energy were based on the values
published in tables 5–10 of the Wood Handbook [7] of 430 lbf/in2-in1/2 (480 KPa-m1/2) as this failure
mode is seen during a Charpy Impact test. The remaining parameters were left as determined by the
FHWA study [11].
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US SI US SI US SI
Parallel Normal Modulus EL lb/in3 GPa 2,190,000 15.1 2,280,000 15.7
Perpendicular Normal Modulus ET lb/in3 GPa 175,000.0 1.21 148,070.0 1.02
Parallel Shear Modulus GLT lb/in3 GPa 238,438.0 1.64 252,858.0 1.74
Perpendicular Shear Modulus GTR lb/in3 GPa 83,864.00 0.58 80,642.00 0.56
Poisson’s Ratio PR — — 0.440 0.476
Parallel Tensile Strength XT lb/in3 MPa 24,474.00 169 22,513.00 155
Parallel Compressive Strength XC lb/in3 MPa 12,090.30 83.4 11,227.02 77.4
Perpendicular Tensile Strength YT lb/in3 MPa 1942.400 13.4 2163.920 14.9
Perpendicular Compressive Strength YC lb/in3 MPa 1892.600 13.1 2107.850 14.5
Parallel Shear Strength SXY lb/in3 MPa 3116.300 21.5 3341.050 23.0
Perpendicular Shear Strength SYZ lb/in3 MPa 4362.800 30.1 4677.470 32.3
3.5. Failure Criterion
An important aspect to the finite element modeling is demonstrating the ability of the model to
capture the failure of the wood. To accomplish this failure in the model, a reliable failure criterion
must be established and implemented into the modeling. The results of the dynamic material testing
provided valuable insight into the strain-to-failure of the wood species and how the strain-to-failure
does (or does not) vary as a function of wood density. Using these results, a relationship between
wood density and failure strain was determined. This relationship for maple and ash wood is given
in Equations (6) and (7), respectively. Incorporating the strain-to-failure into the modeling was done
through the use of the *MAT_ADD_EROSION option which provides an element failure condition
based on user-defined inputs. For the current study, the maximum principle strain at failure input
was utilized.
Maple ε f = 0.8986 × ρ + 0.0016 (6)
Ash ε f = 0.1685 × ρ + 0.0219 (7)
3.6. Model Correlation
A finite element model of the Charpy Impact was analyzed in LS-DYNA and the correlation
of the model with experimental results was examined. The model is shown in Figure 9 where the
setup consists of a 5.00 × 0.50 × 0.50 in. (12.7 cm × 1.3 cm × 1.3 cm) (length × width × height)
wood specimen impacted by a 10.0 ft-lb (13.6 N-m) Charpy hammer at 11.4 ft/s (3.47 m/s). The wood
specimen rests on a pair of rigid support brackets. The element mesh is very fine, so explicitly showing
the mesh would not be beneficial.
 
Figure 9. Charpy impact finite element model.
The simulation was processed using LS-DYNA R8.0 and postprocessed using LS-PrePost 4.1.
To minimize the bias that may come with any anomalies associated with one specific test, the mean
density of 0.026 lb/in3 (719.7 kg/m3) and the associated strain-to-failure of 0.025 (per Equation (6))
of the maple data set were used for this finite element model. The resulting maximum deflection of
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the model before failure occurs is 0.137 in. (0.348 cm), which is very close to the 0.138 in. (0.350 cm)
maximum deflection of sample M307B, a 0.026 lb/in3 (719.7 kg/m3) density maple sample that failed
at a strain of 0.0241. The model deflection of 0.137 in. (0.348 cm) falls within the mean deflection plus
one standard deviation of 0.12–0.159 in. (0.308–0.404 cm) of the entire maple sample set. The model





Figure 10. Charpy Impact of maple sample: (a) High-speed video image and (b) Finite element model
showing maximum strain contours (top) and crack propagation (bottom).
A series of finite element simulations of the Charpy impact tests was completed for maple and
ash specimens and a span of wood densities for each of the two wood species. Summaries of the
comparison of maximum deflection, that is, deflection just before fracture, of these maple and ash
Charpy impact models with the corresponding test sample IDs are presented in Table 4, respectively.
There is excellent correlation between the maximum deflection values between the experimental data
and the model results.
Table 4. Charpy Impact model maple and ash wood deflection correlation results.
Sample ID Density lb/in3 (kg/m3)
Maximum Deflection in. (cm)
% Difference
Experiment FE Model
M35B10 0.024 (664.3) 0.125 (0.318) 0.126 (0.320) 0.80%
M36C 0.025 (692.0) 0.133 (0.338) 0.132 (0.335) 0.75%
M307 0.026 (719.7) 0.138 (0.350) 0.137 (0.348) 0.72%
M306 0.027 (747.4) 0.152 (0.386) 0.149 (0.378) 1.97%
A44B10 0.023 (636.6) 0.136 (0.345) 0.138 (0.351) 1.47%
A79A10 0.025 (692.0) 0.148 (0.376) 0.147 (0.373) 0.68%
A41A10 0.026 (719.7) 0.148 (0.376) 0.148 (0.376) 0.00%
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3.7. Bat Model
The methods described for the modeling of the maple wood in the Charpy impact simulations
were applied to the finite element modeling of bat/ball impacts. A finite element model of
a popular professional bat profile that was previously tested in the Bat Durability Test System
(Automated Design Corporation) at the UMLBRC was built for subsequent analysis in LS-DYNA.
The finite element model of the bat was constructed containing 130,554 solid elements and 137,548
nodes with a mesh size of approximately 0.2 in. (0.4920 cm). This maple bat model was 34 in. (86.4 cm)
in length with a prescribed wood density of 0.0250 lb/in3 (692.0 kg/m3) to represent a 31 oz. (0.879-kg)
bat, thereby matching the profile, length and weight of the lab tested maple bat. The finite element
model of the baseball that was used in this research was constructed in LS-PrePost. The geometry of the
ball model is a sphere of 1.4 in. (3.6 cm) radius and consists of 12,096 solid elements and 12,589 nodes
with a uniform mesh size of approximately 0.2 in. (0.556 cm). The LS-DYNA *MAT_VISCOELASTC
(*MAT_006) was used to define the material behavior of the ball. The baseball material properties are
summarized in Table 5 [20].




















The finite element model of the Bat Durability Test System consisted of the rotating back plate and
the rollers that grip the bat. The LS-DYNA *MAT_ELASTIC (*MAT_001) was used to implement the
properties for each of the rollers. The LS-DYNA *MAT_RIGID (*MAT_020) with aluminum material
properties for the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio was used for the plate. The material properties
of the rollers and “rigid” aluminum plate are summarized in Table 6.
Table 6. ADC roller and aluminum plate material properties.










[5.171 × 109] 0.3




[5.171 × 108] 0.3




[68.95 × 109] 0.3
An impact velocity of 143 mph (230 kph) at a location 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) from the barrel tip
was prescribed in the model to mimic the lab test conditions. Surface-to-surface contact was defined
between the baseball and the bat models. The strain-to-failure used in the model was 0.0241 and was
derived from the relationship between maple wood density and strain-to-failure based on the results
of the Charpy impact testing (Equation (6)). A comparison of a high-speed image taken of the bat
profile during durability testing and the finite element model are presented in Figure 11. The model
shows excellent correlation for the mode of fracture (single-piece failure), location of fracture initiation
(~15 in. [38 cm] from the knob) and the extent of the crack propagation along the length of the
bat (~6 in. [15 cm] in total length).
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Figure 11. 34-in. (86.4 cm) long, 31-oz. (0.879 kg) professional maple bat profile impacted at 143 mph
(230 kph): (a) Lab test and (b) Finite element model.
In an effort to further explore the capabilities of this maple bat model, the impact velocity was
varied to observe the bat response at different speeds. Through ramp-up durability testing at the
UMLBRC, it is known that bat profiles will be able to withstand impacts up to a distinct failure
threshold and then fracture in either a single-piece or multi-piece failure mode will occur.
Three impact velocities were chosen, that is, 120, 130 and 145 mph (193, 209 and 233 kph) for
examining how the response of the bat varies with impact speed. The wood properties and failure strain
were unchanged from the 34 in. (86.4 cm) 31 oz. (0.879 kg) bat as shown in Figure 11. The post-impact
results of the modeling are shown in Figure 12. It can be seen in this figure that there is a transition
from single-piece failure to multi-piece failure somewhere between 130 and 145 mph (209 and 233 kph).
By using 5 mph (8 kph) incremental changes in the impact velocity, a good estimate of the impact
speed associated with the single-piece failure and multi-piece failure thresholds can be determined.
 
Figure 12. Bat model failure modes at varying impact velocities; (a) No failure at 120 mph (193 kph),
(b) Single-piece failure at 130 mph (209 kph) and (c) Multi-piece failure at 145 mph (233 kph).
To explore the respective roles that impact density and strain-to-failure play in the subsequent
failure mode of the bat, the density was varied from 0.0245–0.0265 lb/in3 (678–734 kg/m3) in
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0.00025 lb/in3 (6.9 kg/m3) increments with the material properties of the bat prescribed based on
the relationships defined in Equations (1) and (2). At each increment the strain-to-failure defined
in the *MAT_ADD_EROSION card of the model was scaled according to the relationship defined
in Equation (6). The bat was impacted at a velocity of 145 mph (233 kph) and the subsequent bat
response was analyzed. Figure 13 shows the failure mode of a C243 profile at the three different
density levels. The density of the wood plays a significant role in the subsequent failure mode of the
bat, as wood material properties such as stiffness and strength increase with increasing density. As the
density of the bat is increased, the failure of the bat transitions from multi-piece failure to single-piece
failure and finally reaches a level where no failure occurs for a velocity of 145 mph (233 kph) and
the bat survives the impact. This result shows that bats comprised of higher density wood are more
durable and less susceptible to failure than those with lower densities.
 
Figure 13. C243 profile impacted at 145 mph (233 kph) at density levels of (a) 0.0265 lb/in3 (733 kg/m3),
(b) 0.0255 lb/in3 (706 kg/m3) and (c) 0.0245 lb/in3 (678 kg/m3).
4. Conclusions
Charpy impact testing at strain rates comparable to what a wood bat experiences during a bat/ball
collision was completed to characterize the failure energy and strain-to-failure as a function of density
and SoG for ash and maple. The failure energy increased with increasing wood density for the maple
wood species. The failure energy exhibited a slight decrease with increasing wood density for the
ash samples. The strain-to-failure increased with increasing density for maple but the strain-to-failure
remained constant over the range of densities considered in this study for ash. The relatively flat
slope of the ash data suggests that ash-bat durability is less sensitive to wood density than maple bats.
Ash exhibited a higher strain-to-failure in edge-grain loading in comparison to face-grain loading and
maple exhibited a higher strain-to-failure in face-grain loading in comparison to edge-grain loading.
These results support the WBBS requirement that ash bats be impacted on the edge grain and maple
bats be impacted on the face grain. Maple exhibited a lower failure energy, a lower max-deflection and
a lower strain-to-failure for both edge and flat-grain loadings relative to ash. Maple exhibited a higher
failure energy when loaded in the face-grain direction compared to edge-grain loading. The available
SoG results suggest that density has a greater effect on the impact failure properties of the wood
than SoG. However, once the wood has begun to fracture, SoG is the primary influence of the direction
of crack propagation of the wood, thereby determining if the pieces breaking away from the bat are
fairly blunt or spear-like in shape.
The characterization data were subsequently used in finite element models of a Charpy test
and of a bat/ball collision. The series of finite element models of the Charpy impact tests spanned
the range of ash and maple densities used in the test program. The finite element models showed
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excellent correlation with the experimental data for the same combinations of wood species and density.
A finite element model of a maple bat/ball impact showed excellent correlation with a lab test of the
same conditions.
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Abstract: Bat durability is defined as the relative bat/ball speed that results in bat breakage, i.e., the
higher the speed required to initiate bat cracking, the better the durability. In 2008, Major League
Baseball added a regulation to the Wooden Baseball Bat Standards concerning Slope-of-Grain (SoG),
defined to be the angle of the grain of the wood in the bat with respect to a line parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the bat, as part of an overall strategy to reverse what was perceived to be an
increasing rate of wood bats breaking into multiple pieces during games. The combination of a set of
regulations concerning wood density, prescribed hitting surface, and SoG led to a 30% reduction in
the rate of multi-piece failures. In an effort to develop a fundamental understanding of how changes
in the SoG impact the resulting bat durability, a popular professional bat profile was examined using
the finite element method in a parametric study to quantify the relationship between SoG and bat
durability. The parametric study was completed for a span of combinations of wood SoGs, wood
species (ash, maple, and yellow birch), inside-pitch and outside-pitch impact locations, and bat/ball
impact speeds ranging from 90 to 180 mph (145 to 290 kph). The *MAT_WOOD (MAT_143) material
model in LS-DYNA was used for implementing the wood material behavior in the finite element
models. A strain-to-failure criterion was also used in the *MAT_ADD_EROSION option to capture
the initiation point and subsequent crack propagation as the wood breaks. Differences among the
durability responses of the three wood species are presented and discussed. Maple is concluded to be
the most likely of the three wood species to result in a Multi-Piece Failure. The finite element models
show that while a 0◦-SoG bat is not necessarily the most durable configuration, it is the most versatile
with respect to bat durability. This study is the first comprehensive numerical investigation as to
the relationship between SoG and bat durability. Before this numerical study, only limited empirical
data from bats broken during games were available to imply a qualitative relationship between SoG
and bat durability. This novel study can serve as the basis for developing future parametric studies
using finite element modeling to explore a large set of bat profiles and thereby to develop a deeper
fundamental understanding of the relationship among bat profile, wood species, wood SoG, wood
density, and on-field durability.
Keywords: baseball; bat; durability; finite element; impact; slope of grain; wood
1. Introduction
In the early years of baseball, bats were made from a wide variety of wood species as players
explored various woods in their quest to find the perfect wood. Eventually, northern white ash became
the wood of choice as it had the best combination of density, stiffness, and impact resistance properties.
For example, hickory has better impact resistance than the northern white ash, but it is denser than ash,
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thereby making for a relatively heavy bat. In the late 19th century, the Hillerich family in Louisville,
Kentucky cemented the central role of ash bats in baseball when it began manufacturing northern
white ash bats for a number of professional teams [1].
Ash remained the wood of choice until the late 1990s when maple bats were introduced to players
by Sam Bat, and a small number of players transitioned from ash to maple [2]. As the popularity of
maple bats increased, the rate at which bats were breaking into multiple pieces during games was
perceived to be increasing as well. However, there were no data to support whether this phenomenon
was real or perceived. To obtain concrete data on the phenomenon, Major League Baseball (MLB) in
cooperation with the Major League Baseball Players Association (MLBPA) authorized the collection
of all bats that broke in games during a 2 12 -month portion of the 2008 MLB regular-season. Visual
inspection of these broken bats concluded that the slope-of-grain (SoG) of the wood in each of the
bats played a major role in the likelihood of a bat breaking into multiple fragments [3]. Slope-of-grain
is defined to be the angle of the grain of the wood in the bat with respect to a line parallel to the
longitudinal axis of the bat.
As a result of the SoG observations from the field-collection bats and the understanding of the
mechanical behavior of maple from a wood-science perspective, the wood-science experts on the team
recommended new regulations be implemented after the 2008 season with respect to (1) setting the
allowable range of SoG to be ±3◦ and (2) changing the hitting surface for maple bats from edge grain
to face grain. Before limiting the allowable range of SoG to be ±3◦, many bat manufacturers were not
closely monitoring SoG, and therefore, allowing wood with SoGs of up to ±10◦ to be used in bats.
After the 2009 season, additional regulations were implemented to restrict the minimum allowable
wood density to 0.0245 lb/in3 (678 Kg/m3) for maple wood species that could be used to manufacture
baseball bats. Before this limitation was implemented, any species of maple was allowed to be used to
make a wood bat. Without a list of specific maple species, maple species with poor impact properties
were sometimes being used. After the introduction of the strict limitation to a single species of maple
and greater awareness and compliance with the new regulations, the MPF rate dropped an additional
15–20% between the 2009 and 2010 seasons [4]. Each of the new regulations had the benefit that the
improvements in bat durability came with changes that were fairly transparent to the players, i.e.,
there were no bat geometries or popular wood species that were prohibited from use.
The combination of (1) setting the allowable range for SoG to be ±3◦, (2) changing the impact
surface from the edge to face grain for maple, and (3) the restriction on the minimum allowable wood
density of 0.0245 lb/in3 (678 kg/m3) for the wood species of maple resulted in a measurable decrease
of ~65% in the MPF rate per game [5]. Of these three changes, the only one that has an option to
offer any additional drop in the MPF rate without any increase in bat weight is a further tightening of
the allowable SoG from ±3◦. To explore if and how a further tightening of the allowable SoG could
improve upon the MPF rate, the durability of sets of bats sorted by SoG, e.g., sorted into four SoG
groupings, specifically (1) |SoG| ≤ 1◦, (2) 1◦ < |SoG| ≤ 2◦, (3) 2◦ < |SoG| ≤ 3◦, and (4) |SoG| > 3◦, could
be tested in the lab. However, such an approach would be difficult due to the inherent variability
of wood and the lack of control over the factors unrelated to SoG, such as density or the ultimate
strength of the wood, thereby making it challenging to draw conclusive trends. In addition, it would
also be expensive with respect to the large number of bats that would need to be explored for such a
study, as well as the time required to characterize the durability of all bats in the study and subsequent
examination of all bat failures. An alternative and cost-effective approach is to use the finite element
method to investigate how the failure mode changes as a function of SoG for a range of representative
on-field relative bat/ball speeds and impact locations [6–8].
In the current paper, a popular bat profile is used in a parametric study to investigate the
relationship between SoG and bat durability. During a game, the relative bat/ball impact velocity can
range from 90–180 mph (145–290 kph) and is a consequence of the combination of the pitch speed,
swing speed, and impact location along the length of the bat. For the purposes of this paper, bat
durability is defined as the relative bat/ball speed that results in bat breakage, i.e., the higher the speed
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required to initiate bat cracking, the better the durability. The finite element models of this bat profile
are analyzed using LS-DYNA where the variables in the parametric study include (1) SoG—ranging
between ±10◦, (2) Wood species—Ash, Maple, and Yellow Birch, (3) two impact locations—2.0 in.
(5.1 cm) and 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) as measured from the tip of the barrel, and (4) relative bat/ball impact
speeds between 90 and 180 mph (145–290 kph). This paper presents the first comprehensive numerical
investigation into the relationship between SoG and bat durability. Prior to this numerical study,
limited empirical data from bats broken during games and in-laboratory studies where SoG was not a
controlled variable were available to imply a qualitative relationship between SoG and bat durability.
The results of this study can serve as the basis for developing future parametric studies using finite
element modeling to explore a large set of bat profiles and thereby to develop a deep fundamental
understanding of the relationship among bat profile, wood species, wood SoG, wood density, and
on-field durability.
2. Background
Baseball bats are comprised of four major regions, as shown in Figure 1. The barrel is the intended
ball impact region. The barrel of a typical 34.0 in. (86.4 cm) long baseball bat extends from the tip of
the barrel to 10.0–12.0 in. (25.4–30.5 cm) down the length of the bat. The taper region is where the
diameter of the bat transitions from the large diameter of the barrel to the small diameter of the handle.
The taper region of a 34.0-in. (86.4 cm) bat runs from the end of the barrel section to about 20.0 in.
(50.8 cm) from the tip of the barrel. Manufacturers are required to place their company label on this
region of the bat, and the location of the label should be located 90◦ away from the intended hitting
surface of the bat such that a batter can follow the protocol of hitting with the label up or label down.
The handle of a baseball bat is the section that a player grips when swinging. The handle of a 34.0 in.
(86.4 cm) bat extends from the end of the taper region to about 33 in. (84 cm) from the tip of the barrel.
The final ~1 in. (~2.5 cm) of a wood baseball bat is the knob, which has a diameter a bit larger than that
of the grip area so as to help the player maintain his hold on the bat during the swing.
 
Figure 1. Ash baseball bat with logo on the face-grain surface of the bat. The knob, handle, taper and
barrel sections of the bat are identified.
Upon the wide acceptance of northern white ash as the wood of choice, the players also settled on
holding the bat such that the ball would impact the edge grain of the wood as opposed to the face
grain (Figure 2). As a result, bat manufacturers located their logo on the face grain of the bat, i.e., 90◦
away from the edge grain. Thus, players would commonly hit with the logo up or logo down. Figure 1
shows an example of the location of the Louisville Slugger logo on the face-grain surface of an ash bat.
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Figure 2. Face-grain and edge-grain surfaces of an ash wood baseball bat.
Figure 3 shows the respective directions of positive and negative SoGs for a label-up orientation
of the bat and the ball traveling from the pitcher to home plate. In Figure 3, the bat is shown situated
in a finite element model of the bat durability testing system at the University of Massachusetts Lowell
Baseball Research Center (UMLBRC).
Figure 3. Finite element model of a baseball and the bat in the test fixture. The annotations denote the
directions of positive, negative and 0◦ SoGs.
An SoG of 0◦, i.e., the grain of the wood is aligned with the long axis of the bat, is alleged to be the
optimal condition for bat durability. As the SoG deviates from 0◦, the effective break strength, i.e., the
modulus of rupture, of the wood decreases [6,9–11]. Hankinson’s equation can be used to quantify the
effect of SoG on wood mechanical properties,
N =
PQ
P sinn θ+ Q cosn θ
, (1)
where N is the strength at an angle θ to the fiber direction, P is the strength perpendicular to the
fiber, Q is the strength parallel to the fiber, and n is an empirically determined constant [10]. Different
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properties follow different curves (Figure 4), and these curves are average relationships developed
across many species. The Wood Handbook states that the modulus of rupture (MOR) falls very close
to the curve Q/P = 0.1 and n = 1.5. Using these values, the Hankinson Equation for a 3◦ SoG results in
N = 0.895, meaning that the strength of a 3◦ SoG specimen is 89.5% of a specimen with a 0◦ SoG.
Figure 4. Illustration of Hankinson’s equation [10].
The MOR curve in Figure 4 shows that an SoG of ±10◦ will result in a 60% drop in MOR—thus,
the motivation to tighten the allowable SoG range to be ±3◦. The motivation for the change in hitting
surface was based on the knowledge that the impact resistance of maple, a diffuse porous wood,
is better on the face grain than on the edge grain. This behavior is opposite to the impact durability
of northern white ash, a ring porous wood species, which demonstrates superior durability when
impacted on the edge grain face [12]. Recent Charpy testing of wood corroborated these differences in
the hitting surfaces for ash and maple [6]. The tighter tolerance on the allowable SoG and the change
in the hitting surface for maple from the edge to face grain for the 2009 season contributed to the rate
of MPFs decreasing by 30% from what was observed in 2008 [13].
3. Materials and Methods
In this section, the basic topics which are relevant to the current finite element modeling studies are
presented. These topics include a discussion on the lab testing for wood-bat durability, the single-piece
failure (SPF) and a multi-piece failure (MPF) modes, and basic material properties for the ash, maple
and yellow birch wood species.
3.1. Wood Bat Durability Testing
The UMLBRC uses a Bat Durability System (Automated Design Corporation, Romeoville, IL,
USA) (Figure 5a,b) to investigate bat durability. Two pairs of compliant rollers hold a stationary bat
and simulate the grip of the batter. At the knob end, the top set of rollers are firm to hold the bat
in place while the bottom roller set is soft rubber and is loosely touching the bat handle. Previous
work concluded that this setup in the Bat Durability System was representative of a player’s grip of
the baseball bat in the field [14]. A burp air cannon shoots baseballs toward the bat at speeds up to
200 mph (322 kph). The position of the bat can be raised or lowered such that the bat/ball impact can be
programmed to occur anywhere along the length of the bat. A typical bat durability test commences
with a speed known to be below the bat breaking speed for the axial position of interest, e.g., a hit
on the taper that is 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) from the tip of the barrel (inside-pitch condition). The speed
is then increased in increments of ~5 mph (~8 kph) on each subsequent hit. The test ends after the
bat breaks, and the speed that induced either the MPF or SPF is used to quantify the bat durability.
For this investigation, fatigue effects do not need to be considered because the bat breaking occurs
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within a range of 1 to 15 impacts. A detailed description of the bat durability testing process is given in
Ruggiero et al. [15,16].
3.2. Modes of Wood Bat Failure
Bat breaks are classified as either a single-piece failure (SPF) or multi-piece failure (MPF). An
SPF of a wood baseball bat occurs when the bat cracks but does not break into multiple large pieces.
A large piece is defined to weigh 1.00 oz. (28.4 g) or more. An SPF type of failure is preferred over an
MPF because the bat remains intact, and no fragments of the bat leave the batter’s hands. Figure 5c
shows an example of an SPF, for which a crack initiated but did not propagate either fully across the
diameter of the bat or fully down the length of the bat. An MPF of a wood baseball bat occurs when
the bat breaks into two or more large pieces. This type of failure is undesirable, as large and potentially
sharp fragments can split from the bat and fly into the field or into spectator areas. Figure 5d shows an
example of an MPF where a crack propagated down the length of the bat and almost entirely across
the width of the bat along a diagonal line.
    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 5. The testing system is shown with a wood bat hanging in machine and ready for impact:
(a) the Bat Durability System, (b) Close-up view of bat in Bat Durability System, and examples of
(c) SPF and (d) MPF.
3.3. Finite Element Models
All finite element analyses were completed using LS-DYNA (Livermore Software Technology
Corporation, Livermore, CA, USA), and all finite element models used for this research were constructed
using HyperMesh (Altair Engineering, Inc. Troy, MI, USA) and post-processed in LS-Prepost (Livermore
Software Technology Corporation. Livermore, CA, USA). The finite element models of (1) a popular bat
profile used by professional players (C243), (2) a baseball, and (3) the bat fixture of the Bat Durability
System were constructed individually and then combined into a full model of a bat being tested at
the UMLBRC for durability (Figure 6) [6]. Models were analyzed for a range of impact velocities that
spanned from 90 mph to 180 mph (145 kph to 290 kph) in 5 mph (8 kph) increments, three wood species
(ash, maple, and yellow birch) and wood SoGs between ±10◦ to investigate and to quantify how the
SoG influences bat durability for variations in wood species and bat/ball impact speeds. The SoG’s used
in the models were −10◦, −5◦, −3◦, −2◦, −1◦, 0◦, 1◦, 2◦, 3◦, 5◦, and 10◦. To validate the finite element
models, a series of mechanical tests were performed. Four-point bending tests of the maple and ash
wood were done to obtain elastic moduli and strength properties. Charpy testing was conducted to
determine the strain-to-failure as a function of wood density [6,7].
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Figure 6. Finite element model of a C243 bat.
The bat model was constructed to the geometry of an uncupped C243 baseball bat profile. The finite
element model was constructed using 8-noded brick elements with single Gauss-point integration.
The LS-DYNA *MAT_WOOD (material model #143) definition has previously been demonstrated to
be an effective material model for the simulation of wood structures under dynamic loading [17] and is
used in this study for modeling the material behaviors of ash, maple, and yellow birch. The geometry
of the C243 finite element model is shown in Figure 6. This model of a C243 bat profile is comprised of
179533 nodes and 159984 elements, with a mean mesh size of 0.2 in (0.4920 cm). This element size was
concluded by completing a convergence study.
For this study, the wood density and specific wood-species material properties of the bat models
were held constant throughout all of the models. The material properties for each wood species as they
are provided in the LS-DYNA Keyword input file came from empirical testing and are summarized
in Table 1. All models were prescribed a density of 0.0245 lb/in3 (678 Kg/m3), thereby resulting in a
33.0-oz (936-g) bat. The 0.0245 lb/in3 (678 Kg/m3) density was chosen because it is currently the lowest
density that is permitted by MLB for maple bats.





Ash Maple Yellow Birch
Parallel Normal Modulus EL lb/in3 (GPa) 2,130,000 (14.7) 2,260,000 (15.6) 2,340,000 (16.1)
Perpendicular Normal Modulus ET lb/in3 (GPa) 170,100.0 (1.17) 146,771.0 (1.01) 117,000.0 (0.81)
Parallel Shear Modulus GLT lb/in3 (GPa) 231,761.0 (1.60) 250,640.0 (1.73) 159,120.0 (1.10)
Perpendicular Shear Modulus GTR lb/in3 (GPa) 81,515.00 (0.56) 75,691.00 (0.52) 53,493.55 (0.37)
Poisson’s Ratio PR 0.440 0.476 0.451
Parallel Tensile Strength XT lb/in3 (MPa) 23,782.00 (164) 22,011.00 (152) 23,677.00 (163)
Parallel Compressive Strength XC lb/in3 (MPa) 11,748.00 (81.0) 10,977.00 (75.7) 11,638.30 (80.2)
Perpendicular Tensile Strength YT lb/in3 (MPa) 1888.000 (13.0) 2115.700 (14.6) 1310.600 (9.04)
Perpendicular Compressive
Strength YC lb/in
3 (MPa) 1839.100 (12.7) 2060.900 (14.2) 1381.800 (9.53)
Parallel Shear Strength SXY lb/in3 (MPa) 3028.200 (20.9) 3266.600 (22.5) 2678.100 (18.5)
Perpendicular Shear Strength SYZ lb/in3 (MPa) 4239.500 (29.2) 4573.300 (31.5) 3749.300 (25.9)
The SoG of the wood was varied between −10◦ and +10◦. One of the required inputs for the
*MAT_WOOD material model in LS-DYNA is the specification of the direction cosines (AOPT values)
for the orientation of the wood [18]. These direction cosines allow for easily prescribing the SoG of the
wood and have been shown to reliably predict impact velocity of bat failure, location of bat failure, and
a mode of bat failure [18]. Both positive and negative wood SoG cases were modeled to see if there
were any differences due to a plus or minus direction of the SoG (Figure 3) on the failure mode and/or
durability of the bat.
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3.4. Wood Failure Criteria
The three outcomes that are evaluated in the post-processing of the finite element models are
(1) no failure, (2) single-piece failure, and (3) multi-piece failure (Figure 7). For each of these modes to be
accurately captured by the finite element model, the failure criterion must work in combination with the
wood material model to integrate the failure mechanism(s) that initiate and propagate bat breakage with
the wood mechanical behavior. The two wood failure options that have been previously explored by
the authors are (1) using the failure stress feature in *MAT_WOOD and (2) the *MAT_ADD_EROSION
option in LS-DYNA with the strain-to-failure varied as a function of density [6,8,12,19]. The second
option was found to correlate well with bat durability testing results and thus is the better choice for
the breaking of the bats in the simulations [8,19]. The respective strain-to-failure for the wood density
of 0.0245 lb/in3 (678 Kg/m3) for each of the wood species in this study is 0.0258 for ash, 0.0236 for maple,
and 0.0231 for yellow birch.
 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7. Bat failure modes (a) No Failure (NF), (b) Single-Piece Failure (SPF), and (c) Multi-Piece
Failure (MPF).
3.5. Impact Locations
For this study, two impact locations were analyzed, specifically the 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) and 14.0 in.
(35.6 cm) locations as measured from the tip of the barrel of the bat (Figure 8). These two impact
locations have been observed to be critical locations for bats breaking in MLB games. Impacts at the
2.0 in. (5.1 cm) and 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) locations are away from the nodes associated with the first
and second bending modes of vibration, and as a result, induce large amplitudes of vibration along
the length of the bat. These high amplitudes translate to large strains, and hence, the potential for
bat breakage.
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(a) (b) 
Figure 8. Two common impact locations examined for durability (a) Outside pitch—2.0 in (5.1 cm) and
(b) Inside Pitch—14.0 in. (35.6 cm).
3.6. Impact Velocity
The range of velocities used for this study spanned 90–180 mph (145–290 kph) depending on the
impact location of the ball. For the 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) impact model, the velocity range was 90–145 mph
(145–233 kph) which corresponds to a 60–100% maximum velocity impact assuming a 90 mph (145 kph)
pitch and 90-mph (145 kph) swing speed as measured 2.0 in (5.1 cm) from the tip of the bat rotating
about an axis 6.0 in. from the knob to represent the pivot point of the bat in a player’s hands during a
swing. Using the same methodology, the 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) impact model set had an expanded velocity
range up to 180 mph (290 kph) as this velocity corresponds to a maximum 100% velocity impact at
the 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) location assuming a 90 mph (145 kph) pitch and 90 mph (145 kph) swing speed.
Figure 9 provides a visualization of the impact locations and the respective maximum impact speed.
Figure 9. Impact speed variation by impact location.
4. Results
The results of the finite element simulations for a range of wood SoGs were analyzed to investigate
the mode of failure and durability as a function of the combination of SoG, impact velocity, wood
species, and impact location. For each of the three wood species, 275 simulations were run, i.e.,
176 simulations for 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) impact and 99 simulations for 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) impact. In total,
825 bat/ball impact simulations were run for this study.
Contour plots depicting the three outcomes as a function of SoG and impact speed were developed
for each combination of wood species and impact location, and the contour plots of the 14.0 in. (35.6 cm)
and 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) models are presented in Figures 10 and 11, respectively. The impact-velocity range
for each of the possible outcomes of the bats is denoted by color– see the legend in plots. The vertical
dark black line in each of these plots denotes the 0◦ SoG, and the two-vertical dashed black lines bound
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the range of compliant SoGs as defined by MLB standards for use in baseball bats, i.e., ±3◦. In Figures 12
and 13, the results of the three wood species are overlaid for each of the different outcomes. These
figures show a direct comparison of the speeds and SoG associated with the respective boundaries




Figure 10. 2 in. (5.1 cm) impact model set results for (a) Ash, (b) Maple, and (c) Yellow Birch.
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Figure 11. 14 in. (35.6 cm) impact model set results for (a) Ash, (b) Maple, and (c) Yellow Birch.
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Figure 12. Single-piece (solid lines)/multi-piece failure (dashed lines) threshold for 2 in. (5.1 cm)
impact models.
Figure 13. Single-piece (solid lines)/multi-piece failure (dashed lines) threshold for 14 in. (35.6 cm)
impact models.
5. Discussion
Figures 10 and 11 are contour plots to show how the response of the bat transitions to each of the
three outcomes as a function of impact velocity and SoG for impacts at the 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) and 14.0 in.
(35.6 cm) locations, respectively. There is one contour plot for each combination of wood species and
impact location that was considered in the parametric study. The NF regions are denoted in green, the
SPF regions in yellow, and the MPF regions in red.
Figure 10 shows that the maximum speed for the NF region for all three wood species when
impacted at the 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) location is in the range of SoGs progressing from 0◦ to −1◦, and the
breaking speed drops for SOGs on either side of this 1◦ spread. These results of the outside-pitch
2.0 in. (5.1 cm) impact models imply that the negative-SoG wood for values between 0◦ and −1◦ can
withstand higher impact velocities before failure than the 0◦-SoG wood. The relatively narrow bands
of SPF for the maple and ash in comparison to the height of the SPF band for yellow birch imply that
ash and maple bats quickly transition from SPF to MPF with less increase in speed than for yellow
birch bats. It can also be concluded from the contour areas shown in Figure 10 that using wood with
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an SoG outside of the range of ±3◦ for any one of the wood species results in a sharp decrease in bat
durability. Thus, the 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) modeling provides virtual scientific data to support the 2008
recommendation that the SoG range be set to ±3◦.
Figure 11 shows that the maximum speed for the NF region for all three wood species is in
the range of SoGs progressing from +1◦ to +2◦. The maximum NF speed then trails off as the SoG
increases to +3◦ and higher and as the SoG goes from +1◦ and lower. These results of the 14.0 in.
(35.6 cm) inside-pitch impact models show that the positive-SoG wood for values between 0◦ and 3◦
can withstand higher impact velocities before transitioning to an SPF than the negative-SoG wood.
It can also be concluded from the data shown in Figure 11 (as it was from Figure 10) that using wood
with a SoG outside of the range of ±3◦ for any one of the wood species results in a sharp decrease in
bat durability, which also supports the recommendation that the SoG range be set to ±3◦.
Figure 12 is an overlay plot of the boundaries denoting the transition from NF to SPF (solid lines)
and for the transition from SPF to MPF (dashed lines), respectively, for all three wood species when
impacted at the 2.0-in. (5.1-cm) location. Figure 12 shows that the yellow birch bats transition from
NF to SPF at lower velocities for the entire range of ±10◦ SoGs in comparison to the maple bats and
for most of the range of ±10◦ SoGs relative to the ash bats. However, Figure 12 also shows that the
yellow birch bats had a much higher durability for the transition from SPF to MPF than maple and
slightly better than ash. Thus, maple is the most likely of the three wood species to result in an MPF
at the high end of the bat/ball impact speeds when viewing the results in the SoG range of ±3◦, and
this probability of maple breaking in an MPF manner relative to ash and yellow birch increases for
SoGs outside the ±2◦ range. Thus, the modeling implies that the rate of maple bat MPFs due to inside
pitches could be measurably reduced if the SoG range for maple were decreased from ±3◦ to ±2◦.
Figure 13 is an overlay plot of the boundaries denoting the transition from NF to SPF (solid lines)
and for the transition from SPF to MPF (dashed lines), respectively, for all three wood species when
impacted at the 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) location. The yellow birch bats transition from NF to SPF at much
lower velocities in comparison to the maple bats and slightly lower than the ash bats. For example, the
transition velocities from NF to SPF for a bat with a −3◦ SoG for maple and ash are 115 and 110 mph,
respectively, while the yellow birch is 100 mph. However, the yellow birch bats once again had a much
better durability window (for both velocity and SoG span) in their transition from SPF to MPF than
the other two species. This 14.0-in. (35.6-cm) modeling implies that the rate of MPFs due to outside
pitches could be reduced if the SoG range for all three kinds of wood were decreased from ±3◦ to ±2◦.
There are several general observations that can be made from the analysis of the models.
Negative-SoG bats in the range of 0◦ to −1◦ exhibit a higher SPF durability than positive-SoG bats
for all three wood species for a 2.0 in. (5.1 cm) impact. As the impact speed increases to the MPF
boundary, the best durability is at a 0◦ SoG. Positive-SoG bats in the range of +1◦ to +2◦ exhibit a
higher SPF durability than negative-SoG bats for all three wood species for a 14.0 in. (35.6 cm) impact.
This phenomenon continues for yellow birch bats as they transition from an SPF to an MPF. As the
impact speed increases to the MPF boundary, the best durability is at a 0◦ SoG for ash and maple bats.
The bias of the peak durabilities to be for negative-SoGs for outside-pitch (2.0 in., 5.1 cm) impacts and
to be for positive SoGs for the inside-pitch (14.0 in. 35.6 cm) impacts supports that a 0◦-SoG bat is the
most versatile with respect to bat durability.
Based on the Hankinson equations as plotted in Figure 4, it was expected that bat durability would
decrease as the magnitude of SoG increases. Thus, it is unexpected to see the results of increased bat
durability for small nonzero SoGs, i.e., increase in bat durability for small negative SoGs for the 2.0 in.
(5.1 cm) outside-pitch impact and the increase in bat durability for small positive SoGs for the 14.0 in
(35.6 cm) inside-pitch impact. The respective increases with opposite SoGs may be a consequence
of the respective deformation mode and location of the maximum strain for each of the two impact
conditions. For the outside-pitch condition, the bat exhibits a diving board mode shape, i.e., like that
of a beam clamped at one end with a backward tip deflection—see Figure 8a. For the inside-pitch
condition, the bat bends in the reverse direction of that described for the outside-pitch situation with
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the zero-slope near the middle of the length of the bat—see Figure 8b. Thus, for the outside pitch, the
front side of the bat is in tension with the maximum strain in the handle section near the knob. For the
inside pitch, the back side of the bat is in tension with the maximum strain developing in the taper
section of the bat. This bat response was visually confirmed during high-speed video recordings of
impacts and could be validated experimentally through digital image correlation (DIC) or by placing
strain gauges along the length of the bat. The difference in the sensitivity of the range of SoG may be a
consequence of the respective bat section that is experiencing the maximum strain for the respective
impact location. With respect to how the material behavior contributes to this increase in bat durability
for small non-zero SoGs, a plausible explanation may be at what magnitude of bending do the wood
fibers become fully engaged in the deformation process. Future studies will look at extreme changes in
bat profiles to see if the trends found for this bat profile are also seen in those other profiles. Simple
parametric studies of beam bending for the range of SoGs used in this parametric study may give
insight into the specifics of the mechanical behavior of the material that may explain the results.
There are several minor limitations with the model used in this paper. The SoG is modeled as the
same throughout the length of the bat. In reality, there will be some variation of the SoG along the
length of the bat. However, this limitation is minor because the SoG in the handle dominates over the
SoG elsewhere on the bat. There are only a few lab experimental results to use for comparison to the
model. The wood properties are taken as nominal.
6. Conclusions
Finite element models of the popular C243 bat profile, baseball, and a bat durability system were
constructed and used to study the effect of SoG on the outcomes of ash, maple, and yellow birch
bats for inside and outside pitches. For an inside-pitch impact, bats with a positive SoG exhibited
better durability than negative-SoG bats—with the best durability for bats with SoGs in the range of
+1◦ to +2◦. Conversely, negative-SoGs performed best for outside-pitch impacts when compared to
results of positive-SoG bats of the same profile and material properties. For both impact locations,
sharp drop-offs in performance were observed as the SoG went outside the range of ±3◦. When
comparing the three wood species, the yellow birch bats failed at the lowest velocity thresholds but
exhibited the highest velocity range of the single-piece failure. The maple bats exhibited the highest
velocity threshold before a single-piece failure occurred but were the most likely to fail multi-piece.
The ash bats exhibited a balance of moderate velocity threshold before failure with a smaller range of
multi-piece failure.
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Abstract: Third generation artificial turf systems are comprised of a range of polymeric and
elastomeric materials that exhibit non-linear and strain rate dependent behaviours under the complex
loads applied from players and equipment. An elastomeric shockpad is often included beneath the
carpet layer to aid in the absorption of impact forces. The purpose of this study was to characterise
the behaviour of two elastomeric shockpads and find a suitable material model to represent them in
finite element simulations. To characterise the behaviour of the shockpads an Advanced Artificial
Athlete test device was used to gather stress-strain data from different drop heights (15, 35 and
55 mm). The experimental results from both shockpads showed a hyperelastic material response
with viscoelasticity. Microfoam material models were found to describe the material behaviour of the
shockpads and were calibrated using the 55 mm drop height experimental data. The material model
for each shockpad was verified through finite element simulations of the Advanced Artificial Athlete
impact from different drop heights (35 and 15 mm). Finite element model accuracy was assessed
through the comparison of a series of key variables including shock absorption, energy restitution,
vertical deformation and contact time. Both shockpad models produced results with a mean error of
less than 10% compared to experimental data.
Keywords: shockpad; artificial turf; rubber; finite element analysis; impact
1. Introduction
Artificial turf has become an increasingly prominent type of playing surface for many sports due
to its versatility for all-year-round and multi-sport use [1]. Whilst natural turf remains the star quality
for many sports, the advantages of artificial surfaces over natural pitches means their use, especially
at the grassroots level, is increasing [2]. The Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA)
have described the latest 3G surfaces as “the best alternative to natural grass” due to their resistance
to weather and ability to sustain more intensive use [3]. All these factors led the English football
association to commit to an investment of £230 million for new 3G pitches by 2020 [4].
Third generation (3G) artificial surfaces contain a number of polymer materials that exhibit
various strain rate and temperature dependant behaviours [5]. The surface is constructed in a layered
format [6] consisting of a lower layer of an elastomeric mat called a shockpad, used to absorb the
impact forces of boot-surface interactions and thereby reduce the stress upon the athletes (Figure 1).
On top of this lies the carpet consisting of a bed of polymer fibres arranged in tufts and stitched into
a canvas backing. The carpet is filled with two separate infill layers: a stabilising layer to provide
support to the fibres and weigh the carpet down and a performance layer to fill the carpet fibres and
provide an interface for ball and player interactions. The stabilising layer is typically created using
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sand whilst the performance layer can consist of a variety of different polymer or organic materials
however styrene butadiene rubber (SBR) granules are the most common choice.
Figure 1. Layered construction of 3G turf surface.
The main design requirement of the shockpad layer is to absorb some of the impact forces applied
from player interactions such as running foot strikes. They must also allow for drainage and be durable
to withstand cold temperatures and repeated freeze-thaw cycles [7]. Elastomers are a popular choice as
they have favourable shock absorption properties and can deform to large strains without permanent
deformation. These properties result from the chemical structure of elastomers being made up of long
randomly oriented molecular chains that align when stretched and restore when the load is released.
The term elastomer, a combination of elastic and polymer is often used interchangeably with rubber [8].
Rubber is a popular choice of elastomer for engineering applications due to its flexibility, extensibility,
resiliency and durability [9]. Shockpads are typically constructed to be cellular, a move that enhances
energy absorption properties and allows drainage through the system [10]. The presence of air voids
also allows larger strains to be reached under compression [11]. Elastomer foams can be found in
many sports products, a common example being in sports footwear acting as shock absorbers [12].
A key difference between these foams however is their construction method. Whilst most elastomeric
foams are formed with the use of a blowing agent, shockpads are typically formed using recycled
rubber compounds bound together with adhesive with the voids in the structure formed by the spaces
between solid rubber particles [6].
The behaviour of shockpads under compression has been analysed previously. Both Anderson [13]
and Allgeuer et al. [14] identified three key stages: air void compression, transition and rubber
compression. The air void compression phase is associated with an initial low stiffness, high deflection
response. A transition phase then provides an increase in the stiffness as the void ratio is reduced
and the shockpad turns into a two phase system of rubber and binder. A final phase is realised when
rubber-on-rubber contact is made resulting in a substantial increase in stiffness due to the compression
of the rubber.
The modelling of sports surfaces has been attempted before with examples of running tracks,
vinyl flooring and rubber treadmill belts all investigated [15–18]. Anderson [13] created a mechanical
model to describe the three regions in shockpad compression using a non-linear damped model
consisting of a linear spring and damper in parallel, similar in nature to a hyperelastic Bergstrom-Boyce
model [19]. Mehravar et al. [20] used a finite element (FE) model to simulate the loading of an
elastomeric shockpad using an Arruda-Boyce hyperelastic material model. Compression data was used
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to fit the coefficients of the model and a power equation created to describe the frequency dependency
of the strain energy density function. The simulation was able to accurately fit the loading response
under compression for frequencies in the range 0.9–10 Hz. However, the model was restricted to
describing the loading behaviour with the viscoelastic unloading response not considered. The purpose
of this study was to mechanically characterise the behaviour of two elastomeric shockpads and to
find suitable material models to describe both loading and unloading behaviours. The mechanical
behaviour of the rubber shockpads were characterised through calculation of the stress-strain properties
obtained from testing using the FIFA standard Advanced Artificial Athlete (AAA, FIFA, 2015).
2. Shockpad Characterisation
The process of developing a material model relies on understanding the behaviour of the material
that is to be modelled. Calibration of a material model requires optimising model parameters against
experimental data collected under similar loading conditions. As shockpads primarily deal with
compressive loads, data was recorded using a AAA impact tester [21]. The AAA is a device used to
measure the shock absorption, energy restitution and vertical deformation properties of a surface and
thereby assess the standard of the surface [22]. Stress-strain data from a standard drop height of 55 mm
was used to develop the material model and experimental data from additional drop heights (15 and
35 mm) used to validate the material model in a series of FE simulations.
2.1. Shockpad Properties
Two shockpads were chosen for analysis, one prefabricated and another that was laid in situ on
Loughborough University campus. Both shockpads were FIFA quality approved and were comprised
of rubber aggregate bound by polyurethane adhesive (Table 1). The prefabricated shockpad was
Regupol® 6010 SP (BSW Berleburger GmbH, Berleburger [23]) designed specifically for 3G turf surfaces
(Figure 2a). The in-situ shockpad was created during the construction of a 3G turf sports pitch at
Loughborough University in 2014 [6] (Figure 2b). The in-situ shockpad samples used in lab testing were
laid onto a 10 mm thick plywood board during the construction of the surface and were subsequently
transferred to the rigid lab floor and cut to size. As the shockpads were both cellular materials, relative
density was calculated. Relative density is often used as a way of expressing cellular materials with
respect to the 100% dense solid [24]. It is calculated by dividing the density of the cellular material by
the density of the solid. As the exact rubber density for both shockpads was not reported, a value of
1100 kg/m3 was assumed [25].
Figure 2. Sample sections of (a) Regupol® 6010 SP shockpad manufactured by Berleburger. (b) Holywell
shockpad laid in-situ on Loughborough University campus.
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Berleburger Rubber shreds 1–2 Polyurethane 557 15.0 ± 0.1 0.49
Holywell Rubber granules 2–6 Polyurethane 575–600 22.4 ± 0.9 0.54
2.2. AAA Methodology
The AAA test device is designed to measure and record the shock absorption and deformation
behaviour of 3G turf surfaces under human impact conditions to assess whether they are suitable for
sporting use [21]. The device consists of a convex test foot mounted to a 20 kg mass via a spiral steel
spring (Figure 3). A remote controlled electromagnet releases the mass from a height of 55 mm and
the convex test foot with diameter 70 mm acts as an impact face with the surface. An accelerometer is
attached to the base of the falling mass and records the acceleration throughout the drop, impact and
rebound. Shock absorption, energy restitution and vertical deformation are all calculated from the
accelerometer output for each drop.
Figure 3. Advanced Artificial Athlete (AAA) schematic: 1. support frame; 2. electric magnet; 3. 20 kg
falling mass; 4. accelerometer; 5. linear stiffness spring; 6. 70 mm diameter test foot [21].
Shockpad samples of at least 30 × 30 cm were laid beneath the impact foot and were subjected
to drops from multiple heights from 55 mm down to 5 mm in 10 mm increment steps. Three drops
were used for each drop height as per the FIFA test standard [21]. The different drop heights allowed
the response of the shockpads under different impact energies to be examined. Raw accelerometer
data was extracted from each of the test drops and processed using Matlab (Version 2017a, Mathworks,
Natick, MA, USA). Velocity and displacement were calculated through integration using the trapezium
rule for the duration of each drop. Shock absorption, energy restitution and vertical deformation were
calculated from the first drop at each drop height using methods set out in the FIFA handbook of test
methods [21] with the exception of the shock absorption which was altered to ensure the reference
value for the solid floor was adjusted for each drop height. Contact time was taken as the time between
the minimum vertical velocity (z-axis; Figure 3) that occurred as the impactor first contacted the surface,
and the maximum vertical velocity which occurred as the impactor left the surface. The force and
displacement data, obtained from the acceleration as detailed above, were converted into engineering
stress and strain. Curvature of the test foot was neglected within the engineering stress calculations;
a fixed cross-sectional area (of 38.5 cm2) was used throughout contact. Unloaded shockpad thickness,
the average over 15 measurements (Table 1), was used to calculate the engineering strain.
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2.3. AAA Experimental Results
For both shockpads the stress-strain results were highly consistent between the three drops
performed from each height (Figure 4). The loading phase of the Berleburger shockpad demonstrated
an undulating loading response consisting of a series of higher stiffness regions followed by a plateau
in the stress. In contrast, the Holywell shockpad showed a more typical hyperelastic loading response.
Both shockpads also demonstrated hysteresis during the unloading phase. The Berleburger shockpad
was the stiffer of the two shockpads and had a higher maximum stress. The undulations during the
loading phase in the Berleburger shockpad were not as evident for the lower drop heights, while the
Holywell shockpad followed a similar loading response for all drop heights (Figure 5). As the drop
height decreased the shockpads showed similar responses albeit with a lower maximum stress. At the
lowest two drop heights of 5 and 15 mm the stress-strain response was not large enough to enter into a
hyperelastic region and remained relatively linear. Shock absorption increased as the drop height was
lowered in both shockpads. Strain levels were similar for both the shockpads due to the difference in
thickness. Both shockpads remained in their elastic region and since they produced similar results for
all three drops from a given height, only the first drop was used for the purpose of material modelling
and simulation.
Figure 4. Stress-strain curves from 3 drops at the 55 mm drop height for the (a) Berleburger shockpad
and (b) Holywell shockpad.
Figure 5. Stress-strain curves for the first drop for each drop height for (a) Berleburger and
(b) Holywell shockpad.
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3. Finite Element Simulation of AAA
A FE model of the experimental AAA test on the shockpads was created in Abaqus CAE (Figure 6).
The purpose of the model was to try and replicate the shockpad response from different height drops
after calibration of a material model to a single drop height. The shockpad layer was modelled as a
deformable part and was placed on top of a fixed rigid concrete block. The shockpad was meshed
using 3D 8-node reduced integration elements with hourglass control (C3D8R) with an increased mesh
density around the impact area. A mesh sensitivity test was completed to ensure results were not
sensitive to mesh design. A tangential friction was specified between the shockpad and concrete using
a penalty formulation with a friction coefficient of 0.8. This value was measured as the coefficient of
sliding friction in an experimental slip test performed prior to AAA testing. The AAA was modelled
as a rigid steel test foot with point mass placed directly above the centre point. The test foot and
point mass were joined by a deformable spring element with a 2000 N/mm stiffness as per the
experimental test [21]. All parts of the AAA were restrained to only allow translation in the z-axis.
Starting conditions for the test placed the impact foot 1 mm above the shockpad top surface with an
initial velocity matching those seen in the experimental tests. Acceleration, velocity and displacement
of the point mass were outputted from the simulation and used to calculate the stress-strain response
as well as the FIFA test outputs. Similarly, to the stress-strain calculations for the experimental data,
engineering stress was based on a fixed cross-sectional area throughout contact corresponding to full
test foot contact area (38.5 cm2). Due to the symmetrical nature of the problem only a quarter portion
of the model was constructed to save on computing time.
Figure 6. AAA FE model showing increased mesh density around impact area. The model was extruded
to eight times the radius of the impact foot.
Material Model Development
Development of material models to represent the behaviour of the shockpads followed a
systematic approach (Figure 7). From the experimental results, it was clear that hyperelastic material
models were needed to match the non-linear deformation behaviour of the shockpads (Figure 5).
Hysteresis was also seen for both shockpads meaning models capable of capturing viscoelasticity
must be used. Taking these factors into account, two models were selected for initial calibration.
The Bergstrom-Boyce model has been successful in representing solid rubber behaviour [19], however,
due to the cellular nature of the shockpads a microfoam material model was also selected. Separate
models were calibrated for each of the shockpads in order to capture their unique behaviour.
MCalibration software (Version 4.6, Veryst Engineering, Needham, MA, USA) was used to calibrate
models from the PolyUMod material database against stress-strain data from a single AAA drop from
55 mm for each of the shockpads (Table 2). The MCalibration software provides a more extensive
library of material models compared to the inbuilt Abaqus materials library and gives the user more
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control over the calibration. Each of the material coefficients were calibrated to the experimental data
using equations including Lavenberg-Marquardt, NEWUOA and Nelder-Mead. Whilst this process
fits the model to the data, the software does not understand relationships between variables often
meaning further manual alterations must be done. Calibrated material models were imported into
the FE simulation where the AAA drop from 55 mm was replicated and the results of the simulation
subsequently compared to the experimental data. A number of variables were used as an indicator
of the model accuracy, including the shock absorption, energy restitution, vertical deformation and
contact time. The root mean square error (RMSE) was also calculated for the strain as the AAA impact
was a stress controlled test. The model was deemed accurate if the mean error was less than 10%
and no individual error was greater than 15%. If these criteria were not met the model coefficients
were refined manually in MCalibration. Error was defined as the percentage difference between the
experimental values and the FE simulated values with exception of the strain RMSE that was expressed
as a percentage of the maximum strain. Refinement of the models was done using an intelligent trial
and error approach, changing the appropriate coefficients to alter the material response based upon
the results of the previous simulation. Both models calibrated well to the experimental data, however,
the Bergstrom-Boyce model was unable to accurately represent the deformation response to an error
lower than 15%. The microfoam material model performed much better, producing good initial
results as the relative density was taken into consideration during the model calculations. This model
was further refined to increase the accuracy for both shockpads before validation. Validation of the
models was undertaken through the simulation of the lower drop heights of the AAA, with the results
subsequently compared to the experimental data.
Table 2. Optimised microfoam model coefficients for the two shockpad models. Stress outputted
in Pascals.
Microfoam Model Properties Shockpad Model Values
Parameter
Name
Unit Description Berleburger Holywell
Es Stress Young’s modulus when no porosity 7,000,000 5,500,000
alphaE - Modulus density scaling factor 0.0056 0.0056
hE - Modulus density scaling factor 2.5 2.5
nu0 - Poisson’s ratio in the limit of 100% porosity 0.05 0.05
nus - Poisson’s ratio in limit of no porosity 0.49 0.2
rhor - Reduced density of the material 0.5 0.54
lambdaL - Limiting chain stretch 4 4
sB - Relative stiffness of network B 5 5
p0 Stress Initial gas pressure inside the foam voids 0 0
xi - Strain adjustment factor 0.05 0.05
C - Strain exponential −0.5 −0.5
tauHat Stress Normalised flow resistance 300,000 300,000
m - Stress exponent 2 2
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Figure 7. Flow chart showing the steps involved in material model development.
4. Results
The microfoam material model showed good overall agreement with the experimental data for
both the Berleburger and Holywell shockpads and all drop heights (Figure 8). The FE simulations met
the accuracy criteria for both shockpads and all drop heights, except for the Berleburger 15 mm drop
height where the strain RMSE was slightly above the threshold at 18% (Table 3).
The FE simulations under-estimated shock absorption for the Berleburger shockpad by a
consistent 3–4% across drop heights, corresponding to an over-estimation in peak force. Agreement
was better for the Holywell shockpad with the difference within 2% throughout. The FE simulations
over-estimated vertical deformation for the Berleburger shockpad, by up to 0.3 mm, while agreement
was again better for the Holywell shockpad with the difference being no more than 0.2 mm throughout.
In all cases if shock absorption was under-estimated then vertical deformation was over-estimated
and vice versa, suggesting that for both shockpads the overall loading stiffness response was better
estimated than the two loading extreme measures of shock absorption and vertical deformation.
The FE simulations over-estimated energy restitution by up to 8% suggesting that more energy was
returned to the impactor than was observed experimentally. These differences were larger than those
for shock absorption and vertical deformation which was not unexpected given that both the loading
and unloading phases contributed to this variable [20]. Interestingly, for both shockpads, the difference
in energy restitution decreased with decreasing drop height; from 6 to 8% for the 55 mm drop height
to only 0–1% for the 15 mm drop height. This trend suggests that the loading–unloading response
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is accurately captured by the simulations for low strains, but less so for higher strains that reach the
hyperelastic region of the stress-strain curve (Figure 5). For low strains, the compression and recovery
are dominated by air voids, while for higher strains the compression and recovery includes not only
air voids but also the rubber shreds/granules. This poorer performance may, therefore, represent a
limitation of using a microfoam model to estimate compression and recovery of a granular/shredded
rubber held together by a polyurethane binder (Table 1).
Strain RMSEs were also larger than those for shock absorption and vertical deformation,
on average similar between shockpads, but showed no consistent trend with drop height. For the
Berleburger shockpad the strain RMSE increased with decreasing drop height (from 6 to 18%) and
appeared linked to an increasing offset in the unloading curves between the experimental data and
simulation output. In contrast, for the Holywell shockpad the strain RMSE decreased with decreasing
drop height (from 14% to 6%) and appeared to be linked to the simulation output exhibiting undulations
during the loading phase that, as noted above, were not present in the experimental data for this
shockpad, with the undulations being of greater magnitude for the higher drop heights (Figure 8).
Although some of these differences will be due to inaccuracies in the material models and FE
simulations, there will also be a contribution related to uncertainties in the experimental data itself.
These include: inconsistency in the shockpad thicknesses (Table 1) due to construction method and
granular nature; errors introduced through numerical integration of the accelerometer data to generate
the velocity and displacement data [20]; and in the use of this calculated velocity data to identify the
instant of impact and impact conditions.
Figure 8. Comparison of stress-strain experimental data against FE simulation outputs across the three
drop heights for (a) Berleburger and (b) Holywell shockpads.
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Experimental 41 55 −4.1 18.5 - -
FE 38 63 −4.1 17.4 - -
Difference (%) 8 13 0 6 6 7
Berleburger
35 mm
Experimental 48 52 −3.4 18.7 - -
FE 45 59 −3.6 18.3 - -
Difference (%) 7 12 6 2 14 8
Berleburger
15 mm
Experimental 54 53 −2.5 20.1 - -
FE 50 53 −2.8 19.9 - -
Difference (%) 8 0 11 1 18 8
Holywell
55 mm
Experimental 51 50 −6.7 23.8 - -
FE 52 56 −6.6 23.1 - -
Difference (%) 2 11 2 3 14 7
Holywell
35 mm
Experimental 57 48 −5.8 25.1 - -
FE 59 51 −5.7 24.5 - -
Difference (%) 3 6 2 2 9 4
Holywell
15 mm
Experimental 63 45 −4.1 27.1 - -
FE 62 44 −4.3 25.6 - -
Difference (%) 2 2 5 6 6 4
5. Discussion
Microfoam models provided a good fit to the experimental shockpad data, particularly for the
Berleburger shockpad. Although the Holywell shockpad exhibited more traditional hyper-elastic
and viscoelastic behaviour, the microfoam model performed better overall than a more traditional
hyper-elastic and viscoelastic Bergstrom-Boyce model. Further work is needed to understand the
reasons for the differences in loading response for the two shockpads. Using the AAA test device to
experimentally capture the stress-strain behaviour of the two shockpads under high strain rates was
successful in helping to define these material models. Although the predictive capabilities of the two
models have not been addressed, the ability of the models to fit not only to the impact drop height
on which they were based, but also to lower energy impact drop heights, has been demonstrated.
In reality, shockpads are exposed to a wide range of impact energies and a model that can estimate the
response over this full range through a single set of measurements is relevant in optimising the design
of 3G turf surface systems.
The AAA test can be very limited in terms of output if only considering the shock absorption and
vertical deformation values as standalone measures of surface characteristics. Extracting the raw data
from each of the drops allowed for a deeper analysis to be completed. Calculation of the corresponding
stress and strain not only provided more information about the whole material response but also a way
to use the data for material model calibration. This proved key in creating material models for both
shockpads as using data recorded at slower strain rates, such as in the study by Mehvarar et al. [20],
did not yield a material model that could successfully be used within AAA simulations.
The three regions of shockpad deformation, as described in the literature [13,14], were observed
in the experimental stress-strain response at higher drop heights. An initial period of low stiffness and
high deflection was followed by a transition region and finally an increase in stiffness at higher strains
as the air was squeezed out of the system and rubber-on-rubber contact ensued. At lower drop heights
this was less evident and the response was more linear in nature as the shockpad did not experience
sufficient strain to enter the second or third stages of compressive behaviour. Interestingly, the loading
response for the Berleburger shockpad showed undulations in the loading curve from the AAA impact
that was not seen in either the unloading, or in the Holywell shockpad.
Repeatability between drops of the same height remained high as the shockpads remained in
their elastic region even at the highest drop heights. Thus, a single drop could be used to represent
the shockpad response. The Berleburger shockpad was stiffer and had higher peak accelerations
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associated with all impacts at different heights when compared to the Holywell shockpad. This may
be due to the reduced thickness of the Berleburger shockpad, resulting in the mass and impact foot
having a shorter deceleration distance. The strains for each shockpad remained similar despite the
difference in thickness, suggesting that thickening of the Berleburger shockpad may lead to better
shock absorbing properties.
Calibration of the material models to the experimental data was a multi-step process (Figure 7).
The microfoam material model proved to be the more accurate as it allowed for the cellular
characteristics of the shockpads to be captured. Relative density is an important characteristic for
cellular materials as it expresses the density of the cellular material in relation to the dense solid [24].
The model was able to incorporate the relative density of the shockpads and thus make a distinction
between the density of the solid compared to that of the cellular material. As this value could be
estimated for both the shockpads, the variable could be fixed whilst optimizing for the remaining
model coefficients.
The FE simulation was deemed accurate if the mean error across all comparative measures was
less than 10%, with no individual error greater than 15% (Table 3). These values were chosen for a
number of reasons but principally due to the experimental values used in the error assessment also
being subject to errors. There was an uncertainty associated with the shockpad thickness values due to
their construction method and granular nature (standard deviation from 15 thickness measurements
was 0.1 mm for the Berleburger and 0.9 mm for the Holywell; Table 1). This has the potential to
influence the experimental strain calculations and the outputs from the simulation. The AAA test
uses an accelerometer embedded within the 20 kg drop mass to determine the shock absorption,
vertical deformation and energy restitution, and in this study the accelerometer output was also used
to determine the experimental stress–strain response of the shockpad. The main errors that result from
use of the accelerometer are in numerical integration of the acceleration data to determine velocity
and displacement, and in determining the instant and conditions at impact. Some measures of these
uncertainties can be inferred from the FIFA Quality Concept [21]. In particular, these standards only
require vertical deformation to be reported to the nearest 0.5 mm, corresponding to an uncertainty of
7–20% for the experimental values in this study (Table 3). In addition, the standards specify a range for
the required impact velocity of 1.02 to 1.04 m/s (for the 55 mm drop height). A sensitivity analysis
conducted on the FE simulation, where the impact velocity was increased over this range, found a
1% reduction in shock absorption (corresponding to a 2% error in the FE simulation value) and no
detectable change in vertical deformation, energy restitution or contact time. The second main reason
for the chosen error values relates to the levels of accuracy reported in a previous study that simulated
the AAA drop test onto athletic track materials [15,16]. This previous study used a less extensive
error analysis than performed here, however, comparable errors of up to 8% in shock absorption were
reported and deemed acceptable for the simulated response.
Validation of the material model was completed by running FE simulations for different drop
heights and comparing the results to the experimental data. The results showed a good match to the
stress-strain response for the lower drop heights. This result is somewhat unsurprising given that
the lower drop heights tended to follow the same loading—unloading curve as the higher impacts.
The energy restitution was poorly estimated for the higher drop heights due to the rebound velocity
being much higher in the FE simulation than that of the experimental data. This suggests more energy
needs to be taken out of the system. Attempts to further adjust the material models to allow for more
energy to be absorbed caused the maximum force to drop and the vertical deformation to increase
beyond the 15% error margin. Therefore, optimisation of all parameters requires a compromise to
be made between making the models stiff enough to stop excessive deformation, but also compliant
enough to absorb the impact forces and dissipate the impact energy.
More accurate deformation responses for the shockpads under the lower drop heights could
have been achieved through calibration of the models to the stress–strain data for these drop heights.
Calibration to the 55 mm drop height allowed for all three phases of shockpad response to be captured.
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Lower drop heights, particularly under 35 mm, were linear in nature and therefore were unlikely to
be successful in estimating the shockpad response for higher drop heights. When considering the
intended future application of this modelling work, i.e., to model the whole 3G turf surface system
under human loading conditions, the stress at the shockpad level will be more variable than for the
controlled conditions of this study. Therefore, having a model that can fit the shockpad response
for a range of drop heights becomes much more desirable. While the 55 mm drop height (designed
to emulate the impact of heel strike running on 3G turf) is likely to represent the maximum stress
conditions the shockpad would be exposed to [26].
The FIFA test measurements of shock absorption, energy restitution and vertical deformation
allow for easy evaluation of the models and comparison of the shockpad responses. However, they are
reliant on only a few discrete values taken from the impact data. Using only these values it would be
easy to miss any differences in the loading curves between the two shockpads. Therefore, creating a
simulation capable of reproducing acceptable values only for the FIFA test criteria may not result in
an accurate representation of the full shockpad response. Inclusion of strain RMSE as an assessment
criterion was important in giving a measure of how well the simulation captured this full response.
6. Conclusions
The modelling of elastomeric materials is complex with limited material models at the users’
disposal. This study has shown how data taken from a non–standard material test method
(the AAA; [21]) can be used to successfully calibrate microfoam material models for two shockpads.
The use of a foam model over a model for solid (rubber) materials performed better in describing the
behaviour of both shockpads even though one shockpad demonstrated a more traditional hyper-elastic
experimental response. Results from the AAA simulation demonstrated a good fit to the experimental
data across most measurement variables and all drop heights. Future work should focus on improving
the accuracy of the models as well as extending their predictive capacity, for example, to estimate the
effects of altering shockpad thickness.
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Abstract: Over the past few years, foam materials have been increasingly used in the passive
safety of sport fields, to mitigate the risk of crash injury. Currently, the passive safety certification
process of these materials represents an expensive and time-consuming task, since a considerable
number of impact tests on material samples have to be carried out by an ad hoc testing apparatus.
To overcome this difficulty and speed up the design process of new protective devices, a virtual
model for the low-velocity impact behaviour of foam protective mats is needed. In this study a
modelling approach based on the mesh-free Element Galerkin method was developed to investigate
the impact behaviour of ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) foam protective mats. The main advantage of
this novel technique is that the difficulties related to the computational mesh distortion and caused by
the large deformation of the foam material are avoided and a good accuracy is achieved at a relatively
low computational cost. The numerical model was validated statistically by comparing numerical
and experimental acceleration data acquired during a series of impact events on EVA foam mats of
various thicknesses. The findings of this study are useful for the design and improvement of foam
protective devices and allow for optimizing sports fields’ facilities by reducing head injury risk by a
reliable computational method.
Keywords: sports safety; impact testing; foam protective mats; EFG method
1. Introduction
Among all sports injuries, head injuries represent the most severe risks to athletes’ health.
Nowadays, serious or fatal accidents are not uncommon on sports fields: in 2015, a 21-year-old
footballer died in Argentina’s fifth tier after his head collided with a concrete wall at the edge of the
pitch [1]. A similar case in 2008 involved a Croatian football player who suffered a fatal head injury
after colliding with a barrier positioned about three metres from the sideline [2].
The protection of athletes when they collide with barriers is a critical issue for the improvement
of passive safety in sports fields. The lack of safety requirements in current sporting regulations is
considered the main cause of injuries or fatalities. For example, current football requirements prevent
the risk of impact for the athlete only by prescribing a minimum distance of dangerous equipment
from the boundary lines of the playing pitch. They do not make mention of the physical behaviours
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of players during their performance and the correlated potential impact energy of the athlete in
overstepping the boundary lines of the regular pitch [3,4]. Moreover, they do not prescribe specific
actions (e.g., by covering sports facilities with high energy-absorption materials) in attenuating the
potentials correlated to accidental impacts of the player’s head against external sports equipment.
To ensure the players’ safety, the introduction of materials with high-energy absorption properties
in the surrounding area of the playing field is of primary importance. The good cushioning performance
of the polymeric foams, beyond a unique combination of properties such as light weight, good ageing,
chemical resistance, and inertness, has ensured the application of these materials in protective sporting
equipment over the past few years [5–7].
According to the standards [8–11], the evaluation of the impact performance for a protective device
requires the use of an instrumented drop test rig, where a hemispherical mass falling on the prototype
to be analysed reproduces the event of a head crash (the most life-threatening situation). The head
injury risk is then assessed through “Head Injury Models” (HIM), which are based on the impacting
mass acceleration vs. time curve acquired during the impact event [12]. This testing procedure requires
a dedicated falling weight impact apparatus and reveals various difficulties including the friction of
the falling group, the high number of samples required, and a long set-up time.
To overcome these problems, a numerical model for the impact behaviour of the foam protective
devices is needed. However, the analysis of impact events on polymeric foam padding is a very
complex mechanical issue. The nonlinear behaviour of the foam material, having rate-dependent
viscoelastic properties, and the presence of impulsive forces make an exact analytic solution
unattainable. Furthermore, when the phenomenon is analysed by a standard FEM approach, high foam
deformations can lead to numerical instabilities and low accuracy of the numerical predictions [13].
This paper concerns the design practice of new protective devices. The absorption behaviour
of ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) foam mats at different impact energies was analysed by a numerical
approach based on the mesh-free Element Galerkin method [14–16]. As a case study, the impact
behaviour of plates under different impact velocity is considered. The mechanical properties needed
to define the constitutive model of the foam have been obtained by standard compressive quasi-static
tests on small samples.
The proposed modelling practice was validated statistically on the basis of data obtained from
low-velocity impact tests. The validation study was conducted, comparing the output results of the
simulations with the experimental ones. To verify the validity of the simulations, as comparison
parameters the missile acceleration curves, the “Coefficient of determination” (R2), and the “Root
Mean Square Error” (RMSE) were used.
2. Materials and Methods
Low-velocity impact tests were performed on EVA foam mats through a low-velocity impact
testing apparatus designed and built at the Fraunhofer Joint Lab IDEAS of the University of Naples
Federico II. The experimental setup adopted in the present work is shown in Figure 1.
According to the ASTM F1292 standard [11], a hemispherical missile with 160 mm diameter and
a mass of 4.6 kg, equipped with 500 g uniaxial accelerometer, was dropped from a height (through a
guidance system) on the foam pad, which was fixed by an adhesive tape on a steel anvil. In each test
the fall height of the missile was measured by a laser displacement sensor located close to the missile
release mechanism. A second laser displacement sensor, positioned near the specimen surface and
triggered by the missile position, was used to measure the missile velocity just before impacting on the
foam pad.
The material on which tests were performed was an EVA closed cell foam with a density of
35 kg/m3 in two different thickness of 50 mm and 70 mm. EVA foam is a closed cell foam made from
ethylene-vinyl acetate and blended copolymers. It shows a high level of chemical cross-linking and,
therefore, can be classified as a semi-rigid foam with a fine uniform cell structure. Because of those
properties, the EVA foam is frequently used in applications where both high impact and vibration
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absorption, suitability for thermo-forming and thermo-moulding, are needed. Compared to other
materials used for these applications, such as polyethylene foams, EVA foam is softer, more resilient,
and has greater recovery characteristics after compression.
 
Figure 1. Drop test rig at Fraunhofer JL IDEAS at CESMA, Univ. of Naples Federico II.
In a recent study by Lanzotti et al. [4], football player movements in common gaming actions were
analysed. Movements were considered potentially damaging when they occurred near the boundary
lines of the regular pitch, since they lead players to overstep the boundary lines in an uncontrolled
manner with a residual kinetic energy. The players’ impact velocities against objects placed close to
the playing field were also measured. The expected values of the impact velocities for object placed at
distances of 1, 2 and 3 m away from the field boundary were equal to 4.5 m/s, 5.2 m/s, and 6.2 m/s,
respectively. These results were adopted as reference values for the initial velocities of the impacting
missile in the explorative tests carried out in the present study for realistically reproducing head
impacts of increasing severity. Deeper analysis is, however, needed to definitively choose a set of
initial missile velocities that take into account the difference between real impacts of athletes and those
reproduced by a stiff standard test rig.
All the impact tests were carried out according to the practice reported in [10]. To evaluate
the correct fall heights, hm, corresponding to the three above reported velocities, a statistical
model of friction between the linear guide carriage and the drop assembly during the vertical fall,
was implemented and used. Furthermore, for each specimen the corresponding critical fall height
(CFH), namely the maximum fall height from which a life-threatening head injury would not be
expected to occur, was calculated. For this purpose, the iterative statistical procedure of [17] was
employed. At a velocity of 6.2 m/s, the test was not performed on the EVA sample with a thickness
of 50 mm because the corresponding fall height was higher than the CFH of this kind of specimen.
The acceleration–time curve was acquired for each test. From this curve, the injury parameters
maximum acceleration amax and head injury criterion (HIC) were derived. In particular, an Online
FAMOS routine was used to calculate the HIC values for any time sub-interval [ti, tf] of the overall time
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span of the impact. This procedure gave back the HIC score as the maximum of all those calculated
and the corresponding time interval [ti, tf].
Compression Tests
The material behaviour was also analysed through a series of compressive tests with quasi-static
loads. As far as the specimen preparation, test loading application, and data analysis go, the EN ISO
844:2014 and ASTM D 1621 standards were followed.
Compression tests were performed on cubic specimens having a size of 50 × 50 × 50 mm3. Testing
loads were applied on specimens by an electro-mechanical universal testing machine (INSTRON 5566,
Norwood, MA, USA) digitally controlled by BLUEHILL 2 software. More specifically, the tests were
carried out under displacement control, with longitudinal strain rates
.
ε equal to 0.1, 2.0 and 10 min−1.
To get data on foam hysteretic behaviour, specimens were compressed until a nominal strain of 80%
was reached and then unloaded with the same strain rate amplitude of the loading phase. During each
test, the value of the applied load and the specimen height reductions were acquired by the machine
control software to obtain the foam engineering stress-strain curve.
Some compressive stress–strain curves are reported in Figure 2, which provides information
on the foam mechanical performance. The observed mechanical behaviour is consistent with that
of flexible foam. Specifically, an initial linear region was evident and suggested a stiff mechanical
response at the onset. This region was followed by a portion of the curve with a lower stiffness.
A final stiff region of the stress–strain curve was observed as it is usually reported for flexible foams.
The central region of the curve did not show a plateau (a zero-slope region) and was characterized
by a lower stiffness compared with the other two regions of the graph. A compressive modulus of
elasticity (E) of 0.4136 MPa was calculated from the slope of the initial linear region (ε < 0.02) of the
stress–strain curve. Furthermore, the results of Figure 2 reveal a stiffening effect when the strain rate is
increased, which represents a typical aspect of the viscoelastic behaviour of the material.
Figure 2. Loading—unloading compressive stress–strain curves of ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA)
specimens at different strain rates (
.
ε1 = 0.1 min−1,
.
ε1 = 2.0 min−1,
.
ε1 = 10 min−1).
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3. Meshless Simulations
Several computational difficulties arose in the analysis of missile dynamic effects on the foam
pad. The non-linear behaviour and the extremely large strain on the polymeric foam, together with
the presence of an impulsive load, required a very small time step to be fixed to ensure the numerical
solution of the pad equilibrium equations. For this reason, the central differencing scheme [18] was
adopted to avoid the inversion of the pad stiffness matrix in each calculation step.
Moreover, the large deformations of the foam made the Lagrangian mesh extremely skewed
and compressed. The remarkable distortion of the constitutive elements led to a reduction in the
accuracy of the solution algorithm. To avoid accuracy reduction, periodic remeshing of the pad volume
during the evolution of the simulation was needed. However, this solution produced a very high
computational cost and the remeshing advantages were partially reduced from the degradation of
accuracy due to the projection operation of the field variables from the old meshes to the new ones.
To overcome these difficulties, the Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method of Belytchko et al. [16]
was adopted to analyse the pad behaviour under missile impact. Using this method, the solution is
constructed entirely in terms of a set of nodes and no elements are needed. The unknown displacement
field u(h) is searched in the form given by
u(h) = pT(x) ∗ a(x), (1)
where p(x) is the vector of the monomial basis functions and a(x) is a vector of unknown parameters.
These are determined at any point x by solving the following optimization problem:
minimize J = ∑I=1 w(x − xI)
[
pT(x) ∗ a(x)− uI
]
, (2)
where uI are the unknown values assumed by the displacement field at node I having coordinate xI ,
w(x − xI) is a weighting function with compact support, and NP is the number of nodes within the
support of w. When the solution to Equation (2) is substituted into Equation (1), we obtain for the
approximation u(h) the expression
u(h)i = ∑I=1 ϕI(x)uI ,
with ϕI(x) being the shape functions of the EFG method given by
ϕ = [ϕ1(x) · · · ϕn(x)] = pT(x)A−1(x)B(x),









⎥⎥⎥⎦ and W =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
w(x − x1) 0 . . . 0
0 w(x − x2) . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
0 0 . . . w(x − xn)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
The discretized equilibrium equations were derived by substituting the approximating function
in the weak form of equilibrium conditions and carrying out numerical integration [15].
It is worth noting that the convergence of the Galerkin method chosen to discretize the problem
at hand depended both on the approximation adopted for the unknown functions and the numerical
integration of the weak form. To achieve the linear exactness solution in the Galerkin approximation,
some integration constraints had to be met [19].
Therefore, the Lagrangian strain smoothing strategy described in [20] was used for the domain
integration by Gauss quadrature. Finally, since the EFG shape functions are not interpolation functions,
the essential boundary conditions were enforced by the transformation method proposed in [21].
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Numerical Modelling
Drop impact tests on EVA square pads having thickness equal to 50 and 70 mm were simulated
numerically using the commercial code LS-DYNA.
The calculation grids of the pads and the missile, as well as the background element mesh needed
to carry on the Gaussian numerical quadrature, were built using the pre-processor HYPERMESH,
starting from 3D models generated in the Solidworks geometrical modelling environment. In order to
reduce the computational burden, the drop assembly geometry was simplified by considering only the
hemispherical missile as an impacting object (with a mass equal to the fall group mass).
The hemispherical missile, made of aluminium alloy, was discretized using tetrahedral elements
with an average size equal to 10 mm. Its deformations during the interaction with the pads were
negligible compared to those of the pad. For this reason, the missile was modelled as a rigid body
using the function MAT_RIGID (*MAT_020) [22].
To generate the nodes grid and the background mesh, the pads were divided into two distinct
volumes and different node spacing was adopted for each volume. The first volume is the “impact
zone,” which has a prismatic shape with a base of size 200 mm × 200 mm, a height equal to the pad
thickness, and includes the foam material more severely deformed by the missile actions (Figure 3). This
volume was meshed with small hexahedral elements having edge size equal to 5 mm. The remaining
portion of the pad was instead discretized with tetrahedral elements having a gradually increasing
size from 5 mm at the inner boundary to around 10 mm at the external edges of the pad.
  
Figure 3. EFG model: Pad foam with the impact zone highlighted in green (Left) and missile (Right).
The MAT_LOW_DENSITY_FOAM (*MAT57) [22] was used as the foam constitutive model. This
model is defined in terms of a foam compression curve, the Young’s modulus, the Poisson ratio, and
some constitutive parameters defining the hysteretic and viscoelastic aspects of the material response.
The foam unloading behaviour was controlled by the hysteretic unloading factor, HU, and the SHAPE
parameter, both reported in Table 1. HU ranged in value between zero and one. Low values of HU
shifted the unloading path downward. The lowest value of HU did not sufficiently account for energy
loss, so the SHAPE factor was adjusted to increase energy loss by further shifting the unloading curve
down. Viscous effects were controlled by a DAMP factor. Increasing the DAMP values is equivalent to
adding a material damper. The suggested range of DAMP was between 0.05 and 0.5.
Table 1. Material models used in the simulation and constitutive parameters. HU: hysteretic unloading




E (GPa) ν HU DAMP SHAPE
*MAT_RIGID 4.290 × 10−3 6.9 × 10 0.33 / / /
*MAT_LOW_DENSITY_FOAM 3.500 × 10−5 4.136 × 10−1 0.33 0.01 0.35 1.00
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The values of previous foam parameters were obtained by ‘tuning’ the results of a series of
numerical simulations of the compressive tests with those obtained by the real compressive tests.
A comparison among experimental results and numerical predictions carried out with optimal values
of these constitutive parameters is given in Figure 2. Experimental data and numerical outcomes are
in good agreement for the whole loading curves and for most of the unloading ones. The numerical
model did not properly match the final part of the experimental unloading curves, since a part of the
foam rearrangement takes place on a time scale greater than the compressive test time scale. However,
in the following it will be shown that this does not influence the model accuracy in reproducing missile
impacts on foam pads.
During the impact testing, penetration depths greater than the 80% of the pad thickness were
observed. This clearly implies that for the higher impact velocities of the missile, the foam material is
working in the densification phase of the stress–strain curve, where for small variations in the foam
deformation the values of the compressive stress increase exponentially. However, by means of the
compression tests, the real stress–strain curve of the foam was acquired only up to a nominal strain
equal to 80%; after this threshold value of the strain specimen buckling started to occur.
Therefore, to carry out the numerical impact modelling with higher velocities, the Du Bois
extrapolation to the densification region [23] was adopted for the EVA foam. Some results of a
numerical simulation carried out by the developed model are reported in Figure 4, where the deformed
shape of a 50 mm pad and the through-the-thickness distribution of the Von Mises stress are shown.
 
Figure 4. Mid-section deformed shape of the impact zone and through-the-thickness von Mises stress
distribution (70 mm pad—units, GPa).
4. Results
In Figure 5, the simulated and experimental acceleration vs. time curves of the hemispherical
missile impacting the EVA foam 50 mm at the velocity of 4.5 m/s are compared. In all the examined
cases, to validate the numerical model using the statistical indexes RMSE and R2, only the most relevant
part of the acceleration curves is used. More specifically, only the acceleration values belonging to
the time range [ti, tf] derived from the algorithm used to calculate the HIC index were considered.
Actually, this is the most injurious portion of the impact waveform, where the acceleration reached the
highest values.
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Figure 5. Comparison between the acceleration curve predicted by the simulation and the experimental
curve for the EVA 50 mm at 4.5 m/s.
An overview of the simulated acceleration curves and the experimental ones for EVA samples
with a thickness of 70 mm is shown in Figure 6. Instead, in Table 2, for each testing value of the
impacting missile velocity Vtest and for each foam plate thickness, the drop height Hm, the critical
drop height CDH, the time interval [ti, tf] where the comparison of the simulated and real test data
is carried out, the maximum values of the acceleration reached in the real tests (amax,r) and in the
simulated ones (amax,s), the HIC values, (HICr) and (HICs), respectively, evaluated by experimental and
numerical data, and finally the values of the two statistical indices, RMSE and R2, adopted to evaluate
the predictive accuracy of the model are listed. These indices were calculated using data sampled from
the experimental and numerical acceleration curves with two frequency values, a choice derived from
the necessity of also checking the veracity of the statistical validation. Actually, this latter condition
is verified when the values of the two indexes calculated under different sampling frequencies are
very close.
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Figure 6. Experimental and simulated acceleration curves of the missile impacting the EVA 70 mm pad
with initial velocities equal to 4.5 m/s, 5.2 m/s, and 6.2 m/s.
Table 2. Collected data from the impact test, the simulation outputs, and the statistical analysis. EVA:





















(CFH = 1858 m)
4.5 1.302 10 19.5 94.3 83.8 312 297
0.25 4.50 0.93
0.50 4.48 0.93





(CFH = 3034 m)
4.5 1.302 10.5 25 59.2 55.2 173 174
0.25 1.53 0.97
0.50 1.56 0.97
5.2 1.709 10.5 23 78.6 72.6 299 292
0.25 2.86 0.95
0.50 2.84 0.95
6.2 2.387 10.5 20 118.0 107.9 589 594
0.25 2.63 0.98
0.50 2.69 0.98
Further analysis was conducted for the EVA mat 50 mm at the impact test velocity of 5.2 m/s.
In this case, the comparison between the simulated and real acceleration curves was carried out
separately for the initial, central, and final regions of the diagram shown in Figure 7.
The results of the statistical analysis conducted in each of these regions are reported in Table 3.
It is evident in this table that the accuracy of this analysis is very different from that of the previous
ones. The values of the RMSE and R2 indexes for the central region of the acceleration curve clearly
indicate a poor correlation.
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Figure 7. Comparison between the acceleration curve predicted by the simulation and the experimental
curve for the EVA 50 mm at 5.2 m/s.
Table 3. Statistical analysis of the missile acceleration curve for the EVA 50 mm at 5.2 m/s.
Acceleration
Time-History Region ti (ms) tf (ms)
Sampling
Time (ms) RMSE R
2
Initial region (I) 0 10
0.25 4.35 0.93
0.50 4.32 0.94
Central region (II) 10 16
0.25 23.68 0.24
0.50 23.71 0.24




As shown by the statistical analysis, the simulation succeeded in reproducing the physical
phenomenon of a low-velocity impact test. The correct estimate of the a-max and HIC values by the
simulation leads us to assess the risk of an athlete suffering an injury following a head impact, or in
other words allows for ensuring an adequate level of protection for the athlete. The two curves of
accelerations (real and simulated) show a similar trend, with discrepancies only in the last part of
the impact event, where the simulation curve goes to zero and the real acceleration assumes negative
values. This observed difference is due to the oscillations of the piezoelectric accelerometer before
returning to zero values. This means that the simulations were performed correctly.
The values of the indexes RMSE and R2 in Table 1 confirmed the good correlation between the
experimental results and the simulated ones, except for the 50 mm EVA foam, which at an impact
velocity of 5.2 m/s showed a remarkable difference in the region where the material reached the peak
of acceleration (see Figure 7 and Table 3).
Regarding the data in Table 2, it is worth observing that the test fall height for the EVA 50 mm
corresponding to the impact velocity of 5.2 m/s (equal to 1.709 m) appears to be very close to the CFH
of the architecture (equal to 1858 m). Moreover, the simulation data show that the material reaches the
densification stage during this test, while the behaviour of the material was modelled by the Du Bois
model and not by the data obtained from the compression tests. Thus, the lack of knowledge about
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the real behaviour of the EVA foam in the densification zone is responsible for the poor correlation
between the simulation and the test results observed in region II of Figure 7 and in Table 3.
The numerical simulations allowed us to investigate the behaviour of EVA polymeric foams
subjected to a low-velocity impact. The main strength of the model is that its accuracy is insensitive to
the large strains suffered by the foam material, which instead are responsible of numerical instabilities
with a typical FEM analysis [14,21].
Furthermore, the developed numerical model may be employed to analyse the passive safety
properties of shields for sports equipment made of generic polymeric foam and can be used when
basic characteristic parameters of the materials under examination are known, such as the density,
the Young’s modulus, the Poisson ratio or the compressive stress–strain curve. The main application
concerns the characterization of a foam mat under impact conditions. The use of the simulation in
replacing the current testing standard is not feasible, as the deterioration of the absorption properties
of the material in consecutive impacts is not contemplated in the model.
6. Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to create a versatile numerical model to simulate low-velocity
impact tests on polymeric foam mats. The tool developed allows for the design and improvement of
protective devices for sports safety without limitations due to the cost and time of an experimental
test campaign.
A meshless method, namely the Element-Free Galerkin (EFG) method, has been adopted to
overcome the limitations of the conventional finite element-based approaches and to achieve a high
accuracy of the simulation. The main advantage of the proposed modelling procedure is that the
foam constitutive properties needed for the analysis are just a few material parameters obtainable by
standard laboratory testing.
A validation study has been carried out both by visual comparison of the impactor acceleration
curves acquired during impact testing and numerical results and in terms of the statistical indexes
R2 and RMSE. The results of the study show that the adopted approach leads to very accurate
results when the foam mechanical behaviour is not in the densification phase. When this happens,
instead, numerical results are affected by errors related to the extrapolation of the foam compressive
stress–strain curve. However, this is not a serious drawback since, to limit the accelerations due
to impact to tolerable values, it is necessary to avoid the exponential increments of foam stiffness
characteristic of its densification phase.
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Featured Application: Auxetic open cell foam was used as the comfort layer within a sports
helmet and has been shown to reduce the severity of linear impacts. The work undertaken
highlights the potential to further develop auxetic open cell foam as comfort layer and create
more effective sporting protective equipment to reduce transmitted linear as well as rotational
accelerations during an impact.
Abstract: This investigation explored the viability of using open cell polyurethane auxetic foams
to augment the conformable layer in a sports helmet and improve its linear impact acceleration
attenuation. Foam types were compared by examining the impact severity on an instrumented
anthropomorphic headform within a helmet consisting of three layers: a rigid shell, a stiff closed
cell foam, and an open cell foam as a conformable layer. Auxetic and conventional foams were
interchanged to act as the helmet’s conformable component. Attenuation of linear acceleration was
examined by dropping the combined helmet and headform on the front and the side. The helmet
with auxetic foam reduced peak linear accelerations (p < 0.05) relative to its conventional counterpart
at the highest impact energy in both orientations. Gadd Severity Index reduced by 11% for frontal
impacts (38.9 J) and 44% for side impacts (24.3 J). The conformable layer within a helmet can influence
the overall impact attenuating properties. The helmet fitted with auxetic foam can attenuate impact
severity more than when fitted with conventional foam, and warrants further investigation for its
potential to reduce the risk of traumatic brain injuries in sport specific impacts.
Keywords: auxetic foam; helmet; concussion; sport; protection; impact attenuation
1. Introduction
In the United States alone, sport accounts for an estimated 3.8 million traumatic brain injuries
(TBIs) annually [1]. TBIs, which include mild traumatic brain injuries (mTBIs) such as concussions,
occur frequently and are severely underreported [2]. Symptoms include headaches and fatigue,
which can lead to an increased risk of clinical depression, decreased satisfaction with life, and increased
levels of disability [3,4]. Sahler and Greenwald [1] state that preventative measures against TBI most
commonly take two forms: rule changes and innovations in impact protection in the form of helmets.
Rowson et al. [5] examined two American football helmet designs over the course of 1.28 million
impacts in games and practice, and found that helmet choice could reduce the number of concussions
athletes endure. The helmet modulates energy transferred to the head, and the amount of energy
transferred can differ by design. Helmet and head injury studies tend to explore the helmets’ ability to
reduce the risk of TBIs and mTBIs in sport [5–7].
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Personal protective equipment (PPE), or other safety devices designed to prevent injuries arising
from impact scenarios (short duration, high loading), aim to limit peak accelerations/forces, increase
contact times, distribute loading, and perform energy attenuation. The performance of these safety
devices is typically assessed by simulating an impact and measuring the ability to limit peak linear
acceleration or force [8,9]. Helmet testing typically involves placing the helmet on the headform
of an anthropomorphic test device (ATD) or a rigid headform, and using a drop-rig to transfer a
known amount of impact energy. Accelerometers within the headform are used to record temporal
accelerations and obtain impact characteristics including peak acceleration and impact duration [9,10].
Injury risk is typically quantified by assessing linear acceleration in combination with impact time,
and relating to a severity index, such as the Head Impact Criterion (HIC) [11] and the Gadd Severity
Index (GSI) [12]. GSI has been adopted in the protective equipment testing standards of the National
Operating Committee on Standards for Athletic Equipment (NOCSAE) in the United States [10].





where A is the instantaneous resultant acceleration expressed as a multiple of gravity (g), dt is the time
increment in seconds, and the integration bounds are from t0 to tf, the impact duration (determined by
threshold value >0 g) [10,11]. New helmets are subjected to 16 impacts (44 to 60 J) onto a fixed rigid
surface in six orientations. To pass the NOCSAE criterion, the GSI value for each impact must be below
1200, which signifies a non-injurious impact.
Helmets are a form of PPE used to protect the head and brain from injury. Impacts that contribute
to head injury typically cause linear and rotational accelerations. The emphasis of attenuating rotational
acceleration caused by oblique impacts has recently increased [13,14]. Oblique impacts increase the
likelihood of brain injury [15] through mechanisms including: (i) rupturing arteries and bridging veins
(causing subdural hematomas, SDH); and (ii) tearing neuro-connective tissue (causing diffuse axonal
injuries, DAI) [16,17]. Mixed impacts (including rotational and linear accelerations) further increase
the likelihood of fatal or coma inducing DAI and SDH [18–20]. Neither HIC nor GSI assess oblique or
mixed impact testing, nor do they measure rotational acceleration, and historically helmet standards
have been based on these indices [13,14]. Emphasis on linear (rather than rotational) acceleration has
led to criticism of certifications and helmets alike [1].
To best attenuate linear acceleration, helmet materials are often viscoelastic, such as plastic based
foams [21]. Compliant conformable foam is typically closest to the head (which is currently believed
not to contribute to helmet function [22]), with stiffer, denser foam lining a hard-plastic shell [23].
A slip plane between a helmet’s shell and deformable layer aims to reduce rotational acceleration
and is now included in many cycling and snowsports helmets [24]. Evidence supporting slip plane
technology’s ability to reduce the likelihood of concussion is based on computational models, which
have been criticized for not including physical validation [25–27]. A similar concept, increasing
rotational deformation by reducing shear modulus, has reduced the severity of oblique impacts [22].
Despite helmet developments, there is evidence to suggest that the number of sport induced
head injuries has not decreased. Firstly, Casson et al. [28] compared the number of concussed players
in the National Football League (NFL) from the 1996–2001 and the 2002–2007 seasons. Suggested
reasons for this lack of improvement in concussion rates are inadequate helmet design and certification.
As recently as 2017, similar studies in snowsports saw helmet use rise dramatically after multiple
high-profile deaths, serious injuries, and awareness campaigns, but with relatively little decrease in
head injury rates [29,30].
Auxetic foams (with a negative Poisson’s ratio) have shown higher energy absorption than their
conventional counterparts [31–33], and can be tailored to test the effect of mechanical characteristics
(i.e., Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio) in complex situations (i.e., impact tests) [34,35]. Lakes originally
fabricated auxetic foams through a compression and heat treatment process [36]. Conventional open cell
foams were compressed triaxially, to produce a re-entrant cellular structure, in molds with a volumetric
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compression ratio (VCR) between 1.4 amd 4 (VCR = initial volume/final volume). The molds were heated
(163–171 ◦C) to soften the foam, and then cooled to room temperature to set the re-entrant cellular structure.
Auxetic foams fabricated in this way typically have: (i) higher density due to volumetric compression;
and (ii) quasi-linear compressive stress/strain relationship rather than cellular collapse beyond ~5%
compression typical in conventional open cell foams [37].
Auxetic conversion methods have developed, including suggestions of multiple heating
cycles [38], mold lubrication [39], cooling the foam slowly within the mold [40], and passing
pins through the foam to control compression [41,42]. Pins allowed lateral stretching but through
thickness compression, producing auxetic foams with comparable density and compressive stress
strain relationships to their unconverted counterpart [34,43].
Open cell auxetic foams exhibit peak forces ~3 to ~8 times lower than their unconverted
counterparts when impacted in scenarios similar to sporting standards [31,32,38,43,44]. Previous
work has impact tested foams in isolation [33,44,45] or covered with thin polypropylene
shells [31,32,38,43,44]. Comparisons between auxetic and conventional foams have not been made
in more complex multi-material systems, such as helmets. Closed cell foams with low magnitude,
incremental negative Poisson’s ratio have been fabricated [46], but cells are reported to rupture during
heat and compression. Therefore, the stability and practical benefits of closed cell auxetic foam is still
in question and at present there are no studies that include impact testing of this type of foam (either
as part of a complex system or in isolation).
This preliminary investigation aims to determine the effect on GSI when replacing an open cell
conformable foam layer with an auxetic foam. Recent work assumes that the ‘comfort layer’ does
not contribute to reduce impact severity [22]. Thermo-mechanically treating open cell foam alters its
characteristics changing stress strain relationship, density, and Poisson’s ratio. This work will explore
if changes to the comfort layer can affect impact severity on a headform within a test helmet.
2. Materials and Methods
The effect of using auxetic foam within a typical sports safety helmet was investigated through
fabrication, characterization, and comparison of conventional and auxetic foams within a helmet.
The original helmet (Coolflo Batting Helmet, Rawlings, St. Louis, MO, USA) contained three layers:
(1) an open cell polyurethane foam as a conformable layer acting as an interface between the head and
the helmet; (2) a closed cell ethylene-vinyl acetate (EVA) foam; and (3) a semi-rigid plastic exterior.
This helmet was chosen for its simple construction which allowed easy substitution of candidate foams
to act as the conformable layer.
The exact grade of open cell polyurethane foam used as the native conformable foam layer in
the helmet was unknown and it was not possible to source additional foam of this grade for auxetic
conversions. The conformable layer was therefore replaced with an alternative foam (PUR30FR,
Custom Foams) which is well established for auxetic research, to ensure consistent conversion in line
with previous studies [34,38,44]. A sample of the native conformable foam and the un-converted PU
R30FR foam (41 × 127 × 25 mm) was compression tested through thickness (25 mm dimension) with a
uni-axial test device (Instron 3367, Norwood, MA, USA, with a 500 N load cell) to 50% compression
(0.0083 s−1). A linear trend line was fitted to the initial linear region of the stress vs. strain data to
obtain Young’s modulus (34.3 kPa, plateau at 3–3.5 kPa, ~10% strain) and check it was comparable to
PU R30FR (~30 kPa, plateau at 3–3.5 kPa, ~5 to 10% strain).
The auxetic foam was fabricated using a thermo-mechanical method for uniform sheets
(~350 × 350 × 20 mm) with compression controlled by pins in the initial heating cycle, previously
developed, and described in detail [34,42]. The same foam (PUR30FR, Custom Foams),
mold compression regimes (isotropic Linear Compression Ratio, LCR of 0.7, defined as the ratio
of the compressed to initial dimension), and heat cycles (25 min then 15 min at 180 ◦C) were employed.
The annealing cycle was reduced to 10 min at 100 ◦C. Two foam sheets were produced, the first used
for establishing the setup and pilot testing, and the second for final testing, to limit degradation.
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Prior to impact testing within the helmet, the converted foam was characterized in order to ensure
auxetic characteristics similar to previously created samples [34]. A 200 × 20 × 20 mm auxetic sample
cut from the center of the pilot sheet was subjected to a quasi-static tensile test (Instron 3369, Norwood,
MA, USA, 10 kN load cell) up to 50% extension (0.0017 s−1). The sample was held in place with bonded
card-board end tabs (Araldite, Super Strength). Four white pins were placed in a square (10 mm
sides) on the front face of the sample, and their movement during testing was recorded using an HD
camcorder (JVC Everio, 1920 × 1080 pixels). Lateral vs. axial strain data (Marker Tracking, MATLAB,
Mathworks 2015b [44]) were fitted with linear trend lines (between 0 and 50% extension) to obtain
Poisson’s ratio.
Images of the foams and helmet can be seen in Figure 1 and the foam layer makeup is shown in
Figure 2. Test foams were cut from the sheets in specific shapes using a bandsaw (Bauer Machinenbau).
The forehead (Figure 1b) and side (Figure 1a,c) conformable foams were replaced with test foams.
The top foam was only ~5 mm thick, and assumed to contribute less than other areas, to the helmet’s
ability to reduce impact induced acceleration. Therefore, the native foam at the top location was left in
situ. Velcro strip tape was used to hold foam samples in place, for ease of attachment and removal.
Locating marks were placed on the ATD headform to ensure consistency of helmet placement for each
test. The properties of both helmets are tabulated in Table 1, along with the specification of the foams
used in testing. Note that there is a larger area and hence volume of foam used in the side inserts when
compared to the front inserts.
 
Figure 1. Foam inserts: (a) forehead, (b) right side, and (c) left side and views of the helmet showing
native closed cell EVA foam and the top open cell foam in situ along with markers showing where
inserts are placed. Also showing the foam structures for the auxetic (bottom left) and conventional
(bottom right).
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Area of Largest Face
(cm2)Native EVA Native PU
Top 11 5 n/a Headform: 4.42 Front: ~63
Side 4 23 20 Helmet andfoam: 0.54 Side: ~150
Forehead 6 23 20 Cradle: 0.1 - -
Figure 2. Schematic of the headform within the helmet showing position of accelerometer within
headform and foam layers (z-axis coming out of the page).
An Anthropomorphic Test Device (ATD) headform (Hybrid III 50th Percentile Male, Humanetics)
provided a surrogate head inside the helmet. To measure acceleration, a ±200 g triaxial accelerometer,
fixed to an evaluation board (ADXL377, Analog Devices) was mounted within the headform, Figure 2.
The accelerometer was wired to an NI USB-6210 Data Acquisition Device (National Instruments,
Austin, TX, USA), sampling at 41,666 Hz. The accelerometer setup was calibrated using the protocols
in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 572 No. 208-E [47].
Testing was undertaken using a drop rig (Figure 3) with the helmet/headform in two orientations.
Impact testing at multiple locations is typical of helmet test standards [10] and in this case was used
to examine the severity of impact from a frontal and a side impact. The frontal and side impact tests
engaged the forehead and side foams during the impact respectively.
Figure 3 shows both the frontal and side impact orientations, with the helmet landing on two thin
(3 mm) polyurethane sheets, as used in the NOCSAE 001-13m15 standard [10]. These polyurethane
sheets are used to prevent surface damage to the helmet. A range of drop heights (17, 25, 30, 37.6, 43,
50, 60, 70, and 80 cm) were tested, spanning impact energies of 8.3 to 38.9 J. These impact energies
are below the 45 J maximum specified in the NOCSAE 022-10m12 [48] standard for the performance
of baseball helmets (test helmet conforms to NOCSAE baseball standard). Impact energies were
calculated based on the potential energy of the helmet/headform (mass ~5 kg). Five drop tests were
completed at each drop height, for each foam type. The Gadd Severity Index was calculated for
each impact. For frontal impacts, drop heights corresponding to impact energies of 8.3, 12.2, 14.6,
18.3, 20.9, 24.3, 29.2, 34.1, and 38.9 J were used. Side impacts were carried out at 12.2, 18.3, 20.9, and
24.3 J. The measuring range of the accelerometer in the z-axis prevented higher energy testing for the
side impacts.
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Figure 3. Schematic of the experimental setup depicting cradle to suspend the headform for frontal
impact (left) and side impact (right).
Steps were taken to ensure consistency of helmet positioning on the ATD, orientation of the
magnetic drop cradle, location of landing pads, and drop height. String was wrapped through an
existing hole in the helmet, and under the chin of the headform, to secure it to the headform and
ensure that the helmet did not slide loose from the headform mid-trial. To limit any effect of foam
degradation, each sample was removed from the helmet and allowed to recover for 10 min before
the subsequent drop. Resting time was calculated based on pilot testing with samples from the first
converted foam sheet. Drops over a range of energies (14.6–29.2 J) were completed with increasing
rest times for the auxetic and conventional foam helmets, until five sequential readings of similar
‘peak’ accelerations (±5%) were measured. Tests were carried at room temperature, and environmental
effects such as humidity and temperature were limited by alternately testing each foam in the helmet
(after five repeats at each drop height) during the same period.
Raw acceleration data was logged for each test and post-processed. To minimize any systematic
noise within the signal a fast Fourier transform (FFT) was applied to the raw acceleration data.
Prominent noise frequencies were then removed using a notch filter. The impact duration of a drop
test was distinguished by the period of time the acceleration rose above a baseline of 1.5 g. The Gadd
Severity Index for each impact was then calculated using Equation (1) [12].
3. Results
The fabricated auxetic foam was found to have a marginally negative tensile Poisson’s ratio
of −0.02, a Young’s Modulus of 34 kPa, and density of 83 kg/m3 which is comparable to previous
work [34,38,44].
Resultant acceleration traces for frontal impacts with the conventional and auxetic foam inserts
at low (12.3 J), medium (24.5 J), and high (38.9 J) energies are shown in Figure 4a–c. As expected,
peak acceleration experienced by the headform increased with impact energy, and impact duration
decreased. Figure 4d,e shows the resultant acceleration trace for side impacts. Conventional and
auxetic foams perform in a similar fashion at low impact energies, but their performance appears to
deviate at higher impact energy (29.2, 34.1, and 38.9 J). During a frontal impact at 38.9 J (Figure 4c)
and side impact at 24.3 J (Figure 4e) auxetic foam inserts reduced the peak acceleration experienced
by the headform. The mean Gadd Severity Index and standard deviation for each impact energy and
foam inserts type has been summarized in Figure 5. Reflecting the acceleration traces in Figure 4,
Gadd Severity Index increases with impact energy.
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Figure 4. Acceleration traces for the conventional and auxetic foam inserts in the frontal impacts at (a)
low (12.2 J), (b) medium (24.3 J), and (c) high (38.9 J) energies and for side impacts at (d) low (12.2 J)
and (e) medium (24.3 J) energies.
 
Figure 5. Helmet drop test severity for the different impact energies, showing both the frontal impact
and side impacts (error bars ±1 s.d.).
The difference in Gadd Severity Index between conventional foam inserts and auxetic foam inserts
for each impact energy is shown in Figure 6. The greater the positive value, the more the auxetic foam
inserts reduces the GSI and a negative value indicates that the conventional foam inserts perform
better. The general trend indicates the difference between foam types increases with impact energy.
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Note that the open markers in Figure 6 show where the difference was not significant based on an
unpaired t-test (p > 0.05).
 
Figure 6. The difference in Gadd Severity Index between conventional foam inserts and auxetic foam
inserts for the front and side impacts, labeled where these differences were not significant based on
t-test p > 0.05 (open markers).
A factorial analysis of variance (FANOVA) was carried out for the data collected in (1) the frontal
drop test and (2) the side drop test. In both cases, it was found that there was a significant effect for the
impact energy, foam insert type, and also an interaction effect (p < 0.05 in all cases). This p-value of
less than 0.05 indicates that the performance of the different foam insert varies depending on impact
energy, and referring back to Figure 6, it appears that this interaction effect means that at lower impact
energies, the performance of each foam type is similar but at higher impact energies they differentiate.
4. Discussion
A helmet with auxetic foam inserts significantly (p < 0.05) reduced the acceleration recorded by
the headform accelerometer at the highest impact energy in both frontal and side impacts. In the frontal
drop test at an impact energy of 38.9 J the auxetic foam reduced the GSI by 11.4%. In the side drop test
at an impact energy of 24.3 J the difference in GSI was 44.2% between the foam types. At lower impact
energies it appears that the difference between foam types is less, and only when the impact energy was
above 18.3 J for the frontal drops did the auxetic foam reduce the GSI in comparison to conventional
foam. For side drops at all impact energies tested, the auxetic foam performed better, reducing all GSI
values. For the frontal drop test at the second highest impact energy (34.1 J), the auxetic foam inserts
did seem to perform better than the conventional counterpart but this difference was not deemed
significant at the 95% confidence level. The reason for this difference not being significant at 34.1 J
is likely due to measurements errors, although there could be an underlying interaction effect of the
foams, helmet, and headform at this impact energy which renders the auxetic foam less effective.
In-depth further investigation, with more samples and tests scenarios, is required to fully understand
the effectiveness of auxetic foams in comparison to their conventional counterpart across a range of
impact energies.
In general, the findings are in line with previous work where auxetic foam tested in isolation
or with thin polypropylene sheets attenuated linear impact acceleration to a greater extent at higher
impact energies [34,38,44]. Allen et al. [38] stated that this behavior could be attributed to the
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auxetic foam’s resistance to “bottoming out” during impact. ‘Bottoming out’ is the point at which an
impact attenuating system becomes saturated due to high loading and the effectiveness of the system
diminishes significantly. In the case of Allen et al. [38], this would be when the foam compresses to
such an extent that it was no longer effective, and the impactor is essentially striking the anvil. At this
point, the acceleration trace will show a ‘spike’ (short duration high peak).
In this study, any ‘bottoming out’ of the helmet system is hard to identify and assess due to the
multi-layered foam construction of the helmet. The ‘bottoming out’ of the conventional open cell
foam is likely to occur when the performance of the auxetic and conventional foam diverges. For the
frontal impacts, deviation in impact severities occurs at an impact energy around 20.9 J, but for the
side impacts this occurs at the lowest energy tested at 12.2 J. The reason why a conventional foam
‘bottoms out’ when compared to an auxetic foam is still unknown but could be due to the auxetic
foams’ deformation process and densification of the material occurring under the impact location [38].
Figure 6 illustrates that during the side impact tests the auxetic foam system appeared to produce
significantly lower severity index over the range of energies tested. This significant improvement in
the auxetic foam during the side drop test could be explained by the variation in the amount of foam
within the helmet. The side conformable foam insert had approximately twice the amount of foam
when compared to the front insert (Table 1). Therefore, during the side drop tests the increased amount
of foam in the side insert appeared to exaggerate the energy attenuation ability of the auxetic foam.
The conventional foam in the side impact test performed in a similar manner to the frontal drop test
with similar GSI values. It appears that as the surface area and hence volume of the foam increases
this also increases the ability of the auxetic foam to reduce GSI. However, the relationship between
the auxetic foam’s area/volume and its energy attenuating ability is unclear. The exact mechanism
for why a larger amount of auxetic foam enhances its performance warrants further investigation but
could be related to either the density of the auxetic foam, the curvature of the impacting objects, or the
ability of the auxetic foam to densify under impact more effectively in a larger volume.
The thickness of the closed cell layer of native foam also varied within the helmet and was thicker
in the front when compared to the side (~6 mm and ~4 mm respectively, Table 1). This means the
contribution of the conformable layer during an impact may have been reduced at the front location.
In general, the auxetic foam appeared to outperform or be equivalent to the conventional foam for
both impact orientations.
Previous work [34,38,44] found much larger acceleration attenuation differences between the
auxetic and conventional foams, on the scale of 300–800% compared to a maximum of 44% in this
study. However, this reduction in the effectiveness of auxetic foams may be expected as they are
no longer being tested in isolation, but as part of a multi-layered helmet. Findings agree with
previous work [33,36], and it is notable that the conformable layer can significantly affect the helmet’s
performance. As the comfort layer can influence impact properties, the use of tuned auxetic foams
could be used to enhance a helmet’s performance. However, the effect of modifying the open cell layer
within a helmet on the additional functions (i.e., fit and comfort) are yet to be assessed.
Anisotropic foams with low shear modulus could be used in helmets to specifically reduce
rotational accelerations. Anisotropy and uniaxial Poisson’s ratios can be increased in open cell foams
by stretching parallel to cell rise during fabrication [34,35,49] rather than compressing (which typically
reduces anisotropy and Poisson’s ratio) [36]. Given that the open cell layer can reduce impact severity.
Further work should expand upon reduced rotational accelerations exhibited by anisotropic foams
with a low shear modulus and could be a way of reducing rotational acceleration in certain impacts,
either as an alternative to or in parallel with slip plane technology [22,24]. One emerging area requiring
further investigation is the use of 3D printed foams/structures which could enhance and tailor the
impact performance of helmets further still [50]. This study is limited to one helmet design at two
impacting sites using one grade of conventional and auxetic foam. Further work is required to replicate
this experiment for a range of different helmets, foam grades, and impact scenarios across a number
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of sports. It would also be necessary to investigate how the tailoring of helmet liners influences
ergonomic considerations, including pressure distribution, comfort, and fit.
5. Conclusions
This investigation revealed important advantages of the helmet containing auxetic foam to its
conventional counterpart. The auxetic foam helmet attenuated linear acceleration significantly more
than the conventional foam helmet for frontal impacts at the highest impact energy tested and for side
impacts at all energies tested. The conventional foam in side impact tests appeared to perform in a
similar manner to frontal drop tests at all energies, but auxetic foam in side impact tests produced
significantly lower severity indices. Ultimately, this finding supports previous research indicating that
auxetic foams could be utilized in sports safety applications and could lead into an interesting study to
assess whether tailoring the open cell conformable layer in a traditional helmet by varying Poisson’s
ratio could reduce the risk of sport induced TBIs.
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Abstract: Following high profile, life changing long term mental illnesses and fatalities in sports
such as skiing, cricket and American football—sports injuries feature regularly in national and
international news. A mismatch between equipment certification tests, user expectations and infield
falls and collisions is thought to affect risk perception, increasing the prevalence and severity of
injuries. Auxetic foams, structures and textiles have been suggested for application to sporting
goods, particularly protective equipment, due to their unique form-fitting deformation and curvature,
high energy absorption and high indentation resistance. The purpose of this critical review is to
communicate how auxetics could be useful to sports equipment (with a focus on injury prevention),
and clearly lay out the steps required to realise their expected benefits. Initial overviews of auxetic
materials and sporting protective equipment are followed by a description of common auxetic
materials and structures, and how to produce them in foams, textiles and Additively Manufactured
structures. Beneficial characteristics, limitations and commercial prospects are discussed, leading
to a consideration of possible further work required to realise potential uses (such as in personal
protective equipment and highly conformable garments).
Keywords: injury; impact; indentation; comfort; protective equipment; negative Poisson’s ratio;
foam; textiles; Additive Manufacturing; finite element modelling; auxetic
1. Introduction
Auxetic materials have a negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) [1], meaning they expand laterally in
one or more perpendicular direction/s when they are extended axially. Poisson’s ratio (ν) is the
negative of the ratio of lateral to axial strain (Figure 1). The potential application of foams, textiles
and additively manufactured (AM) auxetic materials to sporting protective equipment (PE), as well as
other forms of impact protection, has been discussed in articles with a focus on materials (e.g., [2–5])
and sport (e.g., [6–8]). Auxetic foam was the first man made auxetic material [9], and makes up
a significant proportion of the scientific literature and therefore this review. Foam studies typically
use relatively established fabrication methods for auxetic polyurethane (PU) foams, with tests often
based upon those outlined in standards used to certify sports safety equipment (i.e., British Standards
Institution—BSI, International Organization for Standardization—ISO, American Society for Testing
Appl. Sci. 2018, 8, 941; doi:10.3390/app8060941 www.mdpi.com/journal/applsci109
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and Materials—ASTM). Idealised structures (e.g., those fabricated via AM) and textiles can be designed
to have repeat patterns that provide NPR in either one or two planes [5].
Figure 1. Lateral (vertical) deformation due to Poisson’s ratio during tensile axial (horizontal) loading
for (a) a conventional material and (b) an auxetic material. Thick and thin arrows correspond to
deformation due to loading and Poisson’s ratio respectively.
There are numerous reviews into auxetic materials and/or structures [10–17], but there has not
yet been one focussing on their application to sporting goods. Deficiencies in standards (or a lack of
a standard in some instances) and PE [18,19] indicate changes in equipment testing and design are
likely, with the need for novel and improved materials to meet new requirements.
Recent developments in the fabrication of auxetic PU foam have deepened our understanding of
the mechanisms that can fix an imposed cell structure, while improving and diversifying fabrication
methods. Developments include rapid fabrications [20,21] and the ability to tailor elastic modulus
and Poisson’s ratios of anisotropic and gradient foam samples [22,23]. Finite element modelling
(FEM) has been applied to auxetic materials [24–26] but has not been fully explored to support
their implementation within sports equipment. With developments in AM [27], the creation of
idealised auxetic structures (computationally tested using FEM) has become commercially viable [28].
Developing fabrication techniques for auxetic textiles and composites are also bringing both protective
and form-fitting auxetic garments closer to realisation [29].
The focus of this review is on sports equipment and auxetic materials, predominantly auxetic
foams, textiles and FEM/AM for impact protection. NPR can provide uniquely high indentation
resistance [30,31] and fracture toughness [32], lending auxetic materials well to impact force or
acceleration attenuating scenarios, regularly demonstrated by impacting auxetic foams [2,3,33].
Auxetics’ multi-axial expansion [34,35] and double curvature [9,36,37] could improve comfort, fit
and durability in sporting garments and personal protective equipment (PPE). Multi-axial expansion
could also be useful in filtration applications [9,38–40], while gradient structures’ enhanced bending
stiffness [41,42] could reduce the mass of skis, snowboards, tennis rackets or hockey sticks (to name
a few), without sacrificing stiffness. An initial summary of current sporting PE and PPE will lead to
descriptions of common auxetic structures and materials, how to create them and how they could
resolve issues in sporting PE, PPE, garments and other sports equipment.
2. Introduction to Sporting Protective Equipment
Injuries in sport are common and place a significant burden upon participants and national
economies [43,44], estimated at $525 (~£380) million per year in The Netherlands [45] for example.
The main methods of intervention are elimination, modification (a reduction in severity or likelihood
of injury) and reaction (i.e., medical) [44]. Preventative measures such as sports safety equipment,
and/or rule changes, are more cost effective than reactive procedures [44] and successful products
can increase a manufacturer’s share of the sporting goods market (~$90/£66 billion in the USA
in 2017 [46]). Sporting PE is intended to reduce risks and is typically either an addition to the
playing field or environment (i.e., crash matt or barrier, known herein as PE) or PPE. Both equipment
types provide; (i) protection against impact, dissipating and absorbing energy while reducing
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peak forces/accelerations, pressures and in some cases such as helmets, impulses [43,44,47–49] and
(ii) protection from penetration, abrasions and lacerations [18,47,48,50]. Sporting PPE can also provide
support to joints, muscles and the skeleton [18,44,47,48,51].
Sporting PPE (Figure 2a) often contains a shell—typically a stiff material or non-Newtonian
fluid layer—to spread forces and reduce pressures [47,48,50,52]. Impacts are typically attenuated by
elastic [44,52], viscoelastic and/or permanent deformation (i.e., crushable foam in cycling helmets) of
a cushioning material with a lower compressive stiffness than the shell [47,48,50,52]. Visco-elastic and
permanent deformation reduce impulses, improving the level of protection [44].
Sporting PPE must sometimes cover large areas and should ideally be low in mass and bulk to
reduce restriction of movement, fatigue and heat build-up. Foam is typically used for the cushioning
layer in PPE, and with limited thickness to compress and decelerate impacting bodies material selection
is crucial. In contrast, PE such as crash mats (where bulk, mass and ergonomics are less critical) are
often large and thick, allowing more gradual deceleration over a greater distance through compression
of relatively compliant foam [52]. For both sporting PE and PPE, deceleration (or force) ideally reaches
a maximum yet safe value at low strains, before plateauing and deforming with no additional load
to safely maximise energy absorption (the integral of decelerating force with respect to deformation)
before foam densification (at high strains) causes high deceleration (or force) [53]. Crash mats are
used in a variety of conditions; protecting skiers, snowboarders and mountain bikers (who can travel
at high speeds) from hazards on a mountain (i.e., lift poles or trees), often in extreme and variable
climates, to providing padding to gymnasts on flat surfaces at room temperature.
Figure 2. (a) Schematic of a typical piece of Personal Protective Equipment containing pressure
dissipating material (hard outer shell) and energy absorbing/cushioning material (deformable foam);
(b) Impact adapted from British Standard 6183-3:2000.
Sport safety equipment is often certified according to tests specified in standards and regulations
(i.e., [54–58]), which typically specify a maximum allowable peak force/acceleration under impact
(i.e., Figure 2b). To perform well in these tests, a product should absorb or dissipate as much energy as
possible to prevent force/acceleration from passing its allowable limit [59]. Criteria within standards
(such as impact energies, velocities and masses) are not always well justified and tests typically
feature fixed rigid anvils rather than biofidelic (human like) surrogates, meaning they are not overly
representative of the scenarios where the equipment may be required to perform [44]. In some cases
there is no standard, so manufacturers certify products against a standard for another safety device,
which can be misleading for consumers. McIntosh discusses the increased chance of injury when
perceived protection offered by equipment is incorrect [19].
Crash mats are typically certified to BS EN 12503-1:2013 [60] as intended for gymnasium use,
but include impact tests for outdoor activities such as pole vaulting. BS EN 12503-1:2013 is not
reflective of the sometimes harsh and variable outdoor environment (weather conditions, surfaces, etc.)
where these mats can be located, and tested parameters do not reflect realistic impacts [58]. There are
other occasions where specific standards are not available, and so a proxy is used. Two examples
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from snow sports are wrist protectors, certified to EN 14120:2003 [61] for roller sports [51], and back
protectors, which are often certified to EN1621 (motorbike) [62]. Schmitt et al. found that snow sport
participants expect back protectors to protect the spine, but EN1621 does not test against scenarios
likely to cause spinal injury [18]. Inspection of PPE (impact shorts, knee guards, elbow guards and
back protectors etc.) marketed for adventure sports including mountain biking, kayaking and snow
sports shows EN1621 [62] & EN 14120:2003 [61] (for motor-biking) are repeatedly used in place of
a dedicated standard.
Some standards have received criticism for not providing adequate tests even when applied to
their intended field. Reaction to a number of high profile deaths and serious injuries as well as multiple
awareness campaigns [63] raised the issue of helmet use in snow sports considerably, but head injury
rates have remained fairly constant [63,64]. Scandals in the National Football League (NFL) culminated
in high proportions of Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy (CTE, up to 99% in a bias but large sample
set) that could have contributed to early death, suicide and dementia in players [65].
In some cases, equipment and regulations intended to protect sports people are clearly
unsatisfactory. As an example of equipment not meeting expectations, attenuation of rotational
acceleration is thought to be critical in protection from concussion in sports [66,67]. Standards,
however, typically assess helmets based upon their attenuation of linear accelerations (e.g., EN1077
& ASTM F2040, & F1446 [54,56,68]) and resistance to penetration (e.g., EN1077 [56]) based upon
direct impacts [69,70]. Standards can be updated or replaced, for example BSI 6685-1985 for motorised
vehicle helmets (a previous revision of Reference [71]) replaced BS2495:1977 and BS5361:1976 to include
oblique impacts. The standard for cricket helmets (BS7928:1998) was amended (BS7928:2013) to include
impacts by cricket balls [72] following findings that cricket helmets were not sufficiently attenuating
acceleration under high speed impacts [73]. Commuter cycling (where cyclists travel alongside motor
vehicles) is becoming increasingly popular due to clear benefits to health, congestion and emission
levels, as well as improved facilities such as dedicated lanes. Safety concerns are a major barrier to
participation in commuter cycling [74,75] but helmets are still only certified to protect from linear
accelerations [76].
Sports equipment is a competitive, rapid uptake market. Manufacturers search for new
technology to remain competitive, achieve the highest possible levels of certification and improve
safety. One approach to solve the problem of rotational acceleration in helmets is a slip plane between
the shell and crushable foam [77]. Slip plane technology is included in some commercial helmets,
despite a lack of experimental evidence to support a reduction in concussion risk [78–81], highlighting
the problem caused by insufficient standards. As an example of material development in sporting PPE,
trends over the past twenty years have favoured lightweight, ergonomic equipment which does not
sacrifice performance in standard tests [49]. Non-Newtonian fluids with high energy absorption were
developed and can act as both a shell and cushion [82,83], offering comfort and flexibility under normal
use and increased stiffness under impact. Non-Newtonian materials in isolation can pass certification
tests for sporting PE and PPE [18,44,47,48,50]. Scientific literature highlights limitations in standards,
as well as associated certified products including helmets [69,79–81], back protectors [18,50] and wrist
protectors [51,84,85]. Recent trends look to include the use of more representative surrogates rather
than rigid anvils [84,86,87] and tests designed for specific sports [50,51] to replace proxy standards
(e.g., [61]). Solutions including novel materials are needed to reduce the effect of sports injuries and
meet required improvements to standards (i.e., as per BSI 6685-1985 [71] and BS7928:2013 [72]).
3. Common Auxetic Materials and Structures
Auxetic research began in earnest with open cell foam [9], the first example of a man made
NPR material. Subsequently, auxetic materials have now been developed or discovered in other
nanocrystalline [88] and microporous [89]) polymer, ceramic [90], metallic [91] and composite [92]
forms, and include natural systems [93]. Auxetic materials such as foams, textiles and AM structures
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are often classed as mechanical metamaterials; with unexpected macro-scalar (effective) characteristics
caused by their micro/nano-structure [15].
This section will first discuss the modelling of auxetic structures and mechanisms, before
considering auxetic foam fabrication, properties and characteristics, followed by some of the other
auxetic materials of relevance including textiles and those manufactured by AM.
3.1. Modelling Auxetic Materials and Structures
Numerical [94–97], molecular [98] and FE models [99–101] have all been applied to auxetic
materials. These models, used individually or combined, typically analyse the elastic deformation
mechanisms of auxetic materials. The most common microstructures of cellular auxetics can be
designated into three types; re-entrant, chiral and rotating units (Figure 3a–c). The 2D re-entrant
structure (such as Figure 3a,d) was the first to be modelled numerically [95] and was developed in
early work on auxetic honeycombs and foams. Other early models included a mechanical model of
isotropic 2D/3D frameworks of rods connected by sliding collars [102] and a thermodynamic model
of a 2D assembly of hard cyclic hexamer ‘molecules’ [103]. Chiral auxetics (Figure 3b)—asymmetric
structures that are non-superimposable on their mirror image [104]—achieve NPR through cooperative
node rotation-induced bending of connecting ligaments. Rigid rotating units (Figure 3c) can have
NPR, dependent on the rotation of connected squares [105] or other shapes [106–108], and this
model has been used as an alternative to the re-entrant model in auxetic foams [109]. Other models
and structures exist, including the missing rib model [110], cellular systems featuring pre-defined
mechanical instabilities [111] and the nodule-fibril model for polymers [112]. Auxetic behaviour
induced by elastic instability includes systems consisting of 2D tessellation of elliptical [113] and other
shape [114,115] voids and 3D tessellations of holes [116]. Non-porous sheets with tessellations of
spherical dimples have also been investigated for auxetic response [117].
Figure 3. (a) Assembled 2D re-entrant structure; (b) 2D Chiral structure; (c) 2D rotating squares
structure; (d) Micro Computed Tomography of polyurethane auxetic open cell foam (depth = 1 mm),
pop-out showing simplified 2D diagram of a re-entrant cell, θ = re-entrant angle (negative value for
angle below horizontal axes); (e) Micro CT scan of conventional open cell PU foam (depth = 1 mm),
with pop-out showing simplified 2D diagram of a conventional polyhedral cell, θ = cell rib angle
(positive value for angle above horizontal axes).
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Re-entrant models have been used to investigate the deformation mechanics of cellular auxetics.
Deformation due to flexure of the cell wall alone was initially considered, with the cell ribs assumed
to behave as beams of uniform thickness [118]. Combined hinging (change of angle between
ribs) and stretching (increase in rib length) of the cell wall was later modelled [98], as well as
a 14-sided polyhedron, specifically for open cell foam, with cell rib bending as the main deformation
mechanism [119]. All three deformation modes have been modelled simultaneously [96,120],
confirming that the change of cell parameters (e.g., cell length or rib angle) directly affected Poisson’s
ratio and Young’s modulus. The combined hinging, stretching and bending model [96] has been
adapted to accurately predict the mechanical properties of gradient, isotropic and anisotropic auxetic
foam [23].
Auxetic application in other fields has progressed with the use of FEM, such as auxetic cores used
in sandwich plates that reduce shear stresses [121], anti-tetrachiral stents demonstrating desired radial
expansion with axial stability [122] and smart auxetic honeycombs in structural health monitoring [123].
FEM can predict the effect of changing design parameters of auxetic structures, such as cell wall
thickness [97,124], unit cell cross-sectional area [94], relative stiffness of modelled beams [125] and
ratio of vertical to oblique cell wall length [126]. Simulation results could therefore aid and inform the
design of future prototypes—e.g., to reduce a structure’s mass while maintaining the maximum load it
can support. FEM has also been used to develop understanding of the effect of plastic deformation
on auxetic behaviour [127,128] and generate specific material models to explore impact resistance of
auxetic honeycomb structures [129]. A framework for modelling auxetic foam using the continuum
approach at large strains has been developed with FEM [130–132] and could be extended to model
composite structures made from auxetic materials.
Several FEM studies established that the angle of re-entrant cell ribs effects Poisson’s
ratio [26,133–135], demonstrating cell parameter manipulation. FEM has also highlighted that other
internal cell parameters (e.g., length, height, thickness) can be changed to tune the Poisson’s ratio, and
that flaws in the re-entrant cell structure can reduce NPR's magnitude towards zero [136]. Innovations
are facilitated by FEM, such as the combination of two auxetic structures within one design (re-entrant
hexagon and arrowhead) [137], honeycombs with ribs made of 2-phase composite material [138],
the development of curved honeycomb unit cell designs [139], the creation of auxetic honeycombs
inspired by the spider’s web [140] and the formation of auxetic systems made out of readily available
materials [141] and recycled rubber [142].
FEM has also been employed to model auxetic two-phase systems without voids by filling the
spaces of a cellular first phase with a matrix second phase. This was an idea first postulated in
1992 and modelled analytically for elastically isotropic laminates by Milton [143] and using FEM
for ‘network embedded composites’ by Evans and co-workers [144]. More recently, FEM has been
extended to a two-phase core employing conventional and/or auxetic phases for out-of-plane auxetic
behaviour [141], and to sandwich panel composites with the two-phase core employing established
auxetic cellular structures and/or auxetic matrix [145–147], as well as structures developed using
topology optimisation routines [145,148]. The ability to have temperature-dependent auxetic behaviour
in such systems has also been investigated using FEM by allowing one or both phases to possess
temperature varying Young’s modulus [149,150].
The effect of design changes on Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio can be adjusted and
improved before manufacture [121], and FEM can validate analytical results [151–158]. Full validation
of FEM often requires comparison and agreement with experimental testing [159–167], which can
potentially lead to extrapolation or tailoring of models for specific applications. Experimental test data
can be input into FEM solvers to validate and develop material models [168]. With a validated
model, design changes can be implemented and investigated without numerous iterations of
manufacturing and testing. FEM can then be used alongside optimisation tools to further improve
auxetic designs [169–173], although the ‘modelling theory’ remains to be examined stringently [174].
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Dynamic effects can also be examined with explicit FEM solvers. The energy absorption of
a re-entrant structure when crushed by a rigid wall has been analysed [175], but not experimentally
validated. Analytical formulae were however used to validate FEM suggestions that auxetic
honeycombs have higher energy absorption than conventional honeycombs in crushing strength
analysis [176]. When varying the impact energy on a jounce bumper [27,177], FEM closely matched
experimental values for the material’s Poisson’s ratio and compressive modulus and the jounce
bumper’s force and displacement. A subsequent auxetic bumper model showed less vibration
in compression than a non-auxetic equivalent. A range of (FEM) parametric studies compared
rate-dependent blast resistance performance in military applications [178,179]. Auxetic sandwich
panels had higher impact resistance than their conventional counterparts, validated with comparison
to analytical models rather than experimental data. Sporting PE and PPE typically aims to minimise
harmful impact forces/accelerations through high strain rate compression of energy absorbing
materials [180,181], and explicit solvers have previously facilitated such investigation [47,48,182].
3.2. Fabricating and Characterising Auxetic Foam
Auxetic foam is often fabricated to experimentally show expected enhancements (i.e., to impact
force attenuation or vibration damping) due to NPR [2,3,33,183]. Auxetic foam fabrications typically
change the cell structure of open cell foam (referred to herein as the parent foam) to give it an NPR.
Lakes’ thermo-mechanical fabrication method [9] first applies a volumetric compression ratio (VCR,
normally defined as original/final volume and typically between 2 and 5 [184]) to a parent foam in all
three orthogonal axes to buckle cell ribs [118]. The applied compression changes the cell shape and
causes the re-entrant structure, as cell ribs buckle beyond ~5% compression [118]. The compressed
foam is then heated to a set temperature to encourage permanent plastic deformation. The temperature
is typically between 130 and 220 ◦C [13], often referred to as the ‘softening temperature’ [20,185].
Finally, the foam is cooled to fix the imposed structure [9]. Buckling the originally straight ribs
(Figure 3e) gives the polyhedral cells a re-entrant, contorted cell structure [9] (Figure 3a,d). Typical
sizes were initially small, in the order of 20 × 20 × 60 mm (following fabrication), although larger
‘scaled up’ samples have subsequently been fabricated (e.g., [185–188]).
Fabrication methods for auxetic foams have developed and diversified since Lakes’ initial study [9].
Stretching samples after cooling was introduced to reduce adhesion between cell ribs and residual
stresses [189]. More recently, fabrication processes have been split into stages including; multiple
heating cycles (with foam removed from the mould and stretched by hand in between to reduce
residual stresses, flaws and creases [190]) and the addition of an annealing stage—heating below
the softening temperature. Foams are typically annealed at 100 ◦C [37,185,190], but alternatives to
annealing include slow cooling in the mould in air [20,191] or cooling outside the mould in air [192].
In an attempt to reduce creases and flaws when inserting foam into the mould, olive or vegetable oil
and WD-40 have been used to lubricate moulds [185,189,193].
Another line of investigation has attempted to increase the range of Poisson’s ratios and Young’s
moduli achievable following thermo-mechanical fabrications. The heat, time and compression applied
during fabrication can be adjusted to give higher magnitude NPR and increased stiffness [129]. Heating
for longer or at a higher temperature (‘over-heating’ while using typical compression levels) gives
a positive or near zero Poisson’s ratio re-entrant foam [30,194]. Over-heated re-entrant samples have
comparable density to typical auxetic foams and a linear stress strain curve without the presence of
a plateau region [30,194]. Comparing auxetic and over-heated foam with a positive Poisson’s ratio [194]
could demonstrate the effect of Poisson’s ratio on characteristics such as vibration damping or impact
force attenuation.
In depth analysis shows the complexity and diversity of chemical constitution in polymers
(including those found in foams) [20]. Polymeric microstructure [20], and microstructural changes
caused by heating [195] have only recently been investigated in relation to auxetic foam fabrication.
Li & Zeng targeted styrene acrylonitrile copolymer (SAN) particle bonding, which has a glass transition
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temperature of around 110 ◦C. Such, or other, electron donating groups [15] can provide fixing
mechanisms for imposed structures.
Sporting products often include foam sections which have a larger planar area than typical
auxetic foam samples (~20 × 20 × 60 mm) [9,185,196], and numerous scaled up fabrications have been
attempted [4,7,23,185–187]. Large fabricated samples often exhibit random and ordered inhomogeneity.
Random inhomogeneity is caused by flaws such as surface creasing [185], due to difficulty compressing
large samples of foam into the mould [186]. Ordered inhomogeneity was observed in fabricated cubes
(150 mm sides), where the centre had the lowest density [4,8]. Possible explanations include reduced
compression towards the centre of the cube during fabrication or a thermal gradient that meant the
internal structure was not sufficiently fixed and re-expanded following fabrication. The specific
influence of temperature gradients and compression gradients during auxetic foam fabrication
is unclear.
Solutions to increase homogeneity when fabricating large samples of foam include; (i) a mould with
moveable walls which can be assembled around the foam and then used to apply compression [186,197];
(ii) a multi-stage compression process with an intermediate VCR to reduce insertion forces [185]
and (iii) a vacuum bag to apply compression [187]. Vacuum bags can apply consistent pressure
through thickness, reducing external densification and allowing fabrication of additional shapes
(i.e., curved) [187]. Recent work utilising rods passing through large sheets of foam [7,8,23,188] is the
only published method which seeks to apply controlled distribution of material within the mould.
‘Felted foams’ are fabricated commercially by compressing open cell foam between two heated plates
to impart an anisotropic, re-entrant cell structure and direction dependent NPR [33].
Small scale fabrication parameters depend on the type of foam used and the compression levels
applied [20,185]. It is likely that changes to fabrication parameters may be needed when ‘scaling up’
fabrications, and there may not be a ‘one size fits all’ style best approach. A comparative evaluation
of gradual compression, vacuum bag compression and controlling internal compression using rods
would, nonetheless, highlight advantages and disadvantages and aid selection and adaptation of the
most appropriate method for fabricating large samples of auxetic foam.
Alternatives to the thermo-mechanical fabrication process [9] include using a solvent or softening
agent instead of heating. Acetone [196] and pressurised CO2 [21] can be used, depending on
polymeric constitution and types of bonding present within the original foam. Softening methods
can be combined, and both acetone [2] and CO2 [21] have been used in combination with heat.
Chemicals can be used to target specific bonds (i.e., SAN particle bonds) [20]. Liquid solvents (such
as acetone) will require a drying phase and so some form of gradient is likely in larger samples.
Provided there is no significant gradient due to diffusion of gases from the centre of samples
during/after fabrication, the CO2 softening route could reduce the effect of temperature gradients in
thermo-mechanical fabrications.
Attempts to apply thermo-mechanical fabrication methods typically used for open cell foam to
closed cell foam can rupture the foam’s cell walls [185,198]. NPR has still been achieved along one
axis in closed cell low density polyethylene (LDPE) foam, by combining thermal softening (at 110 ◦C)
and high hydrostatic pressure (662 kPa, applied by a pressure vessel) over 10 h and maintaining the
pressure for a further 6 h after cooling [199]. Heating for an hour at 86 ◦C, then subjecting to vacuum
pressure for 5 min prior to sudden restoration of atmospheric pressure also produced uniaxial NPR in
the same LDPE closed cell foam [199]. Slow diffusion of gas through cell walls was similar to predicted
values, suggesting the cell walls in the auxetic LDPE foam had remained intact. Solid state foaming
(sticking together pieces of closed cell foam cut in a re-entrant shape) [200], syntactic foam processes
(embedding degradable/collapsible beads with a re-entrant shape into a molten/liquid polymer) [201]
and AM [202] have also produced auxetic foam-like structures.
Measuring strain in compliant, often inhomogeneous foam or foam like structures requires
non-contact methods. Wide ranging studies, employing a variety of test protocols, have been
undertaken to characterise auxetic polymeric foams for structural, mechanical, thermal, filtration
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and impact properties, for example. Isotropic auxetic foams with Poisson’s ratio between 0 and
−0.7 have been reported (e.g., [3,9,20,22,23,189,195,203]). Higher magnitudes of NPR (<−1) have also
been reported for anisotropic auxetic foams [187,190]. Density measurements of whole or dissected
samples are useful in assessing the extent of, and variation in, volumetric compression throughout
thermo-mechanically fabricated re-entrant foam [22,204]. Standardisation while characterising
samples would help assess levels of agreement between different studies. Where possible future
testing should be undertaken in accordance with, or based upon, the appropriate ASTM standard
(e.g., ASTM-D412—15a [205]) for quasi-static tensile testing, which requires communication of sample
dimensions, strain rate, range and measurement method and joining/contact methods between sample
and test rigs.
3.3. Fabricating Auxetic Textiles
Auxetic textiles have the potential to contribute enhanced mechanical properties to textile
applications in sport—including for apparel, equipment and injury prevention and treatment.
Developments of auxetic fibres and fabrics, and their production methods, have enhanced the
potential to use auxetic textiles commercially. Auxetic yarn with a high magnitude of NPR (<−2)
can be produced from standard, non-auxetic fibre materials and conventional textile manufacturing
processes [206]. Fabrics can, therefore, be manufactured from auxetic yarns without the need to
develop new techniques.
The auxetic yarn in Reference [206] comprises a relatively high modulus thin wrap fibre around
a lower modulus thick core. Both wrap and core components are typically conventional fibres.
When extended the (initially helical) wrap fibre becomes straight and pushes the (initially straight)
core fibre into a helix. Since the core is thicker than the wrap, the final stretched yarn is thicker with
the helix core than the initial un-stretched yarn with a helical wrap. Due to the double helix nature
of the wrap and core construction, the auxetic yarn is referred to in the literature as the double helix
yarn (DHY) [207] and also the helical auxetic yarn (HAY) [208–211]. In this review we refer to this
yarn as the DHY. Development of the DHY includes an auxetic plied yarn [212], auxetic braided
structure [160], and a DHY where the ‘wrap’ fibre is stitched in place to offer more control over its
behaviour by preventing fibre slippage [213]. Heat treatment has also been utilised to solve the issue of
slippage [214]. The initial angle at which the wrap fibre is spun around the core fibre, and the diameter
ratio of wrap to core fibre influences the value of the NPR, whereby a lower yarn wrap angle increases
the magnitude of NPR [215–217]. The DHY offers increased energy absorption under impact [209].
The production of auxetic polymeric monofilament fibres has also been reported and utilises
a process of continuous melt extrusion [218,219] to form a microstructure of interconnected
surface-melted powder particles. NPR arises at the microscale of these monofilaments, in contrast
to conventional filaments, for which mechanical properties, including Poisson’s ratio, arise at the
molecular (polymer chain) level [220]. The developed auxetic monofilaments have been used to
demonstrate enhanced fibre pull-out resistance of auxetic fibres, requiring double the extraction force
(than their conventional counterparts) [221], which could enhance the longevity and robustness of
sports apparel and equipment.
Auxetic yarns and fibres have been incorporated into fabrics. The DHY has been employed
to produce auxetic woven fabrics for composite reinforcement [206] and potentially as medical
bandages [217]. Auxetic plied yarns have also been used in woven fabrics where yarns with shorter
floating threads promote a greater magnitude of NPR in the fabric [222]. The auxetic monofilament
has been used to develop knitted, woven and non-woven fabrics [223].
Auxetic fabrics can also be produced from conventional fibres. Out-of-plane NPR has been
induced in non-woven fabrics, produced thermo-mechanically [224,225], via compression between two
flat, heated plates to tilt and buckle needle punched fibre bundles. The through-the-thickness auxetic
samples consist of bent fibre bundles perpendicular to the surface of the fabric. Under tension, the
bent fibre bundle becomes re-orientated, in turn pushing on surrounding fibres and causing the fabric
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thickness to increase. More recently, auxetic foldable woven fabrics have been fabricated through the
use of conventional yarns and weaving technologies [226].
Knitting technologies offer the benefit of a high structure variety [29], enabling the fabrication
of a range of different geometrical auxetic textile patterns. Auxetic fabrics can be manufactured
using conventional yarns on commercial warp knitting machinery, which can be produced at rates
and quantities comparable to non-auxetic warp knits [227]. Hexagonal structures are used for NPR
warp-knitted textiles, including a rotational hexagonal structure [228] and re-entrant hexagonal net
structures [229]. These hexagonal meshes have since influenced the fabrication of in-plane auxetic
spacer fabrics (Figure 4a) [230,231]. Auxetic spacers exhibit excellent shape fitting to complex
curves [232], high energy absorption and indentation resistance, and these properties could be
enhanced with a greater magnitude of NPR [233]. Yarn loading capacity in NPR spacers affects
tensile energy absorption [234], and FEM has successfully predicted the tensile NPR of a warp-knit
spacer fabric [166]. Further research and tailoring of NPR spacers could aid the fit of sporting PPE that
covers dome-like surfaces, such as protective head-wear [232].
Auxetic weft-knitted fabrics have also been fabricated with computerised flat knitting machines,
based on three geometrical structures; (i) foldable structures (Figure 4b); (ii) rotating rectangles and (iii)
re-entrant hexagons [235]. When using conventional yarns, the fibre type and geometrical structure
are critical to the NPR of these fabrics and they can be adapted to tailor their Poisson’s ratio and elastic
modulus. Large NPRs (<−1) are possible, depending on the structure and yarns employed [235].
Auxetic foldable weft-knitted textiles have also been used as the reinforcement in polymeric composite
materials [236]. Developments of auxetic weft-knitted fabrics will find a wide variety of potential
applications in different fields, such as PPE for sportswear and headwear, but more research needs to
be undertaken to explore these potential applications further [29].
Figure 4. (a) Points marked on auxetic warp-knit fabric under tension [36]; (b) NPR effect of a weft
knit fabric subject to extension [29]; (c) Dual-material auxetic metamaterial.
3D auxetic textiles have been developed for composite reinforcement applications [5,237]) through
the use of warp and weft yarns [238] with stitch yarns [239] and auxetic fibres [240]. A four layer woven
3D auxetic textile structure has been used as composite reinforcement through a vacuum-assisted
resin transfer moulding process [241]. Charpy impact tests (ASTM D6110-17 [242]) found the energy
absorption of the auxetic textile was 6.7% higher than that of its conventional counterpart [241].
3D Auxetic textiles have also been employed to reinforce a foam matrix fabricated by injecting and
foaming [243,244]. With through-thickness NPR, 3D textiles may soon provide the enhanced protection
associated with NPR materials to sports apparel and PPE [5].
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There has, then, been a significant increase in the development and variety of auxetic fabrics
since 2011. Due to the range of auxetic textiles under development and their unusual properties,
these materials have a wide variety of potential applications [14]. For sports apparel, auxetic textiles
could enhance comfort and performance in PPE, with the unique ability to fit easily to curved shapes
combined with high compressive energy absorption and indentation resistance [245]. In order to
implement auxetic textiles commercially, a future focus should be given to factors affecting their usage
and wearability [246]. To embed or incorporate auxetic materials into sports garments, they should be
relatively soft and flexible, lightweight, breathable and mouldable or available in a variety of shapes
and thicknesses (5 to 10 mm). They may also be required to be homogeneous and/or joinable using
flat lock seams [83].
3.4. Additively Manufactured Auxetic Materials and Structures
As alternatives to often inhomogeneous foams or textiles, the creation of auxetic materials
with repeatable structures using various AM techniques has been investigated (e.g., fused
deposition modelling [137], selective electron beam melting [175], selective laser sintering [247] and
lithography-based ceramic manufacturing [248]). AM is a natural extension of FEM, as the existing
modelling file can be converted to be compatible with most AM technologies to fabricate the modelled
structure [167,249–252]. The AM structure can be experimentally tested to validate and potentially
improve FEM [162,253–255], and key parameters can consequently be tuned and investigated with
a particular application in mind.
Example materials used for AM in auxetic research include compliant rubbers and plastics. Metals
and ceramics can also be made via AM but these studies have been omitted due to their incompatibility
with sporting PE and PPE. Auxetic 3D chiral lattices have been modelled and produced by AM
using TangoBlack® (Stratasys, Eden Prairie, MN, USA), a rubber-like AM filament [256]. AM has also
combined two materials of different stiffness within; (i) one re-entrant unit cell [202,257,258] (Figure 4c);
and (ii) novel chiral auxetic structures consisting of four ‘base’ unit cells surrounding a smaller ‘core’
chiral unit cell [259]. Using two materials of different stiffness provides a designer with greater control
over unit cell deformation. The chiral auxetic has since been developed to use a re-entrant cell as the
‘core’ unit cell [260], meaning softer hinges are not necessary and the structure can be made from one
filament material. The location and amount of each dual material provides additional ways to tune
the mechanical properties (e.g., stiffness) of a structure without changing its geometry; as illustrated
with the FEM of layered auxetic plates [261]. FEM and AM used in conjunction could facilitate such
a parametric study with relative ease, for example by varying repeated structures [262].
AM structure’s Poisson’s ratio can be tuned by altering the geometry of a unit cell [263–265],
enabling the design and analysis of novel auxetic structures using FEM [266,267] to help validate
existing analytical formulae. Matlab has also been used to run FEM parametric analysis [167].
NinjaFlex®, (Ninjatek, Manheim, PA, USA) an elastic and flexible thermoplastic PU, has been used in
the AM of auxetics [137,268–270], and in impact testing studies [269,270], with FEM used to highlight
auxetic structures’ desired shock absorption capacity. Elsewhere, impact testing on non-auxetic
NinjaFlex® honeycombs demonstrated that increasing strain rates (0.01 to 0.1 s−1) resulted in an
increase of energy absorbed (0.01–0.34 J/cm3) [271]. Both strain rate and energy absorption are key
considerations for auxetic material applications in sporting PE and PPE.
3.5. Gradient Materials
Gradient materials can be made from one material by varying its macro-structure to have
different mechanical and structural properties in different regions (e.g., auxetic and conventional regions).
Gradients can be discrete [22,23,272] or continuous [22,272]. Composite sandwich structures employing
discretely gradient honeycombs have a higher compressive modulus and are stronger than conventional
sandwich structures [41]. The same sandwich structures exhibit a large increase in bending stiffness at the
transition between conventional and NPR regions [42]. Opposing synclastic/anticlastic (domed/saddled)
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curvature associated with negative/positive Poisson’s ratio respectively [9] cause increased shear
modulus between regions and a localised stiffening effect. A similar stiffening effect can be seen in
AM honeycombs with re-entrant inclusions during tensile tests [273]. Stiffening between discrete
gradients of conventional and NPR could increase the bending stiffness (of the whole structure or
specific regions) in sports equipment that contains honeycomb or fibre reinforced composites (e.g., skis,
snowboards, tennis rackets and hockey sticks to name a few). Auxetic composite sandwich structures
have not been tested for sports applications.
Gradient foams have been fabricated, by applying variable compression gradients to different
sample sizes (~2 × 2 × 2 cm to ~30 × 30 × 2 cm) using rods [22,23] and/or selecting mismatched
uncompressed foam and mould shapes [22,23,272] (e.g., uniform foam sample compressed in a tapered
mould). These gradient auxetic foam samples can exhibit vastly different cell structure and mechanical
properties in different regions, which can be explained using an analytical model [23]. Gradient
structures could be employed to foams or other materials (i.e., fabrics) to allow the development of
garments which will fit to the wearer and adapt to their shape as they move.
4. Expected Characteristics and Supporting Evidence
Beneficial characteristics of auxetic materials include increased shear modulus, indentation
resistance [10,30], dynamic [274,275] and static compressive energy absorption [8,37] and
decreased bulk modulus [10,30]. Increased indentation resistance [30] and compressive energy
absorption [2,8,33,37,204] have been shown experimentally in comparisons of auxetic and conventional
foams. Lateral expansion due to axial tensile loading makes auxetic structures/materials ideal
candidates for straps in apparel, increasing area to spread increasing loads and prevent ‘digging
in’ [276]. Many of the characteristics which provide unique enhancements for auxetic materials come
from Elasticity theory [10,277].
For isotropic materials experiencing elastic deformation, Young’s modulus (E) and shear modulus








3(1 − 2υ) (2)
Elasticity theory states that Poisson’s ratio must be between −1 and 0.5 for 3D isotropic
materials [118,279,280], and between −1 and +1 for 2D isotropic materials [281]. From Equations
(1) and (2), as Poisson’s ratio tends towards −1 both shear (Equation (1)) and bulk (Equation (2))
modulus are driven towards extremely high or low values (respectively) in a 3D isotropic material.
Figure 5. Schematic showing (a) shear deformation and (b) bulk/volumetric deformation. Black arrows
show shear loading, red arrows show loading due to hydrostatic pressure, dashed lines show original
(a) shape and (b) volume.
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Indentation resistance is a measure of the load required to indent a material (Figure 6a,b).
From elasticity theory, Hertzian indentation resistance (H, Equation (3)) for an isotropic material
compressed with a uniform indenter depends on Poisson’s ratio, Young’s modulus and a constant (x)







Figure 6. Simplified 2D indentation showing (a) Axial deformation; (b) Lateral deformation described
in Equation (3); (c) Effect of large shear modulus (Equation (1)) on indentation area (- - -) and lateral
mass flow, both un-accounted for in Equation (3). The red line shows contact area (Equation (4)).
A material with large indentation resistance, but low Young’s modulus, could be used in
a protective pad that will deform by a similar amount for high or low area (i.e., flat surface vs. studded)
impacts. Such a pad would be more versatile, reacting to different surfaces to optimise its resistance
to deformation [282]. Assuming a constant Young’s modulus, as Poisson’s ratio tends towards −1,
a material should exhibit infinitely higher resistance to shear deformation (Figure 5a, Equation (1))
and high indentation resistance (Figure 6, Equation (3)), while becoming increasingly easier to
deform volumetrically (Figure 5b, Equation (2)). Infinite shear modulus and maximum indentation
resistance and volumetric compressibility can only be achieved elastically and isotropically with
auxetic materials [10], and increased indentation resistance has been shown experimentally [30,31,283].
Equation (3) for Hertzian indentation resistance comes from elastic properties and assumes; (i) the
surfaces are continuous and have non-conforming profiles; (ii) the area of contact (Figure 6) is much
smaller than the characteristic dimensions of the contacting bodies; (iii) the strains are small and
purely elastic and (iv) the surfaces are frictionless at the contact interface. These four assumptions for
Hertzian indentation are not always held, although Equation (3) is often referred to and discussed
in the context of non-Hertzian indentations [284,285]. Sporting PPE typically has a low thickness,
so does not often meet assumption (ii). A finite thickness model has been developed for soft and
thin cushion materials where Hertzian theory is expected to become invalid, and auxetic cushions
were found to reduce the contact pressure on the buttocks (indenter) [286]. In another approach,
Equation (3) has been adapted for thin sheets of rubber [287], to include a correctional multiplier
based on a ratio of contact area between the sheet and indenter (At, Figure 6) and the sheet’s thickness
(at) (Equation (4)). As thickness decreases towards zero, contact area/thickness increases and the
correction tends towards unity. The force required to indent rubber to a specific depth increases as
thickness decreases, but it is unclear if the same trend applies to NPR materials. The final assumption
of zero friction has been shown through FEM and continuum mechanics to be invalid in simulations of
infield situations [285,288–290]. In these simulations, friction was found to enhance NPR’s contribution
to indentation resistance.
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Equations (3) and (4) are for instantaneous, linear values. They do not, therefore, account for
the different amounts of densification and possible hardening caused by lateral deformation due to
Poisson’s ratio (Figure 6c). Auxetic foam (with a relatively high shear modulus, Equation (1)) should
resist shear deformation more than its conventional counterpart. Auxetic foam’s upper surface would,
therefore, compress as a larger, flatter area (represented by the dashed line, Figure 6c) as shown in
cylindrical indentations [30] and using FEM [291]. FEM and analytical models also report a reduction
in contact area for simulations with NPR materials [292], suggesting that deformation occurred over
a larger radius, rather than the foam wrapping around the indenter. The opposite effect (auxetic foam
wrapping around the indenter) has been predicted in FEM simulations of low strain indentation of 2D
linear-elastic isotropic blocks [183] and also observed during impacts with a hemispherical dropper
onto samples covered with 1 to 2 mm thick polypropylene sheets [3]. In the FEM study, a lower Young’s
modulus as well as NPR was employed for the auxetic foam, providing a shear modulus almost a factor
of 2 lower than the conventional foam (Equation (1)), which possibly explains the discrepancy. In the
experimental study, the added complexity when considering multi-material systems (e.g., featuring
a stiff shell and compliant foam), hemispherical or studded indenters (rather than cylindrical) and
high strain rates caused by impact could explain the observed differences. The relationship between
the shell and foam’s elastic moduli (as discussed in relation to coatings [293,294]), the foam’s Poisson’s
ratio [292,294] and synclastic/anti-synclastic (domed or saddled) bending in the upper surface may
affect indentation resistance.
Hertzian indentation requires corrections for high strain indentations, impacts of non-linear
materials or multi-material systems typical in sporting PPE [47,48] and, therefore, testing of auxetic
foams for sports applications [285,288]. As noted above, friction (assumption iv) is expected to
amplify increases in indentation resistance caused by NPR [285,288], and a correction factor has
been applied [288]. Experimental indentations of auxetic materials, particularly foams, are not
common [7,30], although some limitations of Hertzian indentation theory have been noticed and
discussed [30]. Further significant modelling and experimental research examining NPR’s effect on
indentation responses of conforming, non-linear, anisotropic materials subject to a range of indenter
sizes and shapes is therefore required.
One of the difficulties in testing NPR’s effect on expected benefits (i.e., impact force attenuation or
indentation resistance) when using foam is changes to Young’s modulus and stress-strain relationships
following fabrication [9,295]. Studies report auxetic foams with lower initial Young’s modulus than
their conventional counterparts [189,274,295]. Reduced Young’s modulus has been attributed to the
presence of buckled ribs in the auxetic foam being easier to deform than the straighter ribs of the
conventional foam [295]. Elasticity theory (Equation (1), Figure 5a) also supports a reduction in Young’s
modulus as Poisson’s ratio decreases if shear modulus remains constant. Auxetic foams typically have
a higher density than their open cell parent foam, so the reduction in Young’s modulus is contrary to
the usual expectation of an increase in Young’s modulus with increased density [118]. Note, though,
that Gibson and Ashby refer to a density increase caused by thicker ribs, whereas in the auxetic
foam fabrications density increases due to changes in rib orientation. Gibson and Ashby’s cellular
solid theory actually indicates that Young’s modulus can either increase or decrease when moving
from a hexagonal to a re-entrant cell geometry, characteristic of auxetic foams [118]. The increased
Young’s modulus is allowed by elasticity theory—materials with the same bulk modulus (Equation (2),
Figure 5b) will have increased Young’s modulus as Poisson’s ratio decreases. Increases [2,190,197,204]
as well as the aforementioned decreases in Young’s modulus [9,274,295] have been reported in auxetic
foam fabrications.
The re-entrant structures in auxetic foams typically give an initially quasi-linear compressive
stress-strain curve, with hardening as pores close at higher compression levels (>~50%) [9,183,185,275,282].
Conventional open cell foams exhibit a low-stiffness plateau region due to buckling of cell ribs
between ~5% and 80% strain (Figure 7a) [118]. Both of these cases have been explained numerically
and validated experimentally [23,118]. It should be noted that the relatively linear and plateauing
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stress-strain relationships only apply to specific forms of cellular materials that adapt a re-entrant
structure, including PU foams [9,23] and 2D honeycombs [96]. Exceptions have been recently presented;
re-entrant auxetic PU foams with a plateau region [23,195].
Figure 7. (a) Typical compressive stress vs. strain response of auxetic and conventional open cell foam
(note cellular collapse between 5 to 10% then hardening beyond 80% strain via densification in open
cell foam); (b) Strain energy density (Volumetric (Uv, Equation (5)), Distortion (Ud, Equation (6)) & Ut,
Total) vs. Poisson’s ratio for a linear elastic isotropic material subject to a uniaxial stress. Uniaxial stress
and Young’s modulus set to 1 kPa.
For a linear elastic isotropic material subject to a uniaxial stress (σ), the total strain energy density
(Ut) is the sum of the volumetric strain energy density (Uv) and the distortional strain energy density









In Figure 7b, an applied compressive uniaxial stress and Young’s modulus are arbitrarily equated
to 1 kPa for simplicity. Plotting these values in Equations (5) and (6) between elastic limits of −1 and
0.5 for Poisson’s ratio (Figure 7b) shows an increase in volumetric strain energy density and a reduction
in distortional strain energy density as Poisson’s ratio tends towards −1. Auxetics material’s tendency
to volumetric (rather than distortional deformation) could effectively increase indentation resistance
(Figure 6c, Equations (3) and (4)). As Poisson’s ratio decreases, so does the stress concentration
at a crack’s tip, preventing crack propagation and increasing toughness [296,297]. Von Mises and
maximum shear stress theory both define failure when distortional strain energy exceeds a maximum
value. The reduction in distortional strain energy (to zero, Figure 7b) as Poisson’s ratio reduces
to −1 [279] is, then, expected to lead to an increase in toughness. A natural example of where this may
be exploited may be found in the nacre layer of certain seashells. Nacre has a reported tensile NPR of
the order of ~−0.1 [93] and ~−0.4 [298] which is thought to increase volumetric strain energy density
by ~eleven times while more than halving distortional strain energy density, allowing the system to
absorb more energy before failure [298].
Increased energy absorption has been shown experimentally for auxetic foam; under flat plate [33]
and studded impacts [274], quasi-statically with flat compression plates [8], within aluminium
tubes [299] and with a studded indenter and a stiff shell [7]. When compressed cyclically at high strain
rates (0.036 to 0.36 s−1 [300] and 0.033 s−1 [2,274]) auxetic foams absorbed up to sixteen times more
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energy than open cell foams of a different polymeric composition and equivalent density, therefore
appearing more useful in cushioning layers of sporting (and general) PE & PPE. The differences in
energy absorption do not account for changes in stress/strain relationship or strain rate dependency
between conventional and auxetic samples. As strain rates increased, Young’s modulus and the
magnitude of NPR increased marginally in samples of auxetic PU foam [301]. In some cases the
increased linear elastic range of the auxetic foam compared to the parent foam with a plateau region in
the stress-strain relationship could have contributed to higher energy absorption [2,8,33].
Energy absorption, strain rate dependency and (often) indentation resistance combine to influence
performance under impact. Theoretically beneficial for impact protection [282], auxetic foam samples
have been shown to exhibit between ~three and ~eight times lower peak force under 2 to 15 J impacts
adapted from BS 6183-3:2000 for cricket thigh pads [3,8,55]. During a comparison of high strain
rate compression (20 to 40 J) to a conventional commercial foam of similar density, auxetic samples
exhibited (1.2 to 1.8 times) higher peak acceleration, but also exhibited higher compressive elastic
modulus [2]. Peak forces can be further decreased (1.2 to 1.5 times) during 5 J impacts by impregnating
auxetic foam with shear thickening fluid [302].
Inward material flow has been shown under impact by rudimental visual inspection of high-speed
camera stills, and the samples with the greatest magnitude of NPR exhibited higher lateral contraction,
lower through thickness deformation and a similar peak force to other samples [33]. Newly developed
3D auxetic textile composites exhibit lower peak forces than their conventional counterpart under 12
to 25 J impacts [5]. In helical yarns, a wrap angle of 27◦ gave the best combination of Poisson’s ratio
and stiffness for energy absorption [209] during 7 to 65 J impacts.
Honeycomb sandwich panels with auxetic cores were found to resist ballistic impacts better
than regular or rectangular cores [303], and absorb more impact energy when the re-entrant cell
structure was non-uniform [304]. Laminated composites containing warp knit auxetic Kevlar® fabric
reinforcement, under 167 m/s impact with a 14.9 g bullet (~200 J), showed similar energy absorption
to laminates containing conventional woven Kevlar® reinforcement [305,306]. The auxetic Kevlar®
laminates, however, displayed enhancements in fracture toughness (225%) and fracture initiation
toughness (577%), and a reduction in front and rear face damage area [305,306]. Auxetic composite
laminates displayed reduced back face damage during 7–18 J impacts by a stud [32,307,308]. Auxetic
composite laminates could, therefore, improve the durability of protective shells in PPE and other
sports equipment (i.e., bicycle frames or boat hulls).
Related to energy absorption, auxetic foams have been tested for vibration damping (to ISO
13753 for vibration protecting gloves [309]). At low frequencies (<10 Hz), auxetic foam exhibited
lower transmissibility than iso-volume open cell samples made from the parent foam and iso-density
uni-axially compressed samples [193]. Auxetic foam had a lower cut off frequency than its parent
foam [310]. The transmissibility of auxetic samples was greater than 1 between 10 and 31.5 Hz,
but less than 1 over 31.5 Hz [183], equivalent to commercial anti-vibration gloves. Auxetic foams
also fatigued uniquely, with higher permanent compression than their parent foam and a general
increase (as opposed to the conventional foam’s decrease) in measured hardness after 80,000 cycles up
to ~120 N (150 mm sided cubic samples) [311].
Curvature of a beam or plate subject to an out-of-plane moment is related to Poisson’s ratio [9,312].
Sheets with a positive Poisson’s ratio will adopt a saddled shape (anticlastic curvature, Figure 8a)
and those with NPR will dome (synclastic curvature, Figure 8b). Doming is caused by axial (due to
loading) and lateral (due to Poisson’s ratio) extension on the upper surface combined with equivalent
contractions on the lower surface. Conventional materials will contract laterally on the upper surface
and expand laterally on the lower surface.
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Figure 8. (a) Conventional honeycomb showing saddled curvature; (b) Re-entrant auxetic honeycomb
showing domed curvature. Solid arrows show applied bending and dashed arrows show bending due
to Poisson’s ratio. Enlarged pop outs show cell structure.
Synclastic curvature has been observed in auxetic foam [9], analysed in detail in sandwich
structures with an auxetic honeycomb core and auxetic laminate skins [312] and demonstrated by
FEM [37,313] and experimentally using a simple paper model [37]. Auxetic fabric can conform
around a spherical surface [36]. Deformation shape could be complicated to predict in nonlinear and
often inhomogeneous auxetic foams [4]. Bespoke complex curvatures are achievable for gradient
honeycombs displaying conventional and NPR regions when subject to an out-of-plane moment [314].
Some auxetic PU foam samples have been shown to exhibit shape memory, meaning they return
to their original dimensions when heated [315] or exposed to solvents [196]. Shape memory auxetic
foams investigated by heating in an oven returned rapidly towards their original dimensions when
the temperature reached 90 ◦C. Samples had reached their original dimensions by the time the oven
reached the original fabrication temperature of 135 ◦C.
Marginally re-entrant structures with NPR which exhibit partially blocked shape memory have
been fabricated [195]. The fabrication process included numerous cycles of thermo-mechanical
fabrication followed by reheating to return samples towards their original state. Auxetic behaviour
was found in ‘returned’ samples from the third returned stage onwards, and has been attributed
to the presence of kinked or corrugated ribs. Clearly shape memory could be detrimental in terms
of sport safety equipment, as pads could be changed irreparably when exposed to heat or solvents
(i.e., when machine washed or dried). Blocking shape memory [195] or investigating solutions to
prevent a return to original dimensions (such as constraining auxetic foam in an outer textile/shell
layer) could improve a product’s lifecycle.
Several characteristics change in the auxetic foam fabrication process, including Poisson’s
ratio, stress/strain relationships and density [3,4,8,9,23,185,190,316]. So, during comparative impact
tests between auxetic and parent foam [2–4,7,8,33,204,316], the specific contribution of individual
characteristics, including Poisson’s ratio, can be difficult to determine, and unambiguous experimental
verification of theoretical enhancements due to the NPR requires further work. The same can
be said for other studies into auxetic foam, including those into vibration damping [183,193],
resilience/strength [317] and energy absorption [37].
Comparing results from scientific literature suggests that the compressive Young’s modulus (30 to
50 kPa) of auxetic open-cell PU foams [3,4,118,185,316] is typically more than twenty times lower than
that of the closed cell foams often found in sporting PPE (~1 MPa) [43,47–49,52]. Such a large reduction
in stiffness suggests that the two materials are not comparable and stiffer auxetic foam is required for
sporting PPE. The enhancements provided by NPR (e.g., indentation resistance) might allow for some
reduction in stiffness, but to absorb an equivalent amount of energy to current sporting PPE, current
auxetic foam would need a contribution from having NPR that would increase energy absorption by
~twenty times. The largest reported increase in energy absorption for auxetic vs. conventional foam
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is sixteen times during dynamic cyclic tests [300], but increases of ~three times are more common in
single impacts/compressions [8,33,204]. Crash mats are typically softer than PPE (~50 kPa [59]) and
(due to their extensive variety of possible applications and impact scenarios) could benefit from the
increased energy absorption and indentation resistance associated with auxetic foams [7]. The authors
are not aware of any publications specifically comparing impacts or indentations of auxetic foam to
foam typically found in sports PE and PPE.
5. The Potential for Auxetic Materials in Sports Products
The sporting goods sector is characterised by early uptake of new technologies and rapid product
development, launch and replace cycles. Consequently, this sector is amongst the first to see commercial
products based on auxetic materials, with two commercial sports shoe ranges that utilise auxetic
structures. The Under Armour Architech sports shoe range [28] incorporates either an AM or moulded
auxetic re-entrant latticed upper (Figure 3a) which is claimed to aid conformability around domed
shapes, fit and comfort. The added manufacturing benefit of being formable as a one-piece upper,
rather than several pieces each individually cut to shape and stitched together is also claimed. The Nike
Free RN Flyknit sports shoe [34], on the other hand, employs an architectured closed cell foam outsole
with an auxetic rotating triangles structure (shown in Figure 9, first proposed in [105–107]). The outsole
is claimed to exhibit bi-axial growth as the wearer accelerates or changes direction, for improved
traction and impact energy absorption.
 
Figure 9. Schematic showing (a) rotating triangles (un-deformed); (b) rotating triangles’ multi axial
expansions (rotation = 15◦), tensile load applied either vertically or horizontally.
Multi-axis expansion (due to NPR) has potential benefits in cleaning/shedding of dirt [39].
Multi-axis expansion could be implemented in a conformable facemask [35] to protect against extreme
weather during outdoor/adventure sports, or commuter cycling—expanding bi-axially when the
mouth is opened to increase breathability [9,38–40]. Other benefits of multi-axis expansion include
large volume change, allowing design of small, easily stored garments which can expand when worn
(i.e., for spare layers in outdoor/adventure sports).
D3O market the Trust Helmet Pad System [318] incorporating pads with a re-entrant auxetic
geometry that are claimed to provide increased fit to the head and decreased acceleration under blunt
impact. More products are likely to emerge if the increased level of comfort and protection offered by
auxetic materials can be further demonstrated, justifying investment in the development of stiffer, more
appropriate auxetic materials (such as closed cell [199] or shear thickening fluid impregnated [302]
auxetic foams, or novel impact hardening auxetic polymers [319]). The emergence of sports products
including auxetic materials could be assisted by the development of a commercially-viable (low cost,
large scale) auxetic foam production process [23,185,186]. ‘Felted’ foams, fabricated by uniaxial
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compression, are already commercially produced and exhibit auxetic behaviour in one loading
direction [33]). Alternatively AM is a commercially viable option [28] to provide fine control over unit
cell structure for auxetic foam-like structures.
The ability to change the shear modulus of a material through Poisson’s ratio [118,151] could
provide a useful tool in designing head protection that can reduce rotational acceleration [6].
When used in place of a comfort layer in a helmet, auxetic foam can significantly reduce the
severity of direct impacts in comparison to its conventional counterpart [320]. Helmets and helmet
certification standards have been criticised for focussing solely on direct rather than both direct and
oblique impacts [69]. Controlling shear modulus by changing Poisson’s ratio (to negative or positive
values) of any layer within the helmet could contribute to solutions to reduce rotational acceleration
(i.e., in combination with or instead of slip plane technology [77]). The benefit of using Poisson’s
ratio to change shear modulus is that elastic moduli would change less, limiting the effect on linear
acceleration and therefore perceived performance according to current certification standards [66,67].
6. Conclusions
In a competitive, rapid uptake market such as sports equipment, it is important to keep searching
for new and improved designs and materials. With frequent, catastrophic high-profile injuries and
scandals (particularly involving head injury) the importance of improvement increases. The chance to
increase market revenue, while reducing costs to health services, national economies and burdens on
injured individuals, warrants continued research through commercial and state investment.
Auxetics have a wide range of potentially useful characteristics, including increased indentation
resistance, vibration damping and shear modulus as well as decreased bulk modulus. These have
been shown using auxetic foam compared to its parent foam and iso-density conventional foams.
Further experimental comparisons of auxetic and conventional foam’s indentation resistance, impact
force attenuation and vibration damping are required to determine contributions from other variables,
such as elastic modulus and density, to clearly identify the contribution due to Poisson’s ratio.
The creation of auxetic foams appropriate and beneficial to sporting goods will require
development of fabrication processes, especially for larger samples. Fabricating samples with
comparative characteristics (e.g., Young’s modulus and density) is also required to show the NPR’s
benefits (i.e., to indentation resistance). The solvent and CO2 softening routes provide alternative and,
in the latter case, faster auxetic foam fabrication. Increasing the stiffness of auxetic foam closer to the
closed cell foam found in sporting PPE or ensuring that impact energy absorption is equivalent or
higher is an important step for commercialisation. With dynamic energy absorption reported up to
sixteen times greater in auxetic foams some reduction in stiffness is likely acceptable, but requires
confirmation by appropriate testing. AM presents an alternative for the creation of auxetic cellular
solids with bespoke properties. There is increasing confidence, then, that commercial auxetic foam
production will be achievable, either by AM or by improved fabrication methods from open cell foams.
Commercially available auxetic foam would improve access, allowing more sport safety equipment
manufacturers to design, test and evaluate auxetic prototypes.
Another option to increase auxetic materials range of moduli and impact force attenuation is
combining materials. Auxetic foam’s impact force attenuation increased up to ~1.5 times when
supported by shear thickening fluid. Enhancing the characteristics of auxetic fabrics and textiles
by combining with a conventional, gradient or auxetic material could facilitate the production of
sports garments and performance apparel that deforms with the wearer and attenuates impact forces.
Combining conventional and auxetic sections of honeycombs in gradient sandwich structures increases
bending stiffness close to transitions. Snowboards, skis, tennis rackets and hockey sticks (to name
a few) use conventional sandwich structures, and could benefit from increased rigidity or equivalent
rigidity and lower mass.
The more obvious characteristics of auxetic materials that are backed up with strong supporting
evidence (multi axis expansion and domed curvature) have been implemented as auxetic foam and AM
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materials into sporting footwear and helmet pad products. Commercial success for auxetic sporting
PPE requires stronger supporting evidence that responds to trends accurately re-creating infield
collisions and falls. Other auxetic materials such as laminates and knitted/woven fabrics that exhibit
characteristics including increased fracture toughness and, potentially, tailorable shape change, are
currently untested for sports applications within the peer-reviewed scientific literature. Unlike auxetic
foam production, the fabrication of auxetic composite laminates and many of the auxetic fabrics is via
established commercial processes, requiring little or no modification. With further development and
testing auxetic laminates and fabrics could be applied to a range of sporting products, from carbon
fibre reinforced composite bicycle frames to swim suits or rugby tops that deform with the movements
of the wearer.
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Abstract: Conventional sportswear fabrics are functional textiles that can mitigate the impaired
muscles caused by exercises for the wearers, but they can also cause discomfort and skin allergy.
This study proposes combining two yarns to form functional composite yarns, by using a twisting or
wrapping process. Moreover, a different twist number is used in order to adjust the performance of
functional composite yarns. A crochet machine is used to make the functional composite yarns into
functional elastic knits that are suitable for use in sportswear. The test results show that, in comparison
to the non-processed yarns, using the twisted or wrapped yarns can considerably decrease the water
vapor transmission rate of functional elastic knits by 38%, while also improving their far infrared
emissivity by 13%, water absorption rate by 39%, and air permeability by 136%. In particular,
the functional elastic knits that are made of B-wrapped yarns (bamboo charcoal- wrapped yarns),
composed of 20 twists per inch, have the optimal diverse functions.
Keywords: quick-dry yarn; bamboo charcoal yarn; mechanical properties; sportswear textiles;
functional composite yarns
1. Introduction
Functional textiles have functionalities that are specifically tailored to the needs of users.
The pursuits of comfort, and such health purposes as thermal insulation, moisture wicking, antistatic,
and anti-ultraviolet properties, become the mainstream of current studies [1–5]. Functional textiles
are commonly used in sports and protection fields; the design of sportswear textiles emphasizes
the selection of the materials used. Perspiration is a major factor to consider in regards to comfort.
People exercise and sweat, and their garment absorbs the perspiration. If the textiles fail to expel the
perspiration efficiently, the wet textiles make the wearers feel cold and unpleasant [6–8]. Therefore,
scholars use fibers that have perspiration absorbent and moisture exhaling properties to fabricate
sportswear textiles. For example, quick-dry yarns have a cross-shaped transection, which helps to
transport sweat from the body to the fabric surface and decreases the accumulation of moisture
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in clothes. This improves the cooling sensation through the evaporation of sweat from the fabric
surface [4]. Bamboo charcoal yarns are composed of multiple bamboo charcoal fibers that emit
far infrared rays. They have a specific surface area and micro-porous structure that improves the
capillary phenomenon. As a result, quick-dry yarns and bamboo charcoal yarns are pervasively used
in sportswear textiles [9–13].
The other important function of sportswear textiles is to protect the wearers from muscle hazards
caused by doing the exercises. Common protectors are wrist support, knee support, and back
support [14–18]. Conventional protection employs elastic knits to restrain muscles, thereby mitigating
an excessively exerted force and fatigue release. However, conventional protectors make the wearers
feel uncomfortable and restrain humidity in local areas which leads to skin allergies. Unlike the
conventional protectors, compression–stretch materials, made of a considerable number of elastic
yarns, can exert a certain pressure onto the muscles. The intense compression provides compression
fabrics with a denser structure, but simultaneously limits the perspiration efficacy of the textiles. As a
result, the moisture and perspiration are kept in the compression materials, which can cause skin
allergic reactions for the wearers. In recent years, there is an innovative research trend using far-infrared
textiles to take the load off the muscles. Far infrared ray (FIR) textiles, a new category of functional
textiles, contribute to putative health and wellbeing functionality. At the molecular level, FIRs exert
strong rotational and vibrational effects, and are biologically beneficial. The other feature of FIR textiles
is the enhancement of blood circulation. The local tissues of the human body are activated, which in
turn causes dilatation of the blood vessels and facilitates metabolism. The activated cells accelerate
the regeneration of impaired tissues and the healing of lesions [10]. To sum up, these materials
absorb energy from sunlight and then radiate this energy back onto the body at specified wavelengths.
The positive results indicated that FIR textiles outperformed conventional textiles in terms of the
FIR emissive efficacy [10]. Functional yarns are specifically designed to improve certain functions,
such as UV-cut yarns, FIR emissive yarns, and perspiration absorbent and moisture exhaling yarns.
Usually, functional yarns are made of at least one specified function. Functional polymer particles
are melted after being heated with a high temperature. The melted particles are ejected through the
spinneret under pressure, forming functional fiber bundles. The fiber bundles are then expanded
and coated with antistatic agent, and finally formed into functional yarns [13]. The process is highly
complex and has a high production cost, which makes mass production impossible. Moreover, adding
functional powders results in a high surface roughness of the yarns, causing abrasion against the
machine components during the knitting process.
The other method for producing multi-functional yarns is using a wrapping or twisting process to
combine different functional yarns [19–23]. The process has a low production cost and is easily
manufactured, thereby making mass production feasible. Twisting and wrapping can provide
composite yarns with multiple functions, but possibly change the structure and cause the absence of
other functions. A previous study examined the relationship with the hygroscopicity of yarns and
the twisting process. The test results showed that excessive twisting damaged the yarns’ structure
and decreased the capillary phenomenon [24]. Another previous study examined how the moisture
diffusion coefficient of yarns was related to twisting. The test results indicated that twisting resulted in
changes in the yarns’ structure. The lower the moisture diffusion coefficient, the lower the capillary
phenomenon [25].
Our experimental methodology is as follows. The selected materials facilitate the perspiration
that the sports textiles emphasize. In order to compensate for the restriction of twisting or wrapping
processes against the functions of yarns, bamboo charcoal yarns and quick-dry yarns are two primary
materials that are used to meet the requirement of comfort. Different twist numbers and different
manufacturing methods are employed in order to compare the functional composite twisted yarns
and functional composite wrapped yarns in terms of functionalities. The twisted yarns and wrapped
yarns are separately made into functional elastic knits using a crochet machine. The air permeability,
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far-infrared emissivity, water absorption rate, and mechanical properties of the knits are evaluated,
examining the optimal manufacturing parameters.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials
Bamboo charcoal yarn (Nan Ya Plastics Corporation, Taipei, Taiwan) has a specification of 75D/72F.
Quick-dry yarn (Everest Textile Co., Ltd, Taoyuan, Taiwan) has a specification of 75D/48F. Polyester
(PET) filament (Yi Jinn Industrial Co., Ltd., Taipei, Taiwan) has a specification of 150 D/48F. Rubber
thread (Ta Yu Co., Ltd., Taichung, Taiwan) has a diameter of 0.65 mm.
2.2. Preparation of Functional Composite Yarns and Functional Elastic Knits
In order to examine the influences of wrapping and twisting processes on the properties of the
functional elastic knits, bamboo charcoal yarns and quick-dry yarns were twisted into twisted yarns
using a rotor machine, while the other batch was wrapped into wrapped yarns using a hollow spindle
spinning machine. During the process, the twist number was obtained based on the rotating speed
difference between the winding and take-up processes. Tables 1–3 show the compositions, parameters,
and specifications of wrapped/twisted functional composite yarns. Figure 1 shows the diagrams of
a rotor spindle machine and twisted yarn. The bamboo charcoal yarn and the quick-dry yarn were
intertwined evenly to form a spiral structure (Figure 1B) using a rotor spin device. Figure 2 shows the
assembly of a hollow spindle machine and the structure of a wrapped yarn. A bamboo charcoal yarn
and quick-dry yarn were wrapped in two manners, where the bamboo charcoal yarn was the core and
the quick-dry yarn was the sheath, and otherwise.
Figure 1. (A) The assembly of a rotor spindle machine and (B) the structure of a twisted yarns [26].
Figure 2. (A) assembly of hollow spindle machine and (B) diagram of a wrapped yarn [26].
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The twist number is computed using the differences in the rotary speed of the package device
and take-up roller. The equation is as follows.
Twist number =
R
T × D × π (1)
where R is the rotary speed of the rotor spin device or hollow spindle machine (r.p.m.), T is the rotary
speed of the take-up roller (r.p.m.), and D is the diameter of the take-up roller (inch).
Table 1. Composition of functional composite yarns. Q: Quick-dry, B: Bamboo charcoal, and D: Denier.
Code Compositions
Bamboo charcoal yarn Combination of two 75D bamboo charcoal yarns without twisting or wrapping.
Quick-dry yarn Combination of two 75D quick-dry yarns without twisting or wrapping.
Q-wrapped yarn The wrapped yarns have one 75D bamboo charcoal yarn as the core and one 75D quick-dry yarn as the sheath.
B-wrapped yarn The wrapped yarns have one 75D quick-dry yarn as the core and one 75D bamboo charcoal yarn as the sheath.
B/Q-twisted yarn The twisted yarns are composed of 75D bamboo charcoal yarn and one 75D quick-dry yarn.
Table 2. Parameters of wrapped/twisted functional composite yarns. Q: Quick-dry, B: Bamboo
charcoal, and D: Denier.
Sample Code Twist Number (T.P.I.)
Bamboo charcoal yarn N/A
Quick-dry yarn N/A
B-wrapped yarn 20 25 30
Q-wrapped yarn 20 25 30
B/Q twisted yarn 5 10 15
Note. For twisted yarns, a twist number that was above 15 T.P.I. (twists per inch) caused a high friction between the
twisted yarns and the machine, leading to damage to the surface of the twisted yarns. Twist numbers of 20–30 T.P.I.
were excluded from the production of twisted yarns. For wrapped yarns, a twist number was below 20 T.P.I.,
the hollow spindle spinning machine rendered a take-up extension beyond the tolerance of the wrapped yarns.
Twist numbers of 5–15 T.P.I. were thus excluded from the production of wrapped yarns.










Bamboo charcoal yarn 0 560.60 ± 30.57 148.90 ± 0.01 0.38 ± 0.01
Quick-dry yarn 0 605.65 ± 28.75 151.50 ± 0.03 0.47 ± 0.04
Q-wrapped yarn
20 610.48 ± 18.36 156.69 ± 0.01 0.28 ± 0.01
25 555.34 ± 34.70 159.35 ± 0.01 0.26 ± 0.02
30 542.85 ± 17.42 159.97 ± 0.03 0.21 ± 0.01
B-wrapped yarn
20 635.01 ± 14.82 155.95 ± 0.02 0.23 ± 0.03
25 616.29 ± 8.16 160.19 ± 0.01 0.21 ± 0.01
30 599.45 ± 11.95 162.31 ± 0.04 0.17 ± 0.02
B/Q-twisted yarn
5 624.80 ± 16.17 150.77 ± 0.02 0.38 ± 0.03
10 643.19 ± 14.21 151.51 ± 0.03 0.36 ± 0.04
15 636.23 ± 14.72 151.98 ± 0.03 0.22 ± 0.02
Note. Standard deviation (SD) is presented in the form of “±”.
Functional elastic knits are made with functional composite yarns using a crochet machine.
The knits are composed of polyester filament as the warp yarns, rubber thread as the warp inlay yarn,
and functional composite yarns as the weft inlay yarn (Figure 3). A total of six types of wrapped yarns
and three types of twisted yarns, seen in Table 2. The pure bamboo charcoal yarns and quick-dry yarns
serve as the control groups. The fabric specifications are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 3. Functional elastic knits where the black yarn is the warp yarn, the red yarn is the rubber
thread, and the blue yarn is the functional composite yarns.








Bamboo charcoal functional elastic knits 0 409.10 1.06 ± 0.02
Quick-dry functional elastic knits 0 403.70 1.07 ± 0.01
Q-wrapped functional elastic knits
20 406.30 1.12 ± 0.01
25 411.30 1.13 ± 0.02
30 411.60 1.12 ± 0.01
B-wrapped functional elastic knits
20 405.60 1.14 ± 0.01
25 411.00 1.08 ± 0.01
30 420.40 1.14 ± 0.02
B/Q-twisted functional elastic knits
5 405.90 1.11 ± 0.01
10 411.70 1.10 ± 0.01
15 416.00 1.12 ± 0.01
Note. SD is presented in the form of “±”.
2.3. Tests
2.3.1. Mechanical Properties of Yarns
An automatic yarn tester (FPA/M, Statimat-M, Textechno Ltd, Mönchengladbach, Germany)
was used to measure the tensile strength and elongation of samples as specified in ASTM D2256.
The distance between gauges was 250 mm and tensile rate was 300 mm/min. Twenty samples of each
specification are measured in order to have the mean.
2.3.2. Mechanical Properties of Knits
Functional elastic knits were tested for tensile strength using a universal testing machine (HT-2402,
Hung Ta Instrument Co., Ltd, Taichung, Taiwan) as specified in ASTM D5034. The distance between
gauges was 100 mm and tensile rate was 300 mm/min. Samples had a size of 20 cm × 2.5 cm.
Ten samples of each specification were measured in order to have the mean.
2.3.3. Water Vapor Transmission Rate
Functional elastic knits were tested for water vapor transmission rate, following the test standard
of ASTM E96 (desiccant method). A piece of sample was mounted on the bottle which has no lid
and contained 10 mL of water, and the bottle was placed in the test case for 24 h. The environmental
condition of the test box was at a temperature between 23 and 26.7 ◦C and a relative humidity of
50%. A precision balance was used to measure the weight of the bottle, which was recorded as w0.
After 24-h water evaporation, the bottle was weighed again as wt. The water vapor transmission rate
was computed with the equation as follows.
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Water Vapor Transmission Rate =
w0 − wt
A × t × 100% (2)
where w0 was the initial weight (g) of samples (including the bottle, water, and knits), wt was the
weight (g) of samples after 24-h evaporation (including the bottle, water, and knits), A was the area of
knits (m2), and t was the evaporation duration.
2.3.4. Water Absorption Rate
Functional elastic knits were tested for water absorption rate, following the test standard of
AATCC TM 197-2011. Samples had a size of 200 × 25 mm. Five samples were taken respectively along
the warp direction and the weft direction. Samples were affixed above the tank with their lower end of
0.5 cm soaking in water for ten minutes. The capillarity of samples along the warp and weft directions
was recorded and computed in order to have the mean.
2.3.5. Far-Infrared (FIR) Emissivity
Functional elastic knits were tested for far infrared (FIR) emissivity using a FIR tester (TSS-5X,
Desunnano Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan). Samples were mounted on the platform of the tester, and the tester
was used to measure the FIR emissivity at ten spots. The values were recorded and computed to have
the mean. FIR emissivity was presented by the ratios of the absorbed radiant energy to the released
radiant energy between samples and the black body. The equation was as follows. The object that
totally cannot release radiant energy after it absorbs radiant energy is called the gray body. In contrast,
the object that can completely release radiant energy after it absorbs radiant energy is called the
black body.
ε =
All radiation energy emitted by a gray body
All radiation energy emitted by a black body at the same temperature
(3)
2.3.6. Air Permeability Test
Functional elastic knits are tested for air permeability using an air permeability tester (Textest
FX3300, TEXTEST INSTRUMENTS, Zürich, Switzerland), following the test standard of ASTM D737.
The size of samples is 25 cm × 25 cm. A sample is fixed behind the air vent and the air permeability
against an air pressure of 125 Pa is measured. Twelve samples of each specification are used for the
measurement, and the values are recorded and computed in order to have the mean.
2.3.7. Bursting Strength
Functional elastic knit were tested for bursting strength using a universal testing machine
(HT-2402, Hung Ta Instrument Co., Ltd., Taichung, Taiwan), following the test standard of ASTM
D3787. Samples were affixed in a ring clamp, and then tested using a pulling clamp at speed of
305 ± 13 mm/min. The samples had a size of 125 mm × 125 mm. Five samples for each specification
were tested and the mean was recorded.
3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Effects of Twist Number on the Mechanical Properties of Yarns
Figure 4 shows that the twisting process provides functional composite yarns with greater tenacity,
as compared to the tenacity of the control group (i.e., pure bamboo charcoal yarns and quick-dry
yarns). Conversely, the wrapping process provided functional composite yarns with greater tenacity,
as compared to the tenacity of the control group. Bamboo charcoal yarns had a low tenacity and
elongation at the break, according to Table 3 and Figure 5. The wrapping and twisting process
improved the extensibility of the yarns. Therefore, regardless of whether it was wrapped yarns or
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twisted yarns, the elongation at the break of the functional composite yarns was proportional to the
twist number of the yarns.
Moreover, the tenacity of functional composite yarns that were processed with a wrapping process
showed a remarkable decrease when the twist number increases. For wrapped yarns, the wrap material
could only enwrap the core, but it was primarily the core that bears the majority of the exerted force.
Therefore, variations in twist number did not have a considerable influence on the tenacity of the
wrapped yarns [26]. Figures 1B and 2B are the structural diagrams of twisted yarns and wrapped
yarns. The wrapped yarns were composed of bamboo charcoal yarn and quick-dry yarn alternatively
as the core and sheath. A low twist number was unable to enwrap the core completely. After the
breakage of the core, a large amount of sheath was possible to slip. A high twist number compactly
enwrapped the core, decreasing the slip level of sheath. The twisted yarns were composed of bamboo
charcoal yarns and quick-dry yarns with a spiral structure. The higher the twist number, the denser
the spiral structure. When a tensile force was exerted, the twisted yarns exhibited a structural slip
where the spiral structures were presented. As a result, increasing the twist number improved the
elongation of the twisted yarns. However, a high twist number also increased the contact area between
the two yarns, as was the case with the friction. Therefore, a high twist number inhibited the slip of
structure of twisted yarns, which eventually caused a lower elongation at the break, more than that of
the wrapped yarns.
Figure 4. Tenacity of functional composite yarns in relation to the administration of a wrapping/
twisting process as well as the twist number. The error bar indicates the Standard deviation (SD).
Q: Quick-dry, and B: Bamboo charcoal.
Figure 5. Elongation of functional composite yarns in relation to the administration of a wrapping/
twisting process as well as the twist number. The error bar indicates the SD.
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3.2. Effects of Twist Number on the Mechanical Properties of Functional Elastic Knits
Functional composite yarns were weft inlaid into functional elastic knits using a crochet machine.
Therefore, mechanical properties of knits were correlated with the parameters of the functional
composite yarns. In Figure 6a, there are no noticeable differences in the tensile stress along the warp
direction of the elastic knits. Figure 6b shows that there are no critical differences in the tensile stress
along the weft direction of the elastic knits when they are composed of B/Q twisted yarns at a different
twist number.
This result was ascribed to the peculiar structure of the knits, which prevented the weft inlay
yarn from interfering with the mechanical properties along the warp direction. This was also the
case with the elongation along the warp direction as seen in Figure 7a. All functional elastic knits
had similar elongation along the warp direction. When composed of a twist number between 5 and
15 T.P.I., B/Q-twisted yarns had similar tenacity, which subsequently provided the elastic knits with
similar tensile stress. In contrast, for the elastic knits that were composed of wrapped yarns, the tensile
stress along the weft direction was largely in an inverse proportion to the twist number of the wrapped
yarns. A high twist number rendered wrapped yarns with lower mechanical properties, which thus
had a negative influence on the elastic knits. Moreover, the elongation along the weft direction of
elastic knits was dependent on the elongation of the wrapped yarns. Compared to the twisted yarns,
the wrapped yarns provided the yarns with higher elongation as seen in Figure 5. Therefore, elastic
knits that were made of wrapped yarns had a greater elongation along the weft direction than the
elastic knits that were made of twisted yarns (Figure 7b).
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Tensile stress along (a) the warp direction and (b) weft direction of functional elastic knits in
relation to the administration of a wrapping/twisting process, as well as the twist number of the yarns.
The error bar indicates the SD.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 7. Elongation along (a) the warp direction and (b) weft direction of functional elastic knits in
relation to the administration of a wrapping/twisting process as well as the twist number of the yarns.
The error bar indicates the SD.
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3.3. Effects of Twist Number on the Bursting Strength of Functional Elastic Knits
Figure 8 shows that both the experimental and control groups have a bursting strength between
170 and 180 N, while Figure 9 shows that samples that undergo the bursting test all exhibit failure
along the weft direction, rather than the warp direction.
Because the functional elastic knits were composed of rubber threads along the warp direction,
this provided the elastic knits with good extension along the warp direction. As a result, the rubber
threads of elastic knits transmitted the externally applied force via local deformations. On the other
hand, the functional elastic knits were composed of weft yarns in order to form an inlay structure as
seen in blue lines in Figure 3, and the knits failed to extend along the weft direction, along which the
prior damage was rendered. In addition, the functional elastic knits had comparable bursting stress
regardless of using yarns for different specifications. This result resembled that which was described in
Section 3.2. It was primarily due to the similar mechanical properties of the different functional yarns,
as seen in Figures 4 and 5. Therefore, with a specified weft density of 64 pick/inch, the functional yarn
types did not have a distinctive difference in the bursting stress of the elastic knits.
Figure 8. Bursting stress of elastic knits as related to parameters of different functional yarns. The error
bar indicates the SD.
 
Figure 9. Images of the fractured elastic knits after the bursting strength test. As all samples exhibit
similar failure over the surface, B/Q-twisted yarns made of 20 T.P.I. is used in this diagram.
3.4. Effects of Twist Number on the Air Permeability of Functional Elastic Knits
Doing exercise accelerates metabolism and demands 20% of the total energy consumed by
metabolism. At the same time, the rest 80% is dissipated via the form of heat. If the human body fails
to dissipate heat in a short time, the core temperature of the body then increases by 5 ◦C every ten
minutes. When the core temperature reaches to a certain point, the human body perspires in order to
attain a thermal balance [11]. This phenomenon leads to dehydration, and the air permeability of the
elastic knits is thus a crucial factor in terms of the comfort on the skin [27,28].
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In comparison to the control groups (i.e., functional elastic knits that were composed of
non-processed bamboo charcoal yarns or non-processed quick-dry yarns, the elastic knits that were
composed of twisted yarns or wrapped yarns had a considerably higher air permeability. In addition,
the analysis software of an optical microscope showed that the control groups had an average pore
size of 0.03–0.04 mm2, while the experimental groups (i.e., functional elastic knits) had an average pore
size 0.08–0.1 mm2. There were no distinctive variations in the thickness and weight of the knits when
the diameter of the yarns decreases. The results were ascribed to the fact that the thickness and weight
of the elastic knits were primarily based on the amount of rubber threads. Therefore, using different
wrapped yarns or twisted yarns did not noticeably change the weight and thickness of the elastic knits.
Regardless of whether it was bamboo charcoal yarns or quick-dry yarns, they had a fluffy structure.
When they were used to produce elastic knits using a crochet machine, the knits demonstrated a
shrinkage when they were off the pre-tension force exerted by the machine. Therefore, the pores of the
elastic knits were compressed as seen in Figure 10A,B. The wrapping or twisting process made the
structure of yarns compact, resulting in a smaller diameter. Therefore, the resulting elastic knits had a
larger pore size as seen in Figure 10C–K. Previous studies indicated that the variations in the diameter
of yarn as well as variations in the thickness and weight of the knits affected the air permeability
of the knits. In comparison of Table 2 and Figure 11, the air permeability of the elastic knits was
inversely proportional to the diameter of yarns. This result was in conformity with that of previous
studies [12,29].
 
Figure 10. Surficial observation of the functional elastic knits that are made of (A) quick-dry yarn;
(B) bamboo charcoal yarn; (C) 20 T.P.I. B-wrapped yarn; (D) 25 T.P.I. B-wrapped yarn; (E) 30 T.P.I.
B-wrapped yarn; (F) 20 T.P.I. Q-wrapped yarn; (G) 25 T.P.I. Q-wrapped yarn; (H) 30 T.P.I. Q-wrapped
yarn; (I) 5 T.P.I. B/Q-twisted yarn; (J) 10 T.P.I. B/Q-twisted yarn; and (K) 15 T.P.I. B/Q-twisted yarn.
The small pore size is indicated in red drop-like triangles and the large pore size is indicated yellow
drop-like triangles.
Figure 11. Air permeability of functional elastic knits in relation to the administration of a
wrapping/twisting process as well as the twist number of the yarns. The error bar indicates the SD.
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3.5. Effects of Twist Number on the Water Vapor Transmission Rate of Functional Elastic Knits
Water vapor adsorbs to the surface of knits when they come into contact. The knits diffuse and
evaporate the moisture. If water vapor fails to penetrate the knits, it undergoes condensation in the air
layer between the skin and the knit. The residual moisture makes the wearers uncomfortable when
their body temperature decreases [11,28]. The skin of the human body has a water vapor transmission
rate of 215–350 g/m2 day [11,30–32], and any lower water vapor transmission rates of knits would
retain moisture. The water vapor transmission rate of knits was dependent on the types of yarns,
specification of the yarns, and the structure and thickness of the knits [12,32]. Hence, this study
investigated the effects of two parameters, namely, the type of yarns and the specification of the yarns.
Figure 12 shows that all functional elastic knits have a high water vapor transmission rate.
The control groups had a greater water vapor transmission rate than the experimental groups.
Moreover, the control group of non-processed bamboo charcoal yarns outperformed the control
group of non-processed quick-dry yarns, particularly in terms of the water vapor transmission rate.
For the experimental groups, the water vapor transmission rate of the elastic knits had a decreasing
trend when their constituent yarns were composed of a high twist number. The functional composite
yarns had a firm structure after they were twisted or wrapped. However, the advantages of bamboo
charcoal yarns and quick-dry yarns were no longer present when they were firmly compressed at a
twist number beyond 15 T.P.I., which eventually caused a similar water vapor transmission rate of
functional elastic knits.
The adsorption and evaporation of the moisture were dependent on the micro-structure and
the hydrophilic properties of different yarns. Non-processed bamboo charcoal yarns had a porous
microstructure that helped with the seizure of vapors. Similarly, non-processed quick-dry yarns had a
channeled-like structure over the surface, which increased the specific areas. Therefore, both fibers had
good diffusion and evaporation. In sum, for the experimental groups, regardless of whether it was the
wrapped or the twisted yarns, all the functional elastic knits attained a water vapor transmission rate
that was qualified for use on human skin, preventing condensation of the water vapor.
Figure 12. Water vapor transmission rate of functional elastic knits in relation to the administration of
a wrapping/twisting process as well as the twist number of the yarns. The error bar indicates the SD.
3.6. Effects of Twist Number on the Water Absorption Rate of Functional Elastic Knits
In order for the comfort of wearers, the elastic knits should have both efficient water absorption
and evaporation. Therefore, two functional yarns with a micro-structure were used in this study and
their influence on the water absorption rate of the functional elastic knits was examined.
Figure 13 shows that the water absorption rate along the warp direction is noticeably different
from that along the weft direction. The functional composite yarns were weft inlaid into functional
elastic knits, which resulted in a distinctive increase in water absorption along the weft direction.
Figure 13b shows that the elastic knits of Q-wrapped yarns at 20 T.P.I. have water absorption along the
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weft direction of 80–100 mm, while all the other elastic knits have water absorption along the weft
direction of 100–130 mm. Nevertheless, Figure 13a shows that all the elastic knits that have water
absorption along the warp direction is lower than 50 mm.
These results were ascribed to the fabrication structure of the elastic knits that was composed of
the weft-inlaid functional composite yarns and warp yarn of PET yarns. Functional composite yarns
had a high capillary phenomenon, which contributed to water absorption along the weft direction.
In contrast, the PET yarns had low water absorption, which resulted in a discontinuity of the capillary
phenomenon along the warp direction, and a low water absorption along the warp direction.
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 13. Water absorption along (a) the warp direction and (b) weft direction of functional elastic
knits in relation to the administration of a wrapping/twisting process as well as twist number of the
yarns. The error bar indicates the SD.
3.7. Effects of Twist Number on the Far-Infrared Emissivity of Functional Elastic Knits
FIR rays are invisible lights between 5.6 and 1000 μm. The human body absorbs FIR rays that help
with molecular rotation and vibrational effects. The blood microcirculation of the irradiated regions
also causes vessels to expand and increase the temperature of the body [10]. Figure 14 shows that, in
addition to the elastic knits that are composed of pure quick-dry yarns, other functional elastic knits
that are composed of bamboo charcoal yarns all have FIR emissivity of above 0.8. According to the test
standard of FTTS-FA-010, fabrics with an FIR emissivity above 0.8 are qualified for the application in
FIR emissivity.
Figure 14. Far infrared ray (FIR) emissivity of functional elastic knits in relation to the administration of
a wrapping/twisting process, as well as the twist number of the yarns. The error bar indicates the SD.
In comparison of the control group (i.e., elastic knits that were composed of bamboo charcoal
yarn), the experimental groups (i.e., functional elastic knits that were composed of Q-wrapped yarns,
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B-wrapped yarns, and B/Q-twisted yarns) had greater FIR emissivity. In addition, the functional
elastic knits had a higher FIR emissivity when they were composed of B-wrapped yarns, as opposed
to Q-wrapped yarns. B-wrapped yarns had bamboo charcoal yarns as the sheath and quick-dry yarns
as the core, while B-wrapped yarns were made the other way around.
This result was due to the fact that the wrapping or twisting process increased the content of
the bamboo charcoal yarn in the functional composite knits, thereby improving the FIR emissivity.
The Q-wrapped yarns were composed of a smaller amount of bamboo charcoal yarn, and the wrapping
process further decreased their diameter, debilitating the radiation of FIR rays. Moreover, a previous
study indicated that increasing the numbers of lamination layers increased the contact area with FIR
radiation, and thus, improved the FIR emissivity [33].
4. Conclusions
This study investigates the functional composite yarns and functional elastic knits in terms of
physical properties and functions. The effects of the twist number of the functional composite yarns
were examined in order to increase the surface of functional yarns per unit area and then improve the
mechanical properties. The test results showed that using a wrapping or a twisting process provided
functional composite yarns with good mechanical properties, and that the former outperformed the
latter in terms of the elongation of the functional composite yarns.
In addition, the properties of functional elastic knits were evaluated in order to examine the
influence of the parameters of the yarns. The test results showed that using twisted yarns or
wrapped yarns resulted in a decrease in water vapor transmission rate of the functional elastic
knits but an increase in their FIR emissivity, water absorption rate, and air permeability. According
to production cost, mechanical properties, water vapor transmission rate, air permeability, water
absorption, and FIR emissivity, the optimal parameter of functional elastic knits was B-wrapped yarns
at 20 T.P.I. The functional elastic knits thus had adjustable fabric shrinkage, which helped the wearers
to support joints and muscles during exercises.
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